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ÀBSTRÀCT

The developing nations of the world spend an astoundingly high

proportion of their central government budgets on miLitary

expenditures. These high levels of spending have led to a number of

studies which attempt to draw the Iink between mititarization and

development but with inconclusive results thus far. Conflicting views

of the function and conseguences of militarization nay manifest itself
in the complexity of the problem and the value laden ideological

perspectives that the issue is apt to lend itself to. This thesis

begins with an examination of these views which leads to the

development of a model focusing on two di f ferent types of

militarization. À cross sectional path analysis, linking these and

the determinants of miLitarization, reveals that each has its own

unique influence on development.
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I- THE PROBTEM

À Startinq Point

It is ironic that while the human race revels in the accomplishments

of great women and men who have envisioned and fought for peace, it
has, at the same time, developed such that its largest economic

activity promotes its own destruction. The billions of dollars spent

on the military and weapons of destruction stand in sharp contrast to

both the amount spent on projects of peace and the poverty and hunger

t.hat grips much of the world today. It may be truer âs David K.

Whynes (1979) postulates, that every society, from the earliest of

times, found the need to possess some form of institutionalized

arrangement whereby it could defend itself from enemies through the

use of force. 1t is, however, the technigues of force implemented

today, so refined and advanced, so capable of mass obliteration and so

costly to produce and maintain, that have led some to question its
merit. Yet, as v¡e annually award a Nobel Peace laurietr wB continue

to provide the ammunition for war, improve our means of destruction

and indeed, manifest an atmosphere that provides justification of

award for those who seek otherwise.

Militarization, hereby defined in terms of military expenditures

and arms imports, is, and alr+ays has been, connected to economic and

social conditions. This century's two world wars and the concurrent

scramble for colonial outposts are evidence of lhe extent of this

-6-
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connection. Thinking even further back in history, there can be no

doubt that lhe expansion of the gritish enpire, which was aided by

their military strength, helped fuel the industrial revolution which

elevated Europe to the economic power that it became. similarly, the

subsequent loss of these colonies through independence occurred in

temporal sequence with Britain's decline as an economic and military

force and the rise of the united states. A war whereby territ,ory can

be acquired, a concerted effort to protect one's territory and

resources, the acquisition of regional or globa1 dominance, or any

other dispray of force, carries rlith it economic and social

ramifications. Yet, it is not clear whether the social and economic

conditions provoked by increased militarizati.on universally aid in the

development of society. More specifically, militarization may have a

positive influence on society if the mililary is the one institution

most able to provoke societal modernization or a negative influence if
the miLitary is a nere puppet of some larger hegemonic power. À coup

d'etat may benefit society if it is seen as a liberating affair, or

the opposite if it is seen as a continuation of repression. And,

increased militarization would have a positive effect on society if
miritary spending in today's world is interpreted as a stimurant to

growth or rather a negative effect if it is a means of diverting

resources away from more productive uses.

Às a starting point, then, it is necessary to recognize increasing

militarization as first, a paramount concern since through its
existence, and the form around which it is organized today, war and

violence have become commonprace in much of the developing world
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despite surmountable costs of maintaining a competitive miliLary

establishment, and second, a socioeconomic determinant and an

influencing factor to the kind of world we live in. Having said this,
it is the billions of dollars being spent on militarization, and

particularly in developing nations, that clearly establishes the issue

as a legitimate matter for social science inquiry.

Militarization and the Impact of Arms

Militarization has been a topic for the social sciences for many

years. Numerous historical works have traced r¡rars, war-1i ke

activities and the modern build-up of forces. vagts classic, History

of Militarism (1937), for instance, begins by describing the'mounted

warrior' but traces the history of the military through 'the

development of militarization and mass armies'.

The societal effects of militarization and armamentation in

developing countries is a more recent concern for economists,

political scientists and sociologists. Paul Baran (1957) begins the

debate by noting that developing nations are "compelled to devote

considerable parts of their countries' national income to the building

up and naintenance of large military establishments... Indeed, in
most, if not all of Lhese countries military spending is equal to or

exceeds their total productive investment ! " (Baran , 19s7 ;256). The

supposed danger of Soviet aggression serves as the justification for

this 'wholesale destruction of resources'. Baran sees this form of

spending as a "prodigious waste of the underdeveloped countries'

resources" (Baran, 1957;258).
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Later, in the early 1960's, John J. Johnson wrote about the role of

the military in underdeveloped nations (1962) and in Latin Àmerica in

particular (196a). Morris Janor.¡itz (1964) edits and contributes to a

work describing the 'new military' in developing countries and the

related prospects for societal change. titerature dealing with the

economic and developmental effects of militarization in developing

countries increases in the early 1970's diti: the inquiry into more

specific issues, such as the influence that military spending has on

growth and savings.

It is interesting to note, however, that although the term

'militarization' has often been refered to, it is rarely specifically

defined. Generally, militarization refers to some type of expansion

of the military establishment and/or its related functions. Hence,

militarization can refer to the size of the armed forces, the strength

of the military in terms of destructive power, the prevalence of the

miritary in political society, or the preval-ence of the military in
civilian society. Much of what has been written and researched in

economics has refered to military spending and the size of the

military budget. since the military budget is infruenced by the

importation of armaments from abroad, militarization can also refer to

military imports or the proportion of imports directly related to the

military. I^Iith the present world situation of ever increasing

sophistication of military goods, the cost of maintaining a

competiLive miLitary establishment with modern, up to date weapons is

extremely high compared to years past. Às costs continue to rise, the

impact of military spending and arms imports in the developing world
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becomes a more cruciaL issue. In the present analysis, militarization

generally refers lo the growth of the military budget for both

maintaining a military estabtishment and buying, producing and

maintaining arms. The multitudes of definitions for the term

'militarization' and the various concerns over the specific impact of

arms refered to by authors who have discussed the topic, wi1l,

however, become apparent in the chapters to fo1low.

Militarization in Today's Developino World

The developing nations of the world spend an astoundingly high

proportion of their central government budgets on military

expenditures. The 1986 United ¡¡ations Àrms Control and Developing

Agency reports that in 1982 $769 u.s. billion r+as spent on military

expenditures on a global level. Although $165 u.s. billion of this

rvas spent in developing nations, this represents a higher proportion

of their income directed into this activity than in the industrial

countries. In fact, the lowest income nations of the world report the

highest military burden (i.e. ratio of military expenditures to GNP)

at armosl 9%. The increase in spending is equaÌly dramatic. in the

developing nations alone, s22 u.s. biliion nore was spent on the

military in 1982 than in'1978. Àrms imports rose from almost g20 u.s.

billion to over $33 u.s. billion in developing countries during the

same time period, an increase of almost 61%. consider the following;

over 90% of arms transfers go to developing nations while only 14% ot.

the world arms trade oriqinates in these countries. It is easy to

pinpoint the role of the deveJ.oping countries in the r+orld arns trade:

they are the buyers. I,iith the tremendous costs of sophisticated
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v,eaponry, one might conclude that the developing world is allowing the

proliferation of the arms race since they contribute so much to it.

To make a crude comparison, 92 developing nations Iisted in the

united Nations Arms control and Development Àgency report of 1986

spent $74.17 U.S. per person on miJ.itary prograrns in 1982 and only

$24.25 per person on health related programs (united Nations Àrns

Control and Development Agency , 1986) . In fact, any comparison

between military related and health reLated programs, crude though

they may be, shows the irony of priorities and the great expense of

maintaining a military establishment. Military expenditures in 92

developing nations in 1982 averaged over 9950 million us per nation,

while health expenditures averaged only g274 nillion us. These same

nations house an average of almost 15r000 doctors compared to an armed

forces average size of over 98,000 troops.

In the 30 lowest income nations of the world where developing

problems appear more acute, compärisons betrveen health and the

military gain even more meaning. The lowest 30 income nations spent

an average of $9.25 US per person on the military in '1982 compared

with $3.07 on health rel-ated programs. Between 1978 and 1982 health

expenditures per capita rose 6.97á in these 30 nations. Military

expenditures rose over 55% in the same time period. The average

number of troops to doctors in these lowest 30 nations is 89,000 to

17,000 - all this in nations with an average life expectancy of.47.9

years compared bo over 70 years in all developed nationsr âD average

infant mortality rate of over 127 deaths per 1,000 births compared to

less than 10 per 1,000 in developed nations and an average of 25.6% ot
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the population who have access to safe water compared to nearry '100%

in all developed nations. Às a final note, 30% of. the least developed

countries of the ¡vorld were directly at s¡ar in 1982 compared Lo 0% of.

the developed world.

The Task

Very simply, development can refer to a process whereby nations

increase their status in terms of various indicators of progress.

Hence, devel-opment can refer to economic arowth in terms of GNp,

growth of the education or health budget, ôD increase in the literacy

rate, etc. But, normally, a nation attempts to move from being

classified as 'developing' to 'developed' sLatus where their standard

of living increases to that which is experienced in the richer nations

of the world. Considering the levels of spending quoted above,

militarization would appear to be a priority in nations where

development remains an issue and a goa1. But, are the tr+o concepts,

militarization and development, necessarily contradictory? Àlthough

more is spent on the military than on heal¡h in developing nations,

and although more soldiers than doctors are employed in these

countries, does the existence of one necessarily negate the other?

0r, as the question has often been put in the literature, is there a

trade-off between gun and butter?

The high levels of military expenditures in developing nations have

led to a number of studies that attempt to establish the link between

this form of government activity and deveLopment. (see, for example;

Deger, 1986; Deger and Sen, 1983; Faini et. al., 1984; Lim, 1983;
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Nabe, 1983; The united Hations, 1986") yet, what has surfaced through

these efforts is a set of literature quite diversified.

Theoretically, authors have either justified, (see, for example;

Benoit, 1973- Kolodziej, 1985) ¡ or criticized, (see, for example;

8a11, 1 983; Eide, 1977) these massive Levels of spending.

Ouantitatively, results have ranged from dispraying a positive

association between militarization and development, (Benoit, 1973,

1978), to a negative relationship, (Deger, 1986; Faini et. a1., 1994),

and anywhere in between. In short, the results of these studies have

been inconcl-usive.

This thesis represents an attempt to respond to some of the

questions posed above. The association between militarization and

development in developing countries will be analyzed on a macro level

while the contradictions that arise in existant literature will be

clarified. Àlthough militarization may take various forms, the aspect

of militarization that will be concentrated upon is military spending

and arms imports. The task will be completed in two ways. First, a

review of previous research will sort out the differences in the

findings of these studies. This part of the thesis demonstrates the

reasons alternate views of the association appear, and critically
evaluates literature dealing wiLh the issue in order to formulate a

comprehensive model to study the interaction between militarization

and development. second, the moder r+irt be tested using appropriate

methodological techniques. In the end, it is hoped that a clearer

understanding of the relationship r,¡i1l surface.



Ii- PREVIOUS APPROACHES ?O THE STUDY OF MILITÀRIZÀTION

Introduction

Literature dealing with rnilitarization in developing countries covers

a variety of topics and perspectives. For example, Kende (1977)

reviews the extent of war and war related activities that have taken

place since the Second World War. Klare ( 1982) , in analyzing the

political economy of arms sales, discusses the nrotivations behind the

increase in the export of arms to the developing world in recent

years. Needrer (1971) and Lovell and Kim (1971) provide opposing

views on civil war in developing countries. wolpin (1978, l983)

compares military versus non-military regimes in terns of economic and

social achievements. The United Nations (1978b) linls disarmament and

development" The International Peace Research Àssociation (1978),

Rosh (1986) and the United Nations (1978a) aiscuss militarization in
conjunction with the fulfillment of human needs. of particular

interest for the present purpose is the body of literature which

analyzes the determinants of military spending, (Deger '1986; Deger and

sen, 1983; Lotz, 1970; Maizels and Nissanke, 1996) and that which

discusses the socioeconomic effects of militarization and military

spending on development. It is the latter issue which has gained the

most atLention. Despite the amount of research conducted in the

area, evidence, in terms of the association between spending and

development, remains inconclusive. Conflicting vie!¡s of the function

-14-
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and consequences of military spending rnay manifest itself in the

complexity of the problem and the value laden ideological perspectives

that the issue is apt to lend itserf to. Much of the debate over the

developmental effects of militarization follows from the assunptions

put forth by theories of development.

Positive Influences: The Militarv and Modernization Theory

Social Modernization theory and those who have espoused the views of

the paradigm, has made a significant contribution to the literature

dealing with the military and military spending, first as a basis and

justification for policy, and second, âs a vehicle for criLicism of

counter perspectives, such as dependency. These writers, (see, for

example; Janowitz, 1964; Levy, 1971; pye, 1 968 ) , hold that the

mil-itary serves as the primary agent for the dissemination of sociaL

change. The level of bureaucratization characterized by the miJ-itary

(levy, 1971), the ease of transfering Western values through the

institution (Bienen, 1971; Levy, 1971; pye, 1968), the ability of the

army to provoke a sense of nation building (Benoit, 1978,1973), etc.,

are examples of the ways in which the military can play an important

role in the modernization of society. The military is seen to

encompass a progressive change tor+ards a higher stage of development

since ils modern formation supposedly mirrors that of the liestern

world.

Although determining the exact roots of the modernization theory is

a complex task, there is no doubt that it is a modern outgrowth of

evolutionary theory since stages in socieLal growth are necessarily
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accounted for, r¡hile modern man is placed a! the apex of the

evolulionary cycle. In fact, Darwin's 0riqin of species originally
gave birth to the idea of philosophical evolution and that man

progresses to ever higher stages of development. The link between

Darwinism and modernization is clarified by Mazrui (1972), who claims

that in modernizalion Darwinism has been 'debioLogized'. In short,

Mazrui argues that there has been a shift from biological to cultural

determinism. within the biologicat determinist paradigm, a

biologically inferior race could not hope to rise to the level of the

more advanced. }Jith curtural determinisn however, the thought of

'catching up' to the more advanced societies becomes plausible. Thus,

similar to Darwinism, an evolutionary perspective of development

proclaims that there is a progression in evolution of social forms

towards greater compJ-exity and enhanced sophistication of the system.

The modernizationist approach to development, assuming a linear

pattern to growth and human evolution, must, by definition, presume

that development takes place along prescribed routes. Rosto¡+'s Staqes

of Economic Growth for example, presents not only the typical

evolutionary position but serves as a good 'exampJ.e of how smoothJ.y

increased militarization fits into the modernization model. Economic

growth is divided into five stages through which every society must

pass. According to Rostorç, "men must come to be valued in the society

not for their connection with ctan or class or, even, their guild; but

for their individual ability to perform specific, increasingry

specialized functions." (Rostow, 1965;19) Reaching the'take-off'
slage in Rostow's evolutionary matrix should be the goal of the
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underdeveloped nations. This slage is characterized by increasíng

industrial and manufacturing activity which proceeds hand in hand with

technological and financial development. Where traditional societies

are described as ones, "whose structure is developed within limited

functions", a modernized society is one which provides 'unequivocal

joys' (Rostow, 1965;4).

The'take-off' stage, involving greater technological capabilities,

higher leve1s of bureaucratization and specialization and rational

forms of behaviour, parallels the forms of social relations typical in

the modern army and those which permeate the techniques of force

utilized in modern weaponry. Às Kaldor (1976, 1978) aptly emphasizes,

the rnere operation of modern weapons requires the adoption of a

western hierarchical social relational systen. weapon importation

then adds to the diffusion of the western value system. The military

is seen to encompass a progressive change towards a higher stage of

development since its modern formation supposedly mirrors that of the

t{estern world. since the endogenous notion of change predicted

contact with the Ï,iest functions to speed up the ¡nodernization process,

the possibilities of incorporating r+estern technology, values, etc.

through increased militarization is seen to further promote the

development process.

The cold war between the USA and USSR provided further impetus to

promote military growth through the modernization perspective. Rostow

appears to n¡ake a conscious effort to display communism as the evil in

the worId. He explains that, "societies in the transition from

traditional to modern stalus are peculiarly vulnerabre to such a
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seizure in power." (Rostow;1965, 163) the colonialist empires removed

themselves from the developing world, which left these nations in a

transition phase with no effective centralized government to provide

leadership. They were left vulnerable. To assure that communism did

not spread to these areas, he suggested partnerships with

non-communist politicians, "which will see them through into sustained

growth on a politicar and social basis, which keeps open the

possibilities of progressive, democratic development." (Rostow;1965,

164) Thus he labeled communisnr the 'disease of the transition' and

arming the developing world became a critical pursuit of the

modernizers.

in positivery assessing non-western miLitary capacity to promote

nation building programs, the Draper Report (1959) (Report of the

President's Comrnittee to Study the U.S. Military Àssistance Program)

was the first to suggest that the military in developing nations could

provide a legitimate initiation to modernization. "Armies existed,

they wouJ.d not go away, and they often were the only institution
ava i lable to make head-way in economic and soc ial deveì.opment

programs" (Bienen , 197 1;9).

0f the first theorists to recognize the modernizing capabilities of

'emergent'armies was Lucien Pye. Dividing action into traditional

and rational, Pye foresaw the impact of armies in provoking societal

development toward the rational side of his behavioral dichotomy

while, ât the same tine, championing 'responsible change'. Indeed,

the arny, being the most modern institution, represents the most

1ikely organization to provoke a state of modernization. The military
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functions as an ideal type of industrial society, bringing about

rational behaviour and are less 'emotional' about accepting their

subordinate position Lo the West. The infiltration of contemporary

technology into the military forces undertakes to create a structural

organization rqhich was previously peculiar to the industrialized

wor1d. Pye proclaimed that the advanced technology gives the military

a distinctive rol-e in the modernization process. The values and

lifestyles adhered to by the military are caused, to an extent, by the

prescribed technological advancements within the military institution.

Even the impersonal organizational nature of the military, coerced by

such technological advancements, represents a move away from the

traditional elements in society. Hence, the very presence of more

modern technol-ogy within the military necessitates a change of beliefs

towards a more 'advanced' value system. In this llay, army personnel

become sensitive to their own underdevelopment and aspire to transform

their society into a Weslern facsimile and thus play an essential role

in the process whereby, "tradiLional ways give r¡ay to more Westernized

ideas and practises." (Pye,'1968;3BB)

HaLpern's ( 1963) theme is similar. He sav¡ the military as forming

a 'new middle-class' committed to social and economic reform and

modern technology. The nevr values created by the military would

provide the driving force for a modernized economic and political

structure. To him, "the more the army was modernized, the more its
composition, organization, spirit, capabilities and purpose

constituted a radical criticism
(ttalpern ,258 ) x

of the existing political systen. "

Later, the middle-cIass argument was criticized by Marxists such as
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The works of Levy (1971), Lovell and Kim (971) and Janowitz (1964)

represent perhaps the strongest statements regarding the military as

the most suited institution to foster growth and progressive change

while at the sane time incorporating the primary assumptions of

diffusion and westernization of the system. Às stated by LoveII and

Kim,

"the military may be viewed as one of the key mechanisms
which a nation possesses for receiving and sometimes
amplifying, signals from its external environment- these
signals include ideas, vaJ-ues, skills, techniques and
strategies of political change... Àn obvious case in point
is the great number of Asian mil-itary men who came tó the
United States for instruction at various American
institutions" (Lovell and Kim, 1971;109).

They assume that the military acts as an external- body which is

uncorrupt, (unlike civilian leadership), and has the ability to run

the government efficiently, and in the end wirr do so for the

political and economic advancement of the nation.

Àccording to Janowitz, the training of military personal, coupled

with the contribution of the military as an economic enterprise,

create an atmosphere of nodernization within the institutional
infrastructure, placing the military in a position to readily

el iminate the convent i ons and tradi t i ons which thwart economic

development. Its training functions began as a result of military

mobilization during Ï,iorld l.iar II whereby developing countries, that

is, the poorer nations of the worrd, provided technicar training and

organizational discipline. For example, "most (military personnel )

Mary Kaldor (1976) who claimed that class
defined in terms of its participation in the
argue that the arrny is middle-c1ass because
property on the one hand and the labouring
tautological. It tells us nothing about
197 6;a61 )

means little i f it is not
producÈion process. "To
it stands between landed

classes on the other, is
why it is so" (ttaldor,
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rvere given rudimentary training appropriate for modernization and a

minority received technical training dealing with motor vehicle

maintenance, sanitation and simple technical skills" (Janowitz,

1964;76). These ski11s, infiltrating the society, provided an impetus

for improved societal organization by providing a pool of trained

managers available for public or private industry.

The economic functions of the military contribute to the developing

of pubj-ic works, roads, engineering projects etc., later refered to

by Benoit as the spin-off effects. Furthermore, "because its
orientation is not profoundly religious, it (the miJ-itary) presses for

the elimination of religious conventions which thwart economic

development" (Janowitz, 1964;78). The military is, hence, predisposed

to deal with issues such as birth controlr âD essential goaL since

improvenents in civilian agriculture gain only moderate success in

countries which experience an increasing population.

Because of the training and economic functions, the military serves

as a viable agent of social change. "At a minimum, this implies that

the army becomes a device for developing a sense of identity - a

social psychological element of national unity - which is especiarly

crucial for a nation which has suffered because of colonialism and

which is struggJ-ing to incorporate diverse ethnic and tribal groups"

(Janowitz, 1964;80).

Marion tevy's major thesis expounded in Modernization and the

structure of socielies presents a number of ingredients of lhe

modernization recipe best exemplified by the military, later
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highlighted in an essay dealing directly with the topic. Levy

concentrates on the inevitability of the modernization process. Note

the following conviction:

"Modernization is the problem par excel-lence for the vast
majority of lhe world's population. The members of
relalively nonmodernized societies are not faced with a
choice of whether to modernize or not. They will modernize
to some extent whether they like it or not. teaders who
feel that tolal resistance is possible or that only
superficial elements of change are involved'wi11 fail
foolishly" (levy, 197 1;735).

Yet, emphasis is also praced on contact between developed and

developing worlds. Whenever contact is made between modernized and

nonmodernized societies, change takes place and the direction is
always towards the modernized society.

contact, then, allows for the diffusion of bureaucratic and

specialized social structures and institutions which, though

inescapabl-e, push the world toward modernity. Bureaucratic systems

involve levels of rationality essential for modern societies, and

evolve around equally significant universalestic criteria which

neglect strong rerigious and familial ties which endanger the

rnodernization process. Specialization operates to decrease

self-sufficiency while increasing interdependency which leads to a

maximized rationality in regards to the allocation of goods and

services.

Enter the military, expJ.icitly organized around certain functions,

incorporating planning which creates an efficient organization. Here

Levy concentrates on the level of bureaucracy, the isolation wilhin

which the military operates and the technical superiority of the
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modern weapons systerns. The bureaucratic naLure of the miJ.itary

allows emphasis to be placed on specialization, hierarchical

organization, respect of authority and, most of all, rationality of

the system.

"The emphasis on rationality may be especially high relative
to that characteristic of the rest of society. To some
extent there.is always an explicit emphasis on rationality
in the action carried out in terms of armed force
organizationr Do matter how traditionally oriented general
relationships may be in general in a society",

and furthermore, "in some relatively nonmodernized societies the armed

force organization nay be the major precedent for a bureaucratic or

semibureaucratic experience" (tevy, 197'1 ;56r57).

The isolation within which military personneL find themseLves,

allows a fu1l and rapid transformation to a modernized set of values.

Hence, "armed force organizations may be modernized well in advance of

the extent of modernization elsewhere in the social contexts in which

they are found" (levy, 197 1;49). Because of isor.ation, the army is

modernized in lieu of negative feedback existing outside the system.

Finally, "no matter how isolated the members of the armed force

organization may be kept, the spread of Lhe impact of modernization

beyond the membership of the armed force organization can never be

el iminated" (Levy , 197 1 ;72) ,

Perhaps the most crucial connection between Levy's modernization

theme and the role of the military within that framework can be seen

in the ease with which Levy believes the army slips into the

modernization process. The mililary is interested in only the nost

sophisticated weaponry. Hence, Levy sees the importation of modern
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the road to

progress. Those sentiments are summed

below:

in the significant statements

"No one contemplating an armed force organization wishes
less than the most modern vreapons... When I hear those who
deal with problems of modernization in relatively
nonmodernized societies complain about the difficulty of
getting certain ideas across with regard to modern
lechnoIogy, l wonder why we have not capitalized on the much
greater ease of getting across these ideas in lhe military
sphere... The easy recognition of the importance of
modernization in lleaponry and logistic in general means...
that there will in general be an emphasis on the maximum
amount of modernization as fast as possible in the
development of the new armed force... (tn modernizing
nations), vested interest in the older technologies are sõ
hopelessly out of date as not to pose a serious barrier to
modernization" (Levy, 1971 ;66,67),

Àt this juncture a neat connection can be made betnreen Levy and

Nebtl and Robertson (1968) and their notion of globa1 equivalence.

"To a cons iderable extent modern aspirations (consist ) of

self-conscious awareness and a willingness to adapt in terms of such

alvareness both technologically as well as intellectually" (Nettl and

Robertson, 1 968;aa) . This goat orientation involves governments of

nations striving for a state of equivalence based on information about

other nations. Nations therefore choose the aspects of modernity they

wish to emulate. For example, a developing country can choose from

the variety of sophisticated technoJ-ogy available. "Those countries

who concentrate on a disproportionate expenditure on miJ-itary

technoJ.ogy will almost certainly define modernity in reference to the

armed forces of

1968;54).

other selected nations" (Hettl and Robertson,
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development,

concluding that conflict facilitates the freeing of resources

conducive to growth. Kennedy's logic guides hirn to posit a positive

role for armamentation by explicitly downplaying the necessity for

disarmament in the development process. In fact, demiliLarization

would allow skilled and unskilled labour to be released into the

market' aggravating an already unfavorable employment condition.

written in 1974, Kennedy's work is in temporar sequence with a growing

body of literature which criticized increasing levels of world

military spending. His thene therefore appears as a justification for

the new trend in militarization. Divergence from recent trends, he

claims, is a contradictory policy since it resurts in increased

tensions. Militarizationr oD the other hand, allows a nation to

develop v¡ithout lawless interruption and therefore represents a key

element of growth.

PeculiarIy, Kolodziej (1984) revitalizes the modernization argument

in his recent article. Recognizing certain economic Arowth benefits

associated with increased military spending, Kolodziej defines the

army's role as a principal vehicle for nation-building.

"Militarization and modernism, like siamese twins sharing a conmon

circulatory system, are viewed as so mutually dependent that most

leaders of the developing world can hardly conceive of them as ever

being separated" (Kolodziej, 198a;26). This argument which highlights

lhe incentives of militarization places the effects of arms exports in

modern context. As a means of balancing payments and enhancing

technological advancemenÈ, arms production seems justified. Indeed,
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Kolodziej readily accepts this position and appears concerned by ils
implications. Rather than condoning arms production, he merely

reports its function and concludes that lhere are overwhelming

incentives that tie militarization to the modernization process.

uI f the upward increase in g1oba1 military spending
especially on the part of deveJ.oping states is any guide,
and if reference to specific case studies of behaviour of
national leaders in Israel, Brazil and India is any
indication, the argument that one must sacrifice welfare for
military prowess and vise versa is by no means universally
accepted. Many go beyond the guns - butter tradeoff and
argue that a nation gets more butter 'because' of guns"
(nolodziej, 1984;30-31 ).

Perhaps the most influential of those who have expounded the

modernizing potential of militarization was Emile Benoit. Benoit's

book, published in 1973, and subsequent article, are based on a

quantitative analysis which supports the notion of military spending

as a prime force in development. The absorption of resources, claims

Benoit, are often negated by the positive effects on the econorny r+hich

include the training provided by the military, the contribution of the

military to the security needed to create a hearthy economic

environment and the raising of aggregate demand which leads to the

utilization of underused resources, all of which combine to have a net

favourable effect on growth that cannot be dismissed a priori.

Military activity coerces a number of spinoffs that serve

developmental purposes even though the initial plans were not intended

as econonic programs.

Yet, it is the hypothesized inculcation of modern

behavioral patterns associated wilh increased military

puts Benoit firmly within the modernization tradition.

attitudes and

spending that

To him, the
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military induces modernizing âttitudes and can therefore be credited

with breaking down traditional patterns of Iife which impede

development. I.Iays of life are modernizedr "in part because the value

which justifies its activity - national security - exercises a strong

influence on most individual consciences and appears to justify

imposing difficult and often painful adjustments to the individual-"

(Benoit;1978, 278). The absorption of nodern attitudes includes,

"following and transmitting precise instructions; living and working

by the clock; noticing and reading signs; spending and saving money,"

etc. (Benoit:1973 r17). since the nrilitary is assumed to be a prime

catalyst of social change, these newLy absorbed values filter through

to the general population, creating a general state of modernization

and hence development.

In conclusion, as patrons of Modernization rose to the fore in the

post T.lorld war II era, so too did evolutionary theories of

militarization begin to permeate the discourse. Àndr âs development

strategies in the west began to take the form of the western

experience, the military was increasingly hypothesized to function in

the role of a modernizing force. Its emphasis towards rational

behavior, its commitment to technological progress and its obsession

with modernization in general woul-d provide the impetus for change in

the direction of the westernly defined conception of progress. For

Benoit, as with other proponents of the modernization viewpoint on

military spending, increased militarization truly acts as a

dísseminater of western ideals, which, introduced into a society and

an economic structure, serves as a nechanism for development. The
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assumptions are clear: mititarization provokes I{esternization, and

Westernization represents a more 'advanced' stage in the evolutionary
¡rr¡l o

Neqative Influences: The Mititarv and opportunity costs

in discussing the increasing number of coups in tatin Àmerican nations

using the assumptions of the modernization theory, tovelr and Kim

empathetically alleged that such uprisings and the subsequent

militarization process and leadership successfully eliminated corrupt

and inefficient government, hence promoting the economic and social

development of previously nonmodernized cultures. 1t is interesting

that at the same time Needler (1971) conducted an analysis of coups in

Latin Àmerica, and with equal virility concluded that such action

generally took place as an intervention technique when progressive

social change was imminent. Surely, ÀIrende's overthrow in chile
provides ample justification of this view. To Needler, coups take

place in an attempt to maintain the status guo r usually by

forestalling general elections and are directed against el-ected heads.

Needler's study merely points to the fact that as easily as the

composite notions which form the modernization theory can be ingested

can they be contested and indeed, critics of the perspective have

leveled convincing counter arguments.

Theories of militarization which postulate military spending

results in negative effects on developing societies falr into ttvo

generaì. categories. First, there is the view that military spending

diverts resources argay from other productive prograns. This notion
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stands in opposition to Benoit for the following reason: by

preernpting resources that might olherwise be invested in social and

economic programs geared towards the purchase of technical service or

increasing the foreign exchange base, military spending imposes a

substantial burden on the economy. l.¡hile Benoit believed that this

diversion depended upon the extent to r+hich a) defense absorbs

investment and b) a decrease in investment affects output, and equated

these effects to be minimal when the eventual productivity result is
determined, the 'opportunity costs' argument suggests that both money

and manpower diversion serve to retard development. Next is the view

adopted by the neo-Marx i st schoor , typi f ied by Frank and the

dependency perspective, stating that militarization is merely another

forn of dependence. Dependency chooses to discuss the phenomena of

rnilitarization in terms of an international sphere of anaì.ysis. Thus,

it accounts for the global matrix and the exploitative international

relationships that cause the development of underdeveloped economic

structures. Included under this general categorization is Mary Kaldor

who views the relarionship primarily in terms of the modes of

production characteristic in both peripheral and advanced economies,

and Mil-es wolpin, who maintains that the problem is not one of the

military per se, but rather revoLves around the capitalist world

economy in general. The present section deals with the former

argument, however, since both perspectives hold similar views some

issues are interchangeable and dealt with in both perspectives.

Opportunity costs and dependency are then not necessarily mutualJy

exclusive.
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The main themes of the opportunity costs argument center around

criticisms of Benoit's findings and stale that military spending

causes a redirection of investment often manifest in the depletion of

resources available for other social programs. Nabe (1983), in his

analysis, found that products imported by the defence sector of

developing economies fail to contribute to rhe supply of goods or

services for the non-military economy. or, as Luckham states, arnies,

unlike industry, do not create surplus. "It is a serious matter to

divert resources from schools, hospitals and welfare services to guns,

tanks, iets, aircrafts and most probably can only be done by

governments r+hich are prepared in the final analysis to repress the

discontent it brings about" (Luckham, 1978;aa). The qualifications of

the arms industry cannot readily be used in the civirian sectors.

Because of this, the training of manpower does not necessariry spill
over to create new jobs outside the military market. First, skills
and infrastructure developed for the army, "may not be transfered at

all. In career armies... soldiers do not return to their viIlages"

(ltaldor, 1976:,a6a). second, military personnel are trained in capital

intensive and highly qualified occupations, which are not readily

conducive to the employment situation in underdeveloped nations. To

quote Palme, "the nilitary empLoys skilled people, often in and around

large cities and ports; the people who are unemproyed tend to be

unskilled workers and peopre livi.ng in the countryside" (paIme,

1982;19). The capital intensive nature of the miJ-itary produces less

jobs in nations where labour intensive production is necessary.

Hence, a united Nations report documents the discrepancy in real

numbers.
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"Àccording to the U.S. government estimates... a bil]ion
dollars of military expenditures creates 76,000 jobs. But
if the same amount is spent for civilian programs of the
Federal government it creates an average of over 100r000
jobs and many more than this if channelled into activities
that are particularly labour consuming... Thus the
proposition that military expenditures generates employnrent
at least âsr if not more, effectively that non-military
expenditures is demonstrablly false.
1 978a ;1a1) "

" (United Nations,

Dabelko and Mccormick (1977 ) attempted to test the impact of

military spending on government spending in areas of health and

education. These authors believe that governments must select one

option over another and therefore do so at the expense of alternate

expenditures. A high military burden (that is, a military budget that

utilizes a high proportion of the total government budget) would lead

to lower budget allocations in these alternate areas.

Dividing their sample into lower and higher income nations, the

authors found that, in general, the opportunity costs diversion

influence is greater in the lower income nations and greater in the

area of health than education. Though the results were fairly weak

and relatively inconclusive, the importance of this analysis goes

beyond the opportunity costs argument and are implicit in any anarysis

of thi s nature. I nvestmenL into educat ion and health can be

considered an investment into human capital What needs to be

established then is the subsequent societal effects of spending in

various areas such as health or education. In terms of economic

growth, the benefits of an increased military budget could be weighed

against that of education. Perhaps of greater importance is the

social effects of each expenditure. The development of human capital
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through educalion and health programs may certainly add to the

societal development and reach a greater majority of the population

than any benefits accrued through an increased military budget.

Deger confronts the issue of the development of human capital

through education spending in her 1986 article. The following comment

expands on the opportunity cost trade-off argument used by Ðabelko and

McCormick:

uIf the military is independently providing services in
these areas, there may be less need for government agencies
to spend large amounts of resources for education and soforth. The military establishment might take on some of the
roles of civilian authority in human resource developnent
and ease the task of the state education sector. lñ the
absence of such factors, however, there may be considerabre
negative effects on human capital formation due to high
defense spending, provided the major agency in LDCis
responsible for both these activities is the government.
Given the upper timit to national budgetsr âD increase inmilitary burden could be at the expense of education or
health spending and thus may arso have adverse conseguences
on the human capital of the nation (oeger .1985;39).

Thus, the argument goes deeper than the mere trade-off hypothesis in

that defense may influence other types of spending in a positive or

negative manner. Positive influences may appear through military

spin-offs in the mobilization of labourr or in the formation of

skilred position programs. Negative effects could be the result of

government revenue constraints, or the scarcity of labour through

military utilization. In addition, growth in national income

influences the association since faster growing countries can better

afford to divert resources to longer tern development, typically the

development of human capital.
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To sum, the opportunity costs argument states that, in general, the

military's overall contribution to employment, resource utilization

and civilian sector spinoffs remain in doubt in the less developed

nations and instead rnilitary spending diverts resources arlay from

other more productive activities. As a share of the national budget,

military expenditures often equal or exceed shares spent on forns of

health or education, "let alone the nuch smaller sums spent on most of

the basic needs of the poorer section of the population" (Jolly,

1978;107) and therefore these basic needs and other productive areas

suffer. Added to this is the belief stressed by the International

Peace Research Àssociation (lpRe, 1978) ttrat military spending hinders

the ability of a developing country to import inputs into agriculture

and other essential industries due to their overrepresented share of

military imports. Faini et aL. (1984) found, in their study of the

effects of military spending, that such activity leads to decreases in

the production of agriculture. Military spending, by decreasing the

GDP share of agriculturer hây decrease domestic food production, 'a

clear social welfare loss'. Such a loss is of particular importance

in developing nations that can be classified as agrarian, since a

large part of their economic activity takes place in this sector.

Hence, the following comment by Eide sums well the opportunity costs

argument:

"The present third world nilitarizatíon represents a process
of waste and maldevelopment. It is vrasteful in the sense
that the military hardware cannot be put to productive uses.
It represents a formidable waste because weapons imports
have to be paid for out of exporls, largely taken from
agriculture, which should have been used to satisfy the
basic needs of the population" (nide , 1977;99).
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Neqative Influences: The Militarv and Dependencv Theorv

The dynamics behind the ideological formation of modernization are, in
generaJ., vehemently opposed by both Frank (1959,19i2r1973) and Amin

(1976), tr¡o economists writing from a dependency perspective. Frank,

for example, believes development is noL a linear evolutionary

process. rrlt is fruitless to expect underdeveloped countries of today

to repeat the stages of economic arowth passed lhrough by modern

developed societies, whose classical capitalist development arose out

of pre-capitalist feudal society" (Frank , j969;preface) . In an

earlier essay Frank writes, "since the historical experience of the

coLonial and underdeveloped countries has demonstrablly been quite

different' available theory therefore fails to reflect the past of the

underdeveloped part of the world entirely and reflects the past of the

rgorld as a whole onry in part" (Frank , 1973;94). Àhistori.car laws of

development must therefore be unceremoniousLy rejected and be replaced

by specific historical mechanisms that structure the distinct dynarnics

of the relationship between underdevelopment and the worrd economy.

The preceding argument leads to the assumption that all nations

must be regarded as being within a single, integrated, causal system.

As Baran (1957) once observed, the question of r+hether or not there

is meat in the kitchen is rarery decided in the kitchen.

Underdevelopment can onJ-y be understood by examining the positions of

nations in a world system within which operates an international

division of labour and specific forms of incorporaÈion into the system

which affects the internal structures of each nation. In direct

opposition to modernization theories, Frank views the
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interrelationship of national economies, and not the nalion itself, as

creating the forces lhat breed an underdeveloped economic structure.

Dependency theory is in direct opposition to the modernization

notion that diffusion between the developed and the underdeveloped

nations leads to development of the latter. The flow of aid,

technology, and innovation will not lead to cumulative development,

but, rather, to a further reappropriation of wealth. Historicallyr as

an indication of this, when the bonds between the metropolis and

satellite have loosened the peripheral nation has experienced its
greatest economic surge. "The economic depression in spain in the

17th century, which reduced the shipping tonnage between the mother

country and New spain to one-third of what it had been in the 16th

century, made possible a significant development of

manufacturing" (Frank , 1972;2a).

I ocal

Frank's position contradicts modernization's emphasis on the role

of the State as a provoker of development. To Frank, the relationship

between the nation in the underdeveloped world and the advanced world

is one of dependence. The peripheral economy thus becomes exploited

by the center. surplus is constantly being drained out of the

periphery to benefit the core. Yet, they are dependent upon the west

as an importer of their goods and a financeer of their ovin

nanufacturing. Unlike McCIelland who wrote in 1969 that

underdevelopment is caused by a population being non-achievement

oriented, Frank believes underdevelopment is caused rather by the

nation's economic structure and its ties to the Ï{est.
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samir Amin takes Frank's argument further by suggesting that

exchanges between the core and the periphery are unequal. ?he core

benefits from this relationship while the periphery is hindered by it.
Thus' aid in the form of loans or finance inevitably results in a net

outflow from the peripheral nation. Amin explains that the dependent

nature of the peripherar economy creates periods of apparent growth

where no development actually takes place. Historically speaking, the

advanced economy developed, from the startr âD integrating structure.

In other words, market trading began internally, within the national

borders, in such a way that the sectors of the economy traded with

each other, leading to a diffusion or spreading of the progress

throughout the organism. The center nations were then economically

structured to become exclusive and expanded internatly. To this day,

the bulk of the center's transactions are conducted within the system;

that is, the advanced nations do most of their trading amongst

themselves. in the periphery, the spread of capitalism occured

through an externar marketr oF trading abroad. To this day, the

peripheral countries do the bulk of their transactions outside of the

systemr or with the advanced countries but not amongst themselves.

Their progress is thus not diffused but transported abroad resulting

in a'disarticulated'or deunified economic structure. For example,

"any progress in the oil industry wi11, for instance, be without the

slightest affect on the economy of Kuwait since nomad stockbreeding

sells nothing to and buys nothing fron the oil sector" (Amin,

1976;238). As Àmin explains, "whereas at the center, growth is

development, that is it has an integrating effect- in the periphery

growth is not development, for its effect is to disarticulate.
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slrictly speaking, growlh in the periphery, based on integration into

the world market, is the development of underdevelopment" (Amin,

1976;18) 
"

In compliance with the dependency criteria outlined by Frank and

Àmin, supporters of the military dependency modeÌ claim that the

military institution's prime function is to channel resources from the

periphery to the center and to promote the domination of the world by

the I{est. The so called Hamburg group, led by Albrecht et al.(1974)

are the leading proponents of this perspective. Àlbrecht points to

the colonialist era as initially creating a particurar economic

infrastructure which resulted in a dependency for western military
goods. This dependent bond becomes essential for the l,iest's continued

domination for three reasons. First, military links successfully aid

in repressing those who r+ould work to$¡ards l-oosening the bonds and by

doing so, alter the structure of the status quo. Second, these

associations serve to expropriate wealth from the periphery both in

their purchasing of military goods and technology and in their
securing the supply of resources for the I.test' s or,¡n expansion.

FinaJ-ly, the mililarization of the developing world aLlows for their
integration into the system of international division of labour. Thus

Àlbrecht states, "the role of arnamentation in the process of

developing underdevelopment is underestimated" (elbrecht , 1916; l 7g ) .

0r, as Lock has noted, "armaments have to be considered as a

determining factor for the continuation of uneven development and

underdevelopment" (Lock, 1980;135).
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Albrecht et al. begin their significant 1974 article by explaining

that arnaments can be credited with providing Europe the wealth they

obtained during the epoch of industrial growth. "The ongoing transfer

of surplus produc! from non-white colonies required the continuous

application of force and violence in these areas in order to secure an

increasing flow of resources via Britain to benefit the white

settlements" (Àlbrecht et a1., 1974;173). viorence and plunder of

colonial states rvas responsible for a destruction of social systems

that proceeded with an integration into the capitalist world market.

The legacy of imperialism succeeded in 'opening up' peripheral nations

to the trade and capi ta1 of the metropol i s which secured the

domination of the latter. The military thus has global dimensions

based on the historical outgrowth of dominance and dependence that

makes irresponsible a view of the military as a pure national unit.

The historical development of dependency, through the use of force,

has guaranteed the hegemonic position of the west. "The penetration

of the present underdeveloped countrj.es by a production sector totally
dependent on and determined by outside powers rlas onry made possible

by the use of arms, sometimes for many decades" (elbrecht et aJ..,

1974;176). In spite of changes in form of dominance over time, the

military and arms remain necessary for the preservation of the

metropolis - periphery structure. Àrmaments are still used for

enforcing power, even though colonial armies have been reshaped into

national military apparatuses. Today, instead of troops landing from

the west and metropolis direct involvement, the transference of

counter-insurgency techniques, arms and military aid serve similar

purposes.
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"One important condition for the present capitatist
expansion in the periphery is Èhe existence of huge military
apparatuses in these states, âD expansion wilh hitherto
unknown rates of growth. The task of these forces is notjust to implement 'national' foreign policy but they are
predominantly an instrument to repress the majority of the
population, thus enabling further modification and more
sophisticated penetration by the capitalist mode of
production" (elbrecht et a1., 1974;174Ìr.

The Hamburg group goes on to relate the experience of the rise of

Japan to an industrial power through the use of force in order to

exemplify their position. Here, Japan's success in two major r+ars

(the Japanese-Chinese was {1894-1895} and the Japanese-Russian was

{ 1 904 } ) is termed responsible for allowing the nation's penetration

and accumuration of resources and the expansion of the Japanese

market. This rvas preceded by a concerted effort to substantially

upgrade the Japanese nilitary estabrishment. 0f note, however, is the

j.nsistence that the exampre given cannot be recapitulated today by

peripheral countries due to their aLready subordinate integration into

the capitalist world system. Japan's bourgeoisie expanded

independently and without interference. }jhen attempting to develop

their orvn resources, today's periphery becomes increasingly prundered,

through force, whereas Japan, untouched in their accumulation process,

rvas able to join in on the exploitation of others for their oi¡n

well-being.

The Hamburg group introduces an additional issue characteristic of

the dependency approach to militarization in the role of repression

and the viscous cycl-e of militarization inherent in such behaviour.

The removal of wealth made possible by armamentation leads to the

perpetration of impoverishmenl and pauperízation for the majority in
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Such conditions demand increasing military

resistance against 'the rising tide of social conflict' initiated by

those who come to realize their subordinate position. Àrms and

training to fight or subvert general uprises absorb more available

resourcesr leading to more unrest, etc. The irnportant element for the

metropolis and the elites in a given society is to preserve their
position, justifying the increase in military spending. Hence,

Albrecht et aI. predict a considerabre expansion in systems and

technologies suitable for the subversion of the masses and effective

control of the state. In the end only a change in the existing social

systems and class relations can fundamentally alter the process of

nilitarization in peripheral regions since the type of integration

into the capita).ist world system historically produced necessiLates

the use of force for its maintenance.

A 1978 publication by the IpRA echos many of the themes laid out by

the Hamburg 9roup. Here, the hierarchical nature of globaI miLitary

structures is accentuated to the point of noting the subregions of

hegemony that have more recently come to the fore. Brazil, India and

Israel, for example, are countries whose military institutions have

been formed and trained by industrial nations in order to serve the

purpose of regional policing to favour the strategic interests of the

advanced world. International history has seen the super por+ers

forming the apex of the hierarchy while the subordinate and dependent

peripheral armies function to serve the needs of the core.

Repression, again, is often paramount to benefit the elites who wish

to maintain a division of labour that guarantees cheap and profitable
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labour and conditions for investment. In short, the continual

expansion of capital into third world nations and extraction of

profits by multinationals require the mililary for the perpetration of

this environment, leading to underdevelopment of those abused. so,

"militarization and the proliferation of v¡eapons must be considered a

decisive factor in the continuation of unbalanced development or

underdevelopment on a globaL scale" (ipRA, 1978;17a\.

Mary Kaldor f916, 1978) asserts a distinction regarding the social

relations imposed by military transfer, hitherto relatively untouched

by other neo-Marxist theorists. To Kaldor, the 'form of force'

typical in modern armies results from a combination of the 'techniques

of force', characterized by the hardware itself; and the 'relations of

force', meaning the organization of the military unit. The forms of

force being implemented today have a built in tendency for expansíon,

resulting in an arms race. The reasoning here is that the armed

forces typical today proceed hand in hand with the arms industry,

which reflects in whole the industrial tendency in the advanced ¡+or1d.

In other words, it is erroneous to divorce the arms race from the mode

of production of r+hich it is a product. Hence, even the relationships

between military units resembles that apparent in the structure of

society vrhich paralJ.eIs industry in the advanced world, since it is

there that lhe arms are produced. The inclination of industries to

expand and find markets abroad does not stop at the arms industry

which merely reflects the mode of production in the netropolis.

Now, these arms produced in the West are transfered lo developing

societies where the advanced mode of production does not exist. The
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'techniques of force' implemented will then, no doubt, have an effect

on the social relational system. The technology imposes a patlern on

the third world v¡hich reflects the structure of the metropoLitan

industrial centers. So, the function of arms paralleIs industrial

goals in the core from which the arms are a product; the extraction of

resources, the protecLion of liberalized policy, or whatever. These

relations 'seep into all related structures, incruding political
policies which reflect the willingness to carry out the roles cited

above. Recall that these types of economic behaviours v¡ere viewed as

benefitting growth from the modernization standpoint. pye, for

instance, procLaimed that the introduction of advanced technology

coerces advanced forms of behaviour and organization which leads to

the westernization and hence progression of the system. To Kaldor,

and to other dependency theorists, the restructuring of the social

relations in the third world provides the mechanism for the channeling

of resources from the periphery to the metropolis. viewed in this

1ight, modernization theory may then represent a justification for

this reappropriat ion of resources. Therefore, "the impact of

western-type armies into modern third world countries could have very

important political implications for the transformation of the

prevailing social formations" (naldor , 1978;68).

The social formations inaugurated via militarism are not conducive

to development in the broader, neo-Marxist sense of the term.

Commodity exports produced in the countryside are generally used for

the supply of funds necessary to import military goods. These goods

are then not of val-ue to the hinterland frorn whence Lhey were
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attained, countryside products are spent in the metropolis, all
translating into a further development of underdevelopment.

Kaldor's theme is echoed by a number of theorists. tock and wulf

mention that the biggest difference between metropolis and peripheral

modes of production is the intensity of labour necessary in each to

promote development. Àdvanced technology requires the capital

intensive techniques which are subservient to the needs of industry in

those countries. In other words, higher Y¡ages in the }iest promotes

the development of weapons which need a small but experienced force.

in the developing worId, these transported techniques require the use

of foreign experts for training and operation. tuckham utters similar

sentiments by stating that technological dependence has successfuJ.ly

shaped the developing world such that the division of labour necessary

for an army has spread throughout. The comp].ex hardware brought in

from abroad accentuates the complexity of the military establishment

and, "once set in motion, this process of professionalization on the

one hand and absorption of external technology on the other tends to

be self-perpetuating" (Luckham, 1978;37), Finally, Eide reports that

the infiltration of alien technoJ.ogy disallows for local creativity

thus stunting local development. Complex technology, and the

operationalization they employ, represents an exact negation of

development since the patterns they create equally negate the ability
of these nations to develop naturally, placing a barrier on 1ocal

creative design that would paralleI their own forrnation.

worpin's theme is generally more dramatic. Here is a theorist who

fully assirnilates the paradigm by announcing Èhat no change in
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military strategy can benefit the Third l^torld since it is lhe entire

state of the interaction between the metropole and the periphery that

creates underdevelopment. Removal of armaments from the core would

simply leave the developing nations vulnerable on a different front.

Therefore, wolpin suggests that an entire break from the system is

necessary for advancement. Radical militarism, so visible in today's

developing wor1d, is a sign of the growing class consciousness evoked

by years of domination by the l,lest.

To Wolpin, a nation connected to the capitalist world economy but

not involved in arms importation would use savings for luxury goods or

other imports or investments that would not necessarily advance the

social good. In any case, the dependency existing in the arms

industry, like any form of dependence and dornination is associated

with a chronic balance of payments problern and spiraling debt burdens

which are increasingly unsupportable. Furthermore,

"most of these considerations would not be applicable to
cases where the transfer of such technology was integral to
a state capitalist directed strategy of development... it is
worth pondering that only Marxist-inspired mobilizational
systems in the underdeveloped areas seem to be closing the
gap with the advanced capitalist societies... EventuaIly,
both the democratic elements in Marxist ideology along with
the rise in mass-cultural l-eveIs will create a propitious
environment for those committed to furthering soðialist
democracy" (Wolpin, 1977 ;1 41 ) .

Tying mil-itary spending in developing nations to accumulation of

wealth in the West, the dependency authors have necessariiy Iinked the

¡vorld into a gJ.obal matrix wherein each nation takes their place on a

hierarchy where those further down reap the least benefits and are

in fact the target of exploitative policy. Military spending can
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therefore serve no beneficial purpose since it represents a further

dependence. 0n the contrary, military importations lypically serve

the core's need to expand their arms market to fuel the arms race.

The emphasis on this integration into the world market places the onus

for change on grobal dimensions, reaving the deveroping nation no

option in terms of their or+n future.

The Determinants of Militarv Spendinq

Research into the determinants of military spending has, for the most

part, taken place in isolation from both the theoretical discourse

over the forces of development and the association between military

spending and development. As lilaizels and Nissanke state, "almost all
quantitative analysis of the impact of military expenditures on the

economic arowth of developing countries has taken such expenditure as

exogenously given" (Maizels and Nissanke,1986;1127). This separation

may be justified if the factors which influence militarization

represent a different issue from the nature of development. yet, if
an association exists between military spending and development, then

the determinants of spending have at least an indirect effect on

deveJ-opment since they serve to increase or decrease levels of

spending in the first pIace.

There have been several studies, all of the quantítative variety,

which attempt to ascertain the determinants of military spending. The

first quantitative analysis of the determinants of military spending

in developing countries was provided by Lotz who, using regression

coefficients, claimed a negative relationship exists wilh per capita
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income and positive relationships with the existence of natural

resources, urbanization and government expenditure as a percentage of

GNP. The negative association between miritary spending and per

capita incone exists because; a) a military establishment must

maintain a certain minimum size despite income level therefore

creating an unproportionally high ratio of military dollars to incone

in poorer countries, and b) spending in poorer countries may be forced

to rise due to potential aggression from wealthier nations. The

relationship to natural resources occurs because of the need of

sophisticated forces to protect these goods. Urbanization is seen to

be a proxy for sociar change. The government budget is seen as an

income constraint on spending. In addition Lotz does recognize the

potential effects of foreign aid on the military establishrnent,

claiming that such inflows relegates the income constraint negligible.

In general, viewing a number of areas of spending individually, LoLz

concludes that trade-offs do exist due to budgetary constraints on the

central government. Governments may then choose between different

spending poricies. Lotz adds, "it remains a question, however, as to

whether these choices are made in such a typical way that an analysis

will show that a high leve] of spending on one function is typicaj-ly

associated with a lower spending on other functions" (lotz, 1g7o;138).

Lotz' study is revealing in his analysis regarding trade-offs

between types of spending. Very little in the way of a concrete

association is, however, established. Lotz mentions the possibility

of trade-offs, yet wonders how they occur and in rvhat formatr or, if
indeed any typical lrade-offs occur. The trade-offs that exist
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belween military spending and other forms of spending are therefore

stitl in doubt" His individual analysis of military spending is only

partially substantial. Àlthough indicators such as per capita income

are no doubt a question in the determinants of military spending , LoLz

does not examine faclors that are directly related to the military

eslablishment such as its function within and outside of the nation, a

potential threat, the existence of conflict etc. Hence, spuriousness

is a potential problem in this analysis.

Deger briefly examines the present issue on a number of occasions

(1981, 1985, 1985). These analyses exist in conjunction with

equations that test military spending's socioeconomic effects,

therefore Deger does not completely examine Lhe issue since her main

focus is not on the determinants of spending itself. yet, it may be

useful to summarize the findings.

The regression formulas found significant positive associations

between miLitary spending as a dependent variable and government

expendituresr pêr capita income, a dummy variable for oi1-exporting

and non-oil-exporting counLries, and a dummy variable for war or

non-v,ar economies. Deger r âs wel], found a significant negative

relationship with the degree of international integration. Àlthough

this variable is left relativery unexplained, the suggestion that

those nations who are more integrated gJ.obalry spend less on the

military is an important one. This may suggest that nonaligned

nations who wish to remain excluded from the globa1 matrix of trade

and diplomacy either need to protect themselves by increasing

spendingr orr perhaps, they receive less in the way of international

military aid.
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The positive effects of government expenditures and oi1 exportation

paralle1 the findings of Lotz. Oi1, for instance, can be considered a

valuable resource rihich may urge nations to build up their military

establishment in order to protect their wealth. But, there is a

second possibility. 0i1-exporting nations, being wearthy and fast

growing economically, have more to spend, have larger budgets eLc.,

and thus spend large sums on weaponry importation. This is further

evidenced by the positive association found between per capita income

and military spending, in direct opposition to the findings of Lotz.

Now, Deger's most significant variable is a war economy, urging her

to conclude that r+ar or the threat of it represents the most essential

determinant of military spending. The countries classified as v¡ar

economies are Israel, Jordan, south vietnam, Egypt and syria. Deger

expla i ns ,

"the determinants of military expenditure in any LDC,
however, are largely autonomous from my point of view.
Benoit has given ample evidence of this, ánd inoependent
investigation seems to support the contention. befense
burden may depend on the production of ,security', which in
turn is related to whether the country is at wai or not, aswell as its size, population, integration ¡+ith the
internalional economy: or ownership of natural resourceslike oi1. Therefore, the explanatory variables in the
defense equation are reLatively exogenous" (Deger,'1985; 3).

Deger claims a r+ar economy is the single most important predictor

of the military burden and mentions five such economies. But, Deger,

by her crassification scheme, seems to be isolating a certain type of

vrar economy while ignoring other related factors such as the internal

war that goes on in,say, EI salvador r or the highly nilitarized
establishments of a number of other developing nations. In conclusion,
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of LoLz, but she is primarily

military on growth and therefore

of the nrilitary burden, which in

possibility refuted by Deger in her

The most conprehensive analysis into the determinants of military

spending was conpleted by Maizels and Nissanke (1986), who separated

various politicaJ., military and economic determinants and constructed

a matrix of effects based on the national, regional and global

function of these effects. The authors argue that previous research

falsery assumes military spending to be autonomous. In other words,

there are a number of factors which determine levels of spending. For

example, the State itself is rarely a neutral body, serving the

interests of the entire society, in developing nations, and often,

particularly where the military serves as the ruling elite, may seek

to maintain their status in the face of internal opposition. The

existence of internal opposition may then increase levels of spending.

Ì'lar, or the threat of war r Dây serve a similar f unction in terms of

deternining levels of spending, but considering these trlo forms of

opposition, r.¡ar must be viewed from both an internal perspective,

considering the existence of civil tvar, anC an external perspective,

considering relations with neighbouring countries. The magnitude of

the military force is therefore controlled by both internaL social

conflicts and the potentiaJ. aggression from neighbouring countries.

Other factors, such as the degree of involvement in either USA or USSR

power blocs in terms of a global geopolitical strategic partner, may
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determine Èhe extent of foreign aid, foreign involvement in military
facilities, assistance in providing nilitary equipment and training

and pressure to expand the establishment and should be considered as

separate determining factors. Maizels and Nissanke go on to introduce

a range of determinants which can generally be classified as global or

national, such as the adherence lo a global power bloc and the size of

the government budget.

Five factors result in positive and significant effects on the

military burden. Both interstate or civir war and military use of

violence prove to be related to military spending. As far as economic

variables are concerned, central government expenditures and growth of

foreign exchange avaitability are the determining factors. Finarly,

the global alliance factors, represented by an arms supplier

concentration scale is positive and significant. It would be further

beneficial to subdivide this alliance into western, Eastern and

non-alliance to note the individual influence of the connection to the

different por{er blocs. Generally, Maizels and Nissanke have

demonstrated the importance of geopoJ.itical factors as well as the

nature of military activity in determining levels of military
spending.

The differences between these analyses make it difficult to arrive

at any definite conclusions except to say that aggression and the

threat of it is a major factor in the determinantion of the military
burden, whether this aggression be internal or external. Furlher

analysis must no doubt expand on the Maizels and Nissanke model

accounting for the nature of the state, the miliÈary orien¡ation and
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the individual alliances of each nation, facLors omited by the

authors. In addition, no previous analysis has considered the

subsequent socioeconomical effects of these types of spendings on the

society in general. Although Deger hinted at such an analysis, a more

conrplete study would utilize the Maizels and Nissanke model in

relation to the determinants of development.

Conclusion

The above review has indicated that a number of splits exist in

previous research deaLing rvith militarization and development. There

is, for example, a split between theory and research which attempts to

draw the link between militarization and development and that which

attempts to ascertain the determinants of militarization. Now, one

might assume that because the modernizationists discuss nilitarization
in terms of the endogenous notion of change that revels of

militarization and military spending naturaJ.ly increase as a nation

moves up the evolutionary scaIe. In contrast, dependency, viewing the

interrelationships between nalions, would suggest that levels of

miLitarization are decided upon in the advanced nations according to

geopolitical and economic criteria, in board and conference rooms

thousands of miles from the government house of the developing

country. In both cases militarization is an autononous variable. Its
level is decided by forces which cannot be controled.

Studies which have looked at the possible determinants show that

the view of militarization as an autonomous variable may be

nisconceived. universally, studies show that war and the threat of
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If so, then war would at

least indirectly increase development if the modernization paradigm is

to be acceptedr or decrease development or proJ.iferate dependence if
dependency and the opportunity cosLs argunents are vaIid. Degers

finding that international integration plays a part in deciding levels

of militarization suggesLs that there are global political and

economic conditions and connections rerated to militarization.

The second split in previous research obviously occurs in the

different theoreticaL perspectives used to discuss the issue. Those

who see militarization in a positive light have developed an argument

which justifies that result. The sarne is true for those who see the

connection in an opposite way. It is cl-ear from a review of studies

which attempt to assess the effects of the miLitary burden on economic

growth, that Benoit's initial formulations are, at reast, inaccurate.

In fact, much support for the modernization approach has not surfaced

since Benoit's publication. This would seem to suggest that it is the

interassociations between nations which play the key role in

determining the influence of militarization, êD approach favoured by

the dependency theory in opposition to modernizaLion. yet, research

proceeding Benoit has not provided conclusive evidence of this

opposing view. Despite searching for a negative association, some

researchers still find any quantitative result to present inconclusive

evidence as to the association between militarization and development,

(see, for exampre, Rosh, 1986). Hence, weaknesses must exist in the

dependency framework as we11.
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In conclusion, there is yet no definitive ansyrer to the question of

militarization and development. There âre, however, possible

directives suggested by previous research that courd lead to a more

comprehensive approach to studying the problem. spec i f ically,
amaLgamating the laudable aspects of previous work may lead to a

discussion devoid of the splits and confusion in the past years of

i nqui ry .



III- À NEW APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF MILITARIZATION

Polarized Views

The review of the literature has demonstrated, to some extent, the

complexity of the military spending - development interaction. On the

one hand, the issue of militarization includes both factors that

determine levels of spending and military activity plus their

subsequent effects on development. There has yet to be an analysis

completed, much less a comprehensive model created, which link these

two phenomena. 0n the other hand, the debate over the effects of

militarization is dominated by divergent perspectives which follow the

general developmental theory of which it is a product. Now, in its
broadest context, developmental theory is dominated by two virtually
diameteric ideologies of progress. on the one hand is the view that

the forces vrhich bring about a state of underdevelopment, and

consequentLy the onus for change lie internally r+ithin the nation

itself. Out of this perspective rose the modernization paradigm, a

theory that primarily underscores internal r+orkings of the State and

the stages of development characterized by the various nations of the

world. Opposing this vier+ is the notion that underdevelopment is

inherent to the relationships within a global matrix, that is,

interrelaÈionships between nations. out of this tradition grew the

dependency paradigmr â theory which, at its focal point, considers the

associations between the less developed and the advanced worJd.

-54-
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The review of the past approaches of the study of militarization

and development demonstrated that theories of militarization generally

fal] into one of these broadly defined categorizations. in a sense

these themes represent polarized views of the v¡orId since their
assumptions about development and progress are completely

contradictory. Since each theory attempts to ascertain the

determinants of undeidevelopment with tools of dichotomic reasoning,

the conclusions arrived at by viewing rnilitarization through these

opposing lenses necessarily differ greatly, and hence the hypothesized

effects of militarization differ depending upon the particular

perspective under focus. Whereas modernizationists see militarization
in a positive light, dependency theorists vier+ militarization as

proliferating a dependent situation favouring the already advanced

nations. To the modernizationists, increased militarization may in

fact represent a move towards increased vresternization, therefore

promoting economic progress. conversly, dependency views military
spending as facilitating the international division of labour, thus

functioning to increase the dependency of the developing world.

The urgency of determining the laudable aspects of each perspective

is apparent. The perpetuation of underdevelopment in third world

countries, coupJ-ed with the present epoch of increasing military
budgets, advocates the need to define the determinants of the

militarization - development model. it is through an examination of

the web of theoretical assumptions created by these two polarized

views that a better understanding of this interaction can be obtained.

And, since neither theory has been found to satisfaclorily explain the
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socioeconomic effects of mililarization in whole, nor define and fuIly
account for all Lhe determinants of militarization ilself, it is

through this examination of the intricacies and finer points of each

theory that a clear view of the interaction can be obtained. Granted,

one perspective may hold more explanation power over the other.

However, since the perspectives under scrutiny represent polarized

views, it may be that each benefits and is hampered by its radical

viewpoint in similar ways. A meeting of the two, or choosing the

niddle path so to speak, Dây therefore be able to benefit from both.

0r, if one perspective is better equipped to view militarization this
should also surface from an analysis of both sides of the issue.

Modernization and Dependency Revisited: f Critique

In discussing the military in developing nations, modernizationists

generally focus on the ability of the army to train personnel, diffuse

rational behaviour, provoke nation building etc., which teads to
economic and societal growth because of the impending westernization

of the underdeveloped culture. Increased military spending, as a

process of militarization, is generally tacitry implied in these

arguments, and only occasionally explicit. The works of pye, Janowitz

and others are important in thaL they clearly assimitate the theory in

the context of militarízation. Levy, and more directly Benoit, serve

as salient illustrations of how these notions relate to military
spending. Levy's conviction that nonmodernized states are most easily

coerced into incorporating advanced technology by way of military
l+eapons not only translated into the importation of armaments but

truly combined the theory of diffusion and westernization and the
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practical of increased militarization. Benoit dealt directly with

military spending and found that economic groy,th and spending is

positively related. His explanation of this result is primarily based

on the economic etfects of increased investment occuring in an

atmosphere of security and Lhe boosting of aggregate demand and

therefore utilization of resources and the spin-off effect of

training, but also the psychological effects of the internalization of

modern attitudes and the congregate sense of nation building. His

justification of the statistical result then, parallels the themes

presented by other modernization theorists, particularly those of

Janowitz.

0f significance, however, is the proposed rore of the state in the

above mentioned works. Military spending, and the conseguences of

such policy, take place soleIy within national boundaries. Hence,

boosting utilization of resources benefits the individual state,

modern attitudes are diffused to citizens of the nation, etc. To

Levy, the decision to import weapons takes prace in the houses of

government of the individual state. Às Nettl posed, each nation

decides, without influence, which faction of the society they will
choose to modernize. similarly, pye, Janowitz and the rest proposed

arguments which centered on the individuar nation's abiJ.ity to
modernize. The onus for change lies within national borders.

It is this emphasis on the internal and the rore of the state,

which forms the basis for much criticism of the modernizationist

viewpoint. Modernization, being so internally oriented, is unable to

view the existing international associations. Dependency theory,
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concentrating on the international connections within which

underdevelopment manifests itself, attacks the view that the Slate

alone is responsibre for its own deveropment. Further, a host of

other writers, (see, f.or example; Arringhaus, 1993; Jolly, 197gi

Klare, 198'1; Sanger, 1982) maintain and have demonstrated that there

are international factors which influence both levels of military
spending and spending's influence on development. According to

Luckham (1978), arms spending by deveroping nations serves to draw

them into the globa1 matrix and into international associations which

favour the developed, not the deveì.oping, world. The trade in arms

favours the producers whose industries are fueled by third world

buyers. In turn, these inputs have little productive value for the

buyer nation. Furthermore, miJ.itary spending adds to the pressure to

increase and conserve hard currency and therefore the need to attract
foreign enterprise through investment increases, perpetuating,

according to Luckham, a further repatriation of wealth. Relying on

the advanced nations as a source of its technorogy and military
hardware, the deveioping world relies on international purchasing

power earned on the world market, interconnecting them into the global

matrix.

Luckham concentrates on the level and inevitability of third world

integration into the capitalist world economy when militarization is
involvedr â5 well as opening the door to a discussion of the effects

of the Àmerican versus soviet struggle for domination on the

developing wor1d. To guote,

"the accumulation of armaments in peripheral counÈries islinked to the accumulation of capitáI in the centralcapitarist countries: both directly in that military
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spending in the Third ltorld creates markets for the arms
industries of the industrialized countries and indirectly in
that it increases pressures on the Third worrd countrieã to
earn the hard currency for their military purchases by
trading in the world market or encouraging the inflow oi
foreign investrnent" (tuckham, 1978;51 ).

The supplier - receiver dialectic implies a certain integration into

the capitalist r,¡orld economy which increases the hegemonic posiLion of

the I'iest since this integration is characterized by economic

dependence. Àdded to this is the contradictions brought about by lhe

socialist versus capitalist arms race. The need of these two sides to

continue the technological and complex production further pressures

for the marketing of arns ín order to balance the budget. Thus,

Luckham concludes, "competition among the capitalist arms suppliers

and the struggle for hegemony between them and socialist suppliers are

both responsible for an increased transfer of military resources to

the Third World" (Luckham, 1978;55).

In short, Luckham conveys the idea that military spending primarily

supporls a maintenance of the status quo, be it the elites within a

developing nation, or the core - periphery relationship. The ratter
association is reiterated by Klare (1982), a politicar scientist, who

has mapped out the poLitical and economic factors influencing the

united states arms export program. Basical]y, arms sales are used to

lend support to strategic interests abroad and to economicalLy fuel

domestic arms production r+hich is driven by the need to advance the

arms race. To guote,

"although strategic considerations are cited as theplincipal motive for increased military sales, pentagon
officials acknowledge other comperring reasons: to irerp
secure a favorable balance of trade; to insure full
production (and thus iuLl employment ) in the ailing
aerospace industry; and to extend thã production run of u.s.
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q'eapons and thus to reduce the price Washington pays for its
own military hardware" (Klare, 1982;35).

It is the desire to increase its own military capacity that pressures

western arms production agencies to market abroad" The increase in

military spending in the developing worrd thus serves the purpose of

the core suppliers as opposed to those who actually buy the arms.

SirnilarJ.y, the strategic functions further complicate the matter when

one considers some of the more intricate associations involved in
development assistance which is often tied to militarization. To

quote Luckham, "military spending and high measured growth in non-

rnilitary GNP may both be the product of other influences, such as the

tendency of the major powers to pump economic development assisLance

as well as military aid into countries in which they have strategic

interests" (Luckham, 1978;44), Thus, some have emphasized that arms

transfers are determined by the geo-political circumstances

surrounding the individual third world nations. Luckham, for example,

points to the cord r¡ar as a key mechanism in the military matrix.

smaldone found that; "although u.s. transfers to Àfrica are designed

to serve a multiplicity of policy objectives, historically the

magnitude and distribution of u.s. security-assistance programs in

Africa have been determined principalry by political and

miJ-itary-strategic importance of the recipient to u.s. globa1 and

regionaJ- interests" (Smaldone, 1 983;213) .

This view of the interaction between the developed and developing

world suggests that the suppriers of arms have a stake in the

continuation of the arms race and the maintenance of the present world

order. consequently, Joliy (1978) anticipates lhat only whoresare
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changes in international relationships and practices will allow

developing countries to become self-reliant and gain fulIer control of

their ovln economic direction. Yet, given the circumstances surrounding

today's globa]. arms industries, the extent to which nations can

control their own military destiny is moot. Luckham has explained

that, to a degree, the flow of arms is determined in the producing

nations where high resource and development costs create pressures to

market abroad. Such pressures can often be connected with subsidies

allowed to the buyers intending to alleviate some of the financial

burdens associated with arms sa1es. This allows arms industries to

continue increasing their production which, in turn, increases the

resource flow from the periphery to the arms industriesr Dâintaining

the technological pace, increasing military forces in deveroping

countries and in the end, perpetuating the link between the producer

powers and the developing miJ.itary market.

Àrlinghaus (1983) specifically sets out to exprore these

international links in his article, "Linkage and Leverage in Àfrican

Arms Transfers". To him, the phrase 'linkages and leverages' refers

to the implicit and expricit links that are granted to supplying

nations for arms trades. These links include trade benefits, foreign

exchange transfers, foreign aid, etc. such arms transfers can be used

as an instrument of policy, yet, considering the posiLions of the

nations involved in the transfers, the benefits often overwheLmingLy

favour the advanced nations. Says Àrlinghaus: "that lhe foreign

policies of those countries, especially in relation to the developing

world, should so focus on the supply of weapons as an instrument of
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international diplomacy should be equally unsurprising, since world

military expendilures annually exceed g450 billion while economic aid

totars only 920 bitlion" (Arlinghaus, 3). The theory of rinkages and

leverages not only assumes a general advantage to the suppliers in

internationar arms transfers but also insinuates that present

relationships are naintained by an acceptance on the part of the

developing world to trade military goods for provisions that allows

encroachment into lheir economy. But, Luckham rr'arns that the economic

benefits which might accompany military involvement do not exceed the

costs for developing nations who nust, by virtue of their entering the

arms dialectic, succumb to the pressures levered by the hegemonic

states and the arms producer industries thereof.

Such realizations have urged developed nations to heed the advice

of Jolly and attempt to develop an arms industry for both domestic

purposes and external export. Now, even though Kolodziej ( I 9gb )

outlines the incentives involved in an enrollment into the arms

industry, production is virtually impossible without continual ties to

the production industries in more advanced nations. According to

Luckham, 85% of. miJ-itary resource and development still takes place

almost exclusively in the u.s.A and the u.s.s.R. countries like India

and Brazi)-, which develop some weaponry, stirl do so under Licence.

I,Jith the technical arms race taking place in the supplying countries,

hardware patterns tend to fit in with the production techniques used

in the advanced nations. says sanger, "however much a developing

country hopes to become self-reliant in domeslic arms production, it
finds it has to continue to import rnilitary technology. " (sanger,
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1981;50) or, as the Hamburg group noted, lhe only items produced in

developing nalions tend to be sub-systems, leaving the complicat.ed

components to the production facilities in the metropolis. "In this

wâyr the technical know-how necessary for partiar production is

lransfered to the developing counlries, while the technical capacity

required for complete vreapons systems remain in the countries of

origin" (Albrecht et a1., 1976;334).

The expense of research and development and sophisticated

technology transfers results in joint ventures and co-production

projects being established whích effectively uphold the advantage of

the developed nation's arms indusLries. And, as Varas and Bustamante

explain, a good majority of the export of production does not include

the most advanced techniques being developed by the rapid advancements

in research and development.

"Manufacture under licence is one of the most important
forms of transfer of military technology to the Third Ì.iorld.
It is by this method that a system for the manufacture of a
specific type of armament previously developed by the arms
industry of the industrialized countries is exporled. This
process derives essentially from the need of the science and
technology industry itself to prolong the useful life of a
part icular mi 1 i tary technology and ma inta in theprofitability of equipment which is already obsolescent in
the supplier country" (Varas and Bustamante, 1983;1aG).

The need for establishing joint ventures and co-production projects

underscores the fact that, in some form, a developing country must

continue to import military technoLogy due to the difficulty involved

in developing the substantial innovative capacity needed to compete in

the global arms industry.
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Lock and Vtulf (1977 ) add to the argument already outlined by

presenting the notion of the dependency chain introduced when advanced

weapons systems are incorporated either through production or mere

importation. supplementary inputs have become indispensable for

support of a weapons system such as spare parts, foreign experts for

training, subsequent purchases needed to garnish proficiency, right
down to land needs. These chains of supplementary imports seem

endless, according to the authors. "Large proportions of future

import bills are drained to keep the niritary imports operationar,

since military technologies reflect the confrontation of highly

industrialized countries and thus cannot be serviced from the limited
industrial base of the developing country r{ithout large imports of

hardware and software" (lock and Wulf, 1979; 130).

The above comments support the notion that militarization is often

tied to the global political arena and the possibirity of a nation

determining its own needs, as far as military spending is concerned,

is limited by their connection in the globaJ. matrix. Hence, Arbrecht

and others have postulated that modernization, as a theory, r+as

constructed primarj.ly as a justification of policy objectives of

western governments. Militarization served both economic purposes as

well as strategic needs brought about by the division of the world

into East and West. Modernization research such as that by Rostow was

often funded by the u.s. Àdministration and was meant to "enable

politicians to make effective decisions on how to preserve noncolonial

forms of dependence and exploitation" (Arbrecht et al., 1974;179).

Frank points out that Rostow himself wrote under the auspices of the
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member of the State

"it is needless to stress the

(modernization)'theories' do

do function to legitimize and

in the periphery" (Àlbrecht etjustify the expansion

ã1., 1974;180).

of the military

The arguments of. modernization and Benoit's results are also

generally not fully supported by past quantitative analyses. For

example, two studies by Fredriksen and tooney concLude that military
spending has both positive and negative effects, depending upon

certain conditions. The aforementioned conditions are based on the

'resource constraint' versus the 'resource abundant' situation that

exists in each nation whereby those who experience 'resource abundant'

conditions, or those nations with more wealthr cârì afford to maintain

a miLitary estabrishment and, indeed, prosper by doing so. The other

nations, those with limited resources, are hampered by their military.

Rothschild (1973), performed a limited analysis using spearman

correlations. In his analysis miLitary spending is negatively related

to growth but insignificant. with a sample of only fourteen it is

difficult to generalize from these results in any case. I,that is
interesting though, is thar Rothschild has shov¡n that Benoit's

correlation of +.55 between growth and military spending may alter
depending upon the size of the sample and the classifications of

nations analyzed; that is, Rothschild has selected nations wiLh lower

levels of growth than did Benoil.
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rim (1980) shows that the effect of spending on growth may differ
depending upon the region under scrutiny. Faini et ar. ( 1 991 )

conclude that this effect is negative, except in already devel_oped

regions. Deger and smith (1983), point out that although military
expenditure and growth may be positiveLy related, this result is

reversed when it is mediated through savings. In other words,

miLitary spending serves to deplete savings r,¡hich has a detrinental

effect on growth and thus there are indirect negative effects of

military spending on growth of the economy.

These studies point to the likelihood that the incorporation of

'i,iestern' values such as increased bureaucratization, working by the

clock, etc. do not necessarily lead to development. l'lodernization

states that such 'westernization' allows a nation to recapitulate the

development of the advanced nations. yet, the development of the west

took place under different circumstances than exist today in the

developing world. in addition, it is not definite that all developed

nations would want to rehash the western experience if an undisputed

opportunity did present itself. Believing that the western experience

can be repeated, represents the pinnacle of evolution, or that it r.ri11

be repeated due to the endogenous notion of

pure ethnocentrism.

change, translates into

In any case' the positive correlation found between militarization
and development by Benoit is not a universal finding and Àlbrecht goes

so far as to outline severar expricit purposes served by projects

similar to those conducted by Benoit which insist that there is a

positive relationship between military spending and development.
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sec ur i ng

domínance of the capitalist mode of production, "while analyzing

socioeconomic reality only partialry" (Albrecht et. a1 .,jg74; 1g1 ).

Next, they serve the elites in the developing states who utilize arms

for securing dominance. Third, their exposure facilitates raising the

ceiring on defense expenditures by justifying lhe sane. FinaIly, they

serve to justify an increase in military activities which enables the

elites to subdue the masses who may grow weary of this described

exploitation. in fact, Àlbrecht sees modernization as a theoretical

viewpoint which legitimizes the expansion of the military. such an

outlook brings about a compulsion for increased military spending in

hopes of transplanting rvith it some sort of economic arowth. "what

counts more often than real economic benefits in determining resource

allocations favoring arms production is the 'perception' of economic

and technological gain" (xotodziej, 19g5;30).

Wol-pin (1977 ), as we11, makes some derogatory statements regarding

u.s. involvement in the militaries of developing countries,

particularly in terms of training of personnel. since }torld war iI
Lhe u.s. has trained 400,000 third world military men (as of lg77),

213 of which were officers, and B0% of which have been sociaLized in

the U. S. itself. According to WoIpin, this socialization has

intentionally protected miritary dependence through the foJ_lowing

themes: legitimizing 'civil' rather than civilian government,;

promoting development through corporate ínvestment and its protection

from the state; liberalizing of trade; denying exploitative
capitalism; promoting faith in western and American leadership;
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'diabolical conspiratorial and anti-military portrayals of communism' ;

conlroling exposure to u.s. society; and finarly, promoting social_

activities meant to create deep rooted personal relationships (wolpin,

1977;1 39).

Notwíthstanding modernization's rore in the justification of

military spending, the above arguments show that miJ.itary economic

activity generally benefits the supplying nations, typically the }lest.

As a u.N. report states, "the trade in arms has opposite effects on

the economies of importing and exporting countries. What is involved

is a highly unequal exchange, detrimental in particular to efforts to
close the gap between poor and rich countries" (united Nations

1978a;1a2). This unequal exchange resembles that which r.ras

hypothesized by Àmin. The dependence of the poorer nations on the

produc ing countries for arms and military aid results in a

transference of resources so emphasized in Frank's discussions.

Furthermore, the ability that the state itself has in determining

policy with regard to militarization can now be questioned in ]ight of

the above arguments. The important point to be made is that there

are indeed gLobal factors vrhich must be considered to be operating.

These factors, be they strategic alliances or dependency on advanced

nations, influence the developing nations in terms of militarization.
À critique of modernization thus revolves around an assault of its
assunptions of the role of the state. Dependency, on the other hand,

assumes that development manifests itself !¡ithin an historical and

interglobal framework. ExploitaLion takes place between nations where

one holds a distinct advantage over another. The wealth of the wesl
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their parasitically feeding off

world. There is therefore no

rather, the laws of economic

A glance at Kende's (977) survey of wars and warlike dispuLes

shotls that well over 100 conf licts can be characterized by the threat

or use of violence in the 30 years proceeding l,torld War I I . Àlbrecht

f976), noting this figure, adds that some 10 million people have

perished by the use of armaments in the sane time period. what is
interesting, however, ( í f the sum quoted above does not provoke

interest enough) is the extremely high percentage of these conflicts
that took place between and r+ithin borders of developing nations.

Moreover, all of these disputes involved at least one industrial
nation either directly, in terms of actuar mi1ítary presencer or

otherwise, as a supplier of arms, military assistance, etc. This

evidence can easily be worked into a criticism of the modernizers,

since it affirms the integration of the world and the involvement of

the west in the militarization of third world nations, while at the

same time adds merit to the dependency theory for the same reasons.

The fact that the advanced world has a stake in the militaries of and

the geopolitical and strategic conditions of the developing worl"d is

evident by thi s fact . I t does not , however , completeLy absolve

dependency from all censure. when the military spending - development

interaction is specifically considered a number of weaknesses nust be

brought hither if a testable comprehensive model is, in the end, to be

formulated.
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indeed, the methodological testability of dependency is an area of

concern. Rates of growth are easily detected, bul dependency involves

a much more conceptual formulation. Gunder Frank, and others, have

thus used an historical analysis to show how developing nations were

initially coerced into the capitalist world economy. Hence, the

determination of levels of dependency are distinclly descriptive and

occasionally tend to be vague. A step must then be taken when assuming

that these associations represent 'dependent' relationships. À

further complication arises when attempting to measure the effects of

military spending specificarry. since dependency theory is tied to a

Marxist theoretical approach it does not consider militarization to be

a problenr per se, but points to worrd capitalism in general as being

the root cause of underdevelopment. Paralleling a dialectical
approach to methodology, dependency begins with the core idea

(capitalism) and attempts to draw connections between it and aII other

areas of concern in the developing world. Militarization, being onì_y

part of the problem, has thus not attracted the attention of those who

wish to test hypotheses related to the perspectíve.

À second problem occurs when one notices that dependency writers

rarery, if ever, include socialist nations in their analysis.

Dependency involves donination by the west, but what of the East? It
is possibl-e that the effects of military spending on developing

countries di ffers depending upon the subordinate nation' s

affiliations. Luckham mentions the contradiclions that arise in the

soviet - Àmerican struggle for hegemony. yet, little is said about

the roLe of miliLary spending in those nations who receive v,eapons

fronr the East and are aligned with the Soviet Union.
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Dependency rarely mentions the Soviet aligned states, yet advocates

a move towards a utopian form of socialism if a nation is to break lhe

bonds of domination and progress tovrards a state of development as

opposed to underdevelopment. This particul-ar policy implication can

be moderately criticized. First, although dependency theorists

advocate a break from the capitalist world market, they present no

guidelines as to how this might be acconplished, nor do they outline

what the economic structure of a progressive socialist systen would

look like. It can only be assumed that the present examples of

Eastern Europe or china are not adequate since few of the dependency

writers reviewed for this analysis even mention these econonies.

second, it is difficult to imagine that a developing nation courd

break away from such an intertwined globa] matrix. It has been shown

that in terms of militarization, such a move would be impossible due

to the already estabrished geopolitical and production

interconnections and unreasonable since a break would leave a nation

defenceless against other regional and grobal powers. Final1y, it is
questionable as to whether oevelopment would occur in a closed

economy. For exampJ-e, in a developing nation, where resource and

investment are particularly scarce, a shutting of its borders would

leave the nation without even the initial tools to begin a

developmental process.

Domestic production poses another problem for dependency writers

who assume that dependent relations exist even when a nation exploits

its orvn industrial capacity for the use of armament production.

Although it is true lhat production in developing nations is usually
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through joint ventures and co-productions, and breaking into the

armament market is difficult due to the costs involved, recently a

number of third world nations have begun producing and exporting

Þ¡eapons abroad. Like the benefits achieved by western nations who

export arms, domestic production of this nature must sureLy be

examined for the possibility that such activity alters the

militarization - development modeI.

Perhaps the greatest limitation lies in dependency's mirror image

of modernization; that is, being directly opposed to modernization,

dependency is methodologically able to view the associations between

nations, but its assumptions disallow for the inclusion of any

internal mechanisms that affect the reLationships. if it is supposed

for a moment that the state does play at least a minimal role in a

dependent nation's development, the following propositions could be

considered: do the arms imported serve the function of internal
policing or interregional conflict? where are the arms imported from

and what is the orientation of the nation buying military goods?

Given the international connections and environment peculiar to a

developing nation, there is a wide variety of reactions to
militarization depending upon the internar- circumstances of each

nation. The state then has at least a l-imited role, given their
situation, of producing, buying or utilizing mititarization and

military inputs. This can be easily seen in the regional

confrontations that exist throughout the world. Às Kolodziej states,

nations can and do benefit at times from building a large armed force

and maintaining regional superiority in terms of strength. This
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military strength can spi1l over inlo economic domination and hence

the incentive to arm. llhether or not the benefits from arman'rentation

outweigh the costs, nations can choose at least a limited course of

action, given their geoporitical ties, and can work within those

l-imitations. Thus, internal determinants in the militarization -
development model are not without importance. Furthermore, certain

internar conditions may be present which can alter a nation's ties
with others r oÍ alter their internal position. For example,

dependency fails to recognize the form of government that exists in a

third world nation. Not only may this have an impact on a nation's

level or condition of dependency, but the relationship between them

and an industrial arms supplier and indeed, the effects of

militarization itself .

This discussion seems to suggest that militarization is a global

problem, but includes internal constraints and mechanisms that can

play a determining roJ.e in the relationship between it and economic

and social development. Given the anaJ.ytical and methodological

limitations of dependency theory, it can be concruded that a more

comprehensive model include bolh internal and external determinants.

In other words, it must recognize that each nation is surrounded by

certain conditions that may construct its course between

mili.tarization and development. It must also recognize that some

nations may have greater power in determining their own fate than

others depending upon geopoLitical ties, resource constraints,

regional and global economic connections etc. yet, the inportance of

interassociations and the dominant position of the advanced nations
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cannot be forgotten" Hence, the concern shoutd be to formurate a

model that would be internationally comprehensive enough, yet would be

able to view the potentialities of internal determinants within and

without borders. Such a model would not only incorporate lhe finer
aspects of the theories mentioned above, but may also allow itself to

be tested and verified with greater ease.

Internal Versus Global Militarization
In order to emphasize certain aspects of each perspective the above

criticisms and the following creation of a model utilizes a simplified
version of modernization and dependency. The simplification is based

on emphasizing the concentration of each theory on the internal versus

globaJ. views of the world. Now, of the most interesting aspects of

any comparison between modernization and dependency and their views of

militarization is the very different assumptions about development

that each carries. viewing change as endogenous, westernization as

ultimate and inevitable, moderization only considers development to be

a national issue with each nation having the capability to promote

change towards further sophistication. Militarization then is seen in

a similar fashion. If, for example, military spending leads to

spin-offs in terms of training of personnel or building of

infrastructure, this occurs internally, within the nation. viewing

the underdevelopment of the deveroping worrd in conjunction with

advanced nation development, dependency only speaks about this
association between nations. A review of the assumptions and major

arguments of each theoreticaL position then, and its relationship to

the Lopic of militarization sho¡qs that, in essence, each is basing íts
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discussion on di fferent aspects of the connection between

militarization and development. In a sense, both theories talk past

each other since they are really dealing with completely different
ideas. Modernization deals with the role of the state itself in
promoting development while dependency deals with the role of gJ.obal

associations in promoting militarization and development.

Subsequently, the split in the theoretical reasoning of the effects of

military spending on development arises out of the differing
assumptions of theories of development. Now the influence of the

theoretical polarization that was discussed earl-ier can be seen. The

split in developmental theory reads to a sprit in the hypothesized

result of increased militarization due to a polarized view of the

forces of development and underdevelopment. That is, modernization

places bhe onus for change internally while dependency sees change

occuring only through global associations or externally. Considering

this spIit, it is possible then that militarization can be viewed from

two different perspectives, each looking at different associations.

The first, that supported by the modernizationists, deals with the

internal effects of the military or how the internal workings of the

military affects development. The second, that supported by

dependency, dears wíth global effects or how the integration of the

military into the world system affects development.

indeed, the arguments of Luckham, smaldone, KIare, etc., rvhich is
refered to as support of the dependency perspective, dealt solely with

topics such as the arms trade and globar strategic alliances,
arguments which consider the military connections of two or more
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nations involved in an intricate web of associations. Benoit, on the

other hand, regards the military within the systen only and never

introduces outside nations as possible factors penetrating the mode1.

Militarization is, to modernizationists, a purely national issue.

change occurs through functions of the nriritary which can be

classified as internal. À military establishment which promotes a

psychological sense of nation building, builds up the infrastructure
of a nation by supplying roads and communication networks, or through

contact with the population diffuses 'I,testern' values, provokes

development due to processes which take place inside nationat borders.

It is clear that the the two arguments used to construct the present

model differ in their very essence.

considering these two perspectives, and the assumptions that
prevail over each, one might now assume that the separation of

militarization into that which functions to integrate a nation into
the global military matrix and militarization that affects the nation

itself, have different rerationships with development. In other

words, if a particular form of militarization serves internal purposes

similar to those refered to by Benoit, such as promoting nation

building within borders or training personnel, then its relationship
to development resembles the internal assoc iat i ons stressed by

modernization, that is, aiding in the growth of the economy. If,
however, militarization includes gJ.obal ties then its association is
dependent upon Èhe global matrixr âs proposed by the dependency

authors. To advance further, these lwo types of militarization re1aLe

to two types of military spending; that is, global militarization
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relates to spending that leaves a nation and therefore connects a

developing country to another by way of military imports. Internal

militarization relates to spending that is used to upkeep the

establishment and build the infrastructure. I f Benoit and the

modernizationists are correct in assuming that militarization adds to

the social and economic base of a nation, this will mean lhat a

positive association exists between the form of militarization refered

to by the modernizationists, or- internal mil_itary spending and

development, since modernization as a theory deals with the internal
forces within a nation. Ànd, since dependency theorists outlined the

negative results of joining the world system, the association between

militarization that includes gLobar ties, or g1obal military spending

and development, would be negative. It is possibte that, because both

theories deal with what is, in essence, very different functions of

the military, one nationally based and the other internationally
based, these opposing associations theoretically exist when subdivided

in the above described fashion. That is, military spending may be

positive or negative depending upon to which function it is being

referred, supporting both theoretical perspectives.

Às a final note, it should be mentioned that the development of the

comprehensive model considers the theoretical formulations of

dependency and modernization and ignores the opportunity costs

argument although the latter was discussed in the review of the

previous approaches to the study of militarization. since opportunity

costs assumes that spending on the military reduces the ability to put

resources into other programs, the argumen! is in par! represented by
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the dependency perspective in lhe model since it hypothesizes that the

military results in a reduction of social development. In fact, a

number of the advocates of the dependency view of militarization argue

from both a dependency and opportunity cosls framework and hence the

two theories are not mutually exclusive. It is for this reason that

the opportunity costs argument was reviewed earl_ier.

The Internal and Grobal Determinants of Militarization
Now the problem turns to the determinants of internal and global

militarization. Earlier it ooas argued that because levels of

militarization are not autonomous their determinants must be included

in any comprehensíve model. À theoretical basis for measuring the

determinants of military spending, as well as an initial framework for
viewing these determinants, was well established by Maizels and

Nissanke ( 1 981 ) . Their comprehensive model attempted to integrate

1oca1, regionaL and gtobal functions in conjunction with politicaL,
economic and military determinants. They introduced the importance of

factors such as globaL alliances and internal use of violence in

addition to the most commonly refered to determi.nant of war and the

threat of war. Maizels and Nissanke can be credited for recognizing

that military spending itself is affected by various phenomenaL events

and occurances both internal and external to the State. These factors

can be said to be exoqenous to the miJ.itary spending - development

interaction. That is, levers of military spending are not autonomous

or inherently decided, but are affected by those international and

locaI criteria. The determinants, on the other hand, affect both

leve1s of spending and hence, the development of a nation, the next
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step in the interaction not considered by Maizels and Nissanke.

PoliticaL alliance, for instancer fray have an influence on levels of

spending, but it is possible that these affiliations, because of

strategic, aid rerated or other factors, affect social development

both independentLy and through military spending indirectly.
unfortunatery, the Maizels and Nissanke model falls short on t,oo

fronts. First, the step they take from lheory to practice is slightly
disappointing since they reduce a number of essential items regarding

political and miì.itary activity to a small number of dummy variable
indicators. For example, inter-state or civil war and military
government use of violence is used to indicate the nature of the

state, the vested interest of the military establishment, the

existence of internal repression, civit war and regional war. on a

global level, adherence to a global power bloc and foreign military
aid is represented by a five point scale that they constructed

representing the proportion of arms coming from the principal
supplying country. The complex theoretical development is somewhat

simplified in operationalization, but their indicators are nonetheless

revealing.

Next, Maizels and Nissanke fail to complete

the subsequent influences on development. In

and Nissanke model can be discussed in terms

militarization and military spending introduced

the picture by ignoring

addition, the Maizels

of the tr,ro types of

above.

Maizels and Nissanke divide their determinants into those that
exist on a national, regional and global level. influences at the

national level involve those events, situations or conditions that
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exist within the nation itself, such as the existence of civil war or

the nature of the slate" In other words, these political, economic

and military factors do not involve a connection betr,¡een the State and

other nations and therefore if a deterrnining factor exists on a

nalional level, it is 1ikeIy that it influences internal spending as

defined in the modernization sense. one example of a national
determinant is the domestic production of arms. À nation harbouring

or wishing to begin domestic arms production may increase mílitary
spending in order to establish the industry, buird the production

facilities, hire workers and generally run the production unit.
Spending here involves a building up of the infrastructure in terms of

creating an industry, while at the same time the benefits accrued

relate to those hypothesized by modernization, that is, lhe training
of personnel needed to organize and run the production facilities, the

inculcation of'l^iestern' attitudes by the workers involved in the

industry, diffusion of western technology associated with the arms

industry, etc. Hence, there is a theoretical connection between the

determinant of internal military spending and development.

If a determining factor exists on a regional or globar reveL in
accordance with Maizers and Nissanke's model, it is likely that it
influences globa1 spending as def ined in the dependency sense.

Regional and global influencing factors are those which involve both

the state itsel.f and other bordering (regionaJ_ level) or non-

bordering (91oba1 level) nations. These are factors which deternrine

military spending based on circurnstances that exist between the nation

and other nations, such as regional war or gLobal. alliance. The
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existence of r¡ar þJith border nations is one example. countries

engaged in war will increase their arms imports in order to maintain

or increase their military sLrength relative to their opponent. Since

spending of this nature leaves the nation in exchange for arms, it
involves nations in the international military matrix. A nation buys

arms from an industrial nation in exchange for funds earned on the

world market, integrating them into the world system, a process which,

according to dependency, favours the more developed countries. such

activity hampers deveJ_opment.

From this description it can be seen that the determinants of

spending can not only be divided into those which affect internal
militarization and those which affect globa1 militarization, but also
infJuence the military spending - deveropment interaction, hence, the

importance of developing a comprehensive model which combines the

determinants of military spending with spending's affects on

development.

In total' nine factors are to be considered as deLerminants of
militarization. These variables are derived from the original_

theorization by Maizels and Nissanke, but altered somewhat for the

purposes of the present analysis. These exogenous factors, (exogenous

because they are seen to be the ultimate determining factors of

militarization, instead of militarization itself being exogenously

given), rerate to poriticar, economic and military factors. They are

also subdivided into those which deal with inlernal functions of the

State and those which deal with the interrelationships between nations

and therefore are global determinants. Be1ow is a chart which
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displays the exogenous variabLes foj.lowing which each determinant wilt
be individually discussed in lerms of its theoreticaL connection to

the model being developed in the present chapter.

Poti Tr cÀt
FÀCTORS

ECONOMI C

FACTORS

Mi LI TÀRY
FÀCTORS

INTERNAL DETERMINANTS

1. nature of the state

2. wealth of the nation
3. domestic production

GLOBAT DETERMINANTS

6. global alignment

7, foreign military base
8. supplier nation

9. existence of war¿.

5.
internal military activity
orientation of the n¡ilitaiy

Maizels and Nissanke included the nature of the State in their
originaJ- formulations, hypothesizing that, "a military dictatorship
can be expected to maintain a larger military establishnent...than
would a democracy...the more powerful the military in relation to the

civil porver, the greater the chances that the military can increase

its share of the government budget" (Maizers and Nissanke, .19g0;1129),

0n a developnrental. leveI, I.iolpin attempted to judge the perf ormance of

military versus non-military regimes in terms of development. The

aLlocation of resources in various state structures is determined by

different means. In parliamentary syslems where leaders maintain

pot.ter through the acceptance of the popuration, programs put in place

must deal with the present wants of the group. Goals which aim at

reelection may therefore differ from either military or despotic

regimes which maintain power through other means. The performance of

these state structures in terms of social and economic conditions may

subsequently differ. It rnay be expected that parliamentary regimes

receive higher grades in terms of development, whereas

non-parliamentary structures wourd maintain a higher lever of

inf rastructural spending.
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Nations with greater wealth have greater resource availability and

may spend higher amounts on various programs, from the miritary to
education and health. As incone increases, so too does the tendency

to spend greater amounts on the military, such that military spending

may be considered an indicator of economic development in itself, as

Benoit showed with his coefficient of . SS. "I f real income is
stagnating, the resource constraint is likeLy to place a real limit on

additional military expenditure in the absence of foreign military or

financial aid" (MaizeIs and Nissanke, 19g0;1130). yet, weaJ.th of the

nation will be viewed as a cause and not an effect of military
spending. The present analysis will attempt to control for the

'trickle down' effect by measuring leve1s of development that directJ.y
account for the well-being of the generar populace (discussed in the

forthcoming section on defining development). The wealth of the

nation then, besides determining internal military spending, also
influences level-s of development.

The debate over the effects of domestic production was touched upon

earlier. it is still uncLear whether such activity promotes

deveJ-opment, or whether this promotion is nullified by enhanced

dependency on supplier nations for technoLogicar inputs, and if both

occur, what is the final effect on development. Even the dependency

school appears divided on this question. Luckham has recognized the

possible benefits of domestic production on an economic structure,
whereas Kaldor, for exampler or the Hamburg Group, slress that such

activity merely leads to other forms of dependence. Hence, this
factor is, one y,ay or the other, important in any analysis of miritary
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spending. It is likely that domestic production serves the purpose of

leveling balance of paymenls in cases where exports are used to offset
the production and import costs of maintaining a production base.

However, in third world nations, this effect will have less of an

influence on the economy as it does in the main supplier nations whose

outputs create huge profits and r+ho control the majority of the

technology. Further, the domestic production of armaments should no

doubt cause increases i.n GNp. The key question for the analysis to
follow shoul-d center around whether this type of economic activity
increases development. if increases in GNP and other economic factors
merely obscure the increasing dependent relationships, then

development will in general decline due to increased domestic

production of armaments. If, however, domestic production allows for a

nation Lo break somewhat from the dependent bonds of military import

then deveJ.opment may be bolstered by this activity. still, domestic

production and enployment, training industrial supports and technology

are accompaniments and therefore it is rikely influence spending in
the infrastructure.

Maizels and Nissanke recognize that internal military activity may

differ from war in its impact on leve1s of militarization. Nor+ that
militarization has been divided between internal and g1oba1 this
factor has greater significance. civil war, for instance, being an

internal military function, rvould be expected to influence internal
militarization greater than global milítarization which would more

likely be affected by global war. It would be expected that the

existence of civil olar or repression is accompanied by a larger
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military apparatus and therefore higher internal spending budgets. In
addition, internal control by way of policing may be used in order to
maintain an economic status guo therefore affecting levels of r+ealth

and subsequentl-y levels of development.

Orientation of the military can either be externaL, if the nain

army mission is to police borders or be involved in other grobal

activity, or internal, if the main army mission is based on policing
within borders. Involvement with outside threats often involves more

extensive and sophisticated forces since defending or aggressing

against outside sources includes attempts at equalizing or increasing

the forces strength in order to deter or conguer, hypothesized as

causing arms races. Internal orientation requires 1ess sophisticated

weaponry such as guns and rifles instead of fighter planes and

missiles. The concurrent infruence on spending levels is apparent.

Militaries which are oriented both internally and externally no doubt

utilize the greatest anount of resources.

According to Maizels and Nissanke,

"to the extent that a developing country adheres to a globalpolitical/strategic alliancã, - proviäes facilities- i;;rgfgign military.bases, and depenãs on a super power or itsallies for its military equipment and personnel 'training, ilmay also come under pressuie to expãnd its own *iií¿u;yestablishment, partJ.y to enhance the potential of " i;;;;;;military base, ang partry as an insirumenr in ruppóii-ãi
power bloc regional policy. This last point may 

'ãrro 
u.relevant to a number of rãgional conflict, lncruåing-;;r;;

where contending .countries are each suppórted by uí*, uná
f inance f rom a dif f erent global povrer 'fto.; tr,råi";i;- ;;dNissanke, 1 980 ;1129) .

Yet, Maizels and Nissanke do nol go so far as Èo introduce

conlrolling factor for the source of the military inputs arriving in

a

a
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third worrd nation. Furthermore, most previous research considers

only Àmerican influences, whether positive or negative, in lhe
militaries of developing nations, neglecting alternate influences that
may occur in cases of soviet alignments. The source of the military
inputs may however influence both levels of spending and the

subsequent effects on development. Às dependency understands,

Àmerican military allegiances may be accompanied by conditions which

either serve the purpose of socializing the personnel in a particular
manner which facititates the internalization of Western goals, or the

opening of borders to l.iestern investment which could have adverse

effects on an economy by way of the expropriation of surprus.
Similarly, Soviet involvement usually accompanies Soviet strategic
influence in areas, such as the Middle East.

Like the source of military inputs, alliance has never been

considered in a model of military spending, with the exception of
Maizels and Nissanke' even though it may have tremendous implications
if nations are considered to exist within a global matrix. Àlignment

can indicate the strategic interests of the super po!¡er hegemonies.

countries r+hich are aligned with the west may receive aid, both

socially and militarily, in exchange for support of. strategic
interests, whether these conditions are integrated through coercion or

otherwise. Military aid from the west may in the end ]essen the

import burden experienced by these nationsr âs opposed to those who

are, say' non-aLigned. External miliLarization would be consequently

affected. The introduction of political alignment will succeed in
controlling for these possibilities.
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I^lhether a country is at vrar or not, or whether there is an imminent

threat of war being fe1t, is logically a key determinanl of levels of

military spending and development. In terms of spending, it is
expected that those nations at rvar would need to invest higher

proportions of their governmental budgets on the military. In

addition, this expenditure would be directly utilized in ,oar

representing arms spent. Hence, a number of previous studies dealing

with the determinants of military spending have recognized the

tremendous influence the threat or existence of war has on levels of

spending. Deger (1985), for example, states that this factor is the

most important ingredient of levels of miritary spending. where she

went wrong, however, was in not considering related infruences.

Nevertheless, if war exists, it is likely that the money spent on the

military wourd not only increase, Ieaving ress for other types of

expenditures, but any positive effect the military might have in terms

of the protection of the economic environment, or the development of a

secure atmosphere for investment, would be more or less nullified. If
spin-off do occur as a result of military spending, it is hard to
imagine that these would have an affect in an unstable war climate

where resources are being quickly used. The globaI nature of this
determinant is apparent. Besides conflict on a regional and global

level, mililary spending for rvar invorves heavy importations of

sophisticated r+eaponry, increasing leve1s of spending that flow

directly from the receiver to the suppLying nation.
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Definino Developnent, the ultimate Dependent variable

Modernization has been criticized for its measurement of developmen!

which rests solely on growth of the economy and ignores development in
terms of social factors which affect the basic needs of the
population. Growth' in terms of GNP, does provide certain benefits as

a development indicator. Àfter alr, it is the most easily accessible
and accurate of indicators. But, modernization assumes the existence

of a 'trickle down' effect that has never been proved to be a

universal occurrence. The 'trickle down' assumes that national growth

of income eventually seeps down through all strata in society and

therefore all benefit from general economic prosperity. In fact,
developing nations displaying an increase in GNp may ar.so display
unevenly distributed incomes and faltering leveJ-s on other scales of
progress. The trickle down has since been contested by those who

exclaim the virtues of alternate forms of measurement (Berger , 1974;

Seers, 1973). Recall Àmin's realization that growth may have

different connotations in nations at various 'stages' of development.

such a starement refers as welr to the definition of development

refered to by the contrasting paradigms. To Àmin and Frank,

development goes beyond a level of GNP or strict economic indicators.
Development includes the werl-being of the masses who are often
untouched by national economic progress. At best, then, growth has

been carled a necessary but insufficient indicator
progress and should be refered to with âll caution.

The Hamburg group clarify the problems behind the modernization

definition of growth as follows:

of societal
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"ExpecLations concerning positive effects of defense
expenditures have to be crilicized by confronting tnem-r+iti,the.experience gained in peripherat ðountries 1íke B;a;il,India, Pakistan, etc., uut tlrey have to be criticized more
fundanrentaJ-ly too, since thã underlying .onrãfi -of
'development' and of the strategic catalóguã of meåns and
ends for developmen! policies aie neuer deiined u*pii.ltly"(Albrechr et aI" , 1974; 190).

tock and wulf (1977 ) and Eide (1977) add to the above query by

pointing out that growth of the economy may occur because of military
spending, but that development of the economy may sti11 be considered

wasteful. Says Lock and l.iulf, infrastructure such as roads or bridges

which support military purposes utilize more resources than is
necessary for civilian usage. where horse carts need only a narrow

bridge, tanks require large and expensive structures. or, as Eide

puts it, growth by the increased utilization of, säy, natural
resources, does not promote development if the extraction is controled

by multinationals who later expropriate the surplus.

The inflationary tendency of the militarization process is
emphasized in a U.N. report entitled "Economic and Social Consequences

of the Àrms Race". Labeling miJ-itary spending as 'inherently
inflationary', the U.N. group goes on to describe the mechanisms that
cause across the board price increases throughout a highJ-y militarized
country. Ball (1983) has shown that although these trends may produce

growth to a limited extenL, it is the poor who are likely to suffer
from inflation. I n her words, "to the extent that mili tary
expenditure does produce economic arowth, the poorest members of the

Third world societies are 1ess rikely to benefit from that growth. In

addition, lhey are the most likely to suffer from lhe adverse effects
of military expenditures" (galt, 1983;9a).
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In summation, the 'trickle down' effect assumed to take place when

growth of income occurs is not a natural outcome and dangers exist
when relying on GNp as an indicator of development. To avoid the

contested assumptions connected with the 'trickle down' effect, and to
judge the effects of militarization on 'social development' rather
than economic arowth, the present study will define development, the

dependent variable in the analysis, in terms of social well-being of a

nation and will use social factors as the indicators of development.

Now, although level-s of GNp and other social indicators of
development can be expected to be closely associated since more income

means more available funds for social programs, that association is
not unity. GNP per capita correlates with the later operationalized
indicator of deveropment in the present anarysis r+ith a . s9

coefficient. This.59 may be said to represent the amount of'trickle
down' associated with GNp, but .41 of the revel of development is not

encompassed by the measure of income alone.

À number of authors have attempted to define development in terms

which tap the social welr-being of a population, and more

specificalJ-y, of the poorer sectors of a nation. seers (1973) for
example, lays down a basic criticism of the use of GNp in his article
"The Meaning of Development" and opens up the discourse to the

operationarization of the term development. GNp does measure

something, but it does not, according to seers, deal with the

f ulf illment of human potential, central to his oÌ,¡n def inition of

development, which must take into account the reduction of poverty,

the reduction of unemproyment and the reduction of inequalities.
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Robert Rosh (1986), begins his study on the effects of military
spending on development by quoting a united Nations declaration
outlining basic human rights as the access to both an adequate

standard of living and a basic education. Development, to Rosh, can

be viewed as the potentiar fulfillment of these human rights. The

human rights approach in itself has become a central issue in United

Nations studies of deveJ.opment. To dependency theorists, development

assumes two aspects; first, there exists a l_evel of dependency or

exploitation the reduction of which is essential to deveJ.op an

integrated economic structure where profit is allowed to circulate
within the borders of a particular nation. Second, development occurs

in conjunction with a more eguitabre distribution of wealth. Both

concepts would necessariry be arrived at simultaneously since

exploitation takes place when income is unevenly distributed, with the

local elites and/or foreign powers reaping the economic benefits from

local industrial and other economic activity.

These alternate views of development (alternate to the use of GNp

normalJ-y utilized by modernizationists and in many other economic

studies dealing with deveJ.opment), are connected with the common

notion of social well-being. It is therefore possible to analyze the

developmental tendencies of nations fron both an economic and a social
perspective. Yet, social well-being may in fact be obscured when

considered in absence of economic growth. Growth of income nay subsum

social growth to a degree. In other words, if GNp rises, it is also
likely that inputs into sociar programs will increase, therefore
increasing leve]s of development on all fronts. yete as rvas eluded Èo
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abover an increase in GNP does not universally create a stronger

social structure. Berger's (1974) evatuation of the BraziI miracle in
his book Pvramids of Sacrifice is ample evidence of this. Here Berger

shows how massive growth of income took place in sequence with

decJ.ining standards of living for Brazil's poor. But, in generaJ.,

growth of income does free resources that courd be put towards

education and health thus strengthening the social base of a nation.
One finds a strong correlation between GNP and health or education

indicators in a cross sectionar sample of developing nations. And

since the present analysis is concerned with levels of military
spending, it should be recognized that growth of income allows for
growth of the military budget in a similar fashion and therefore
ignoring GNP, or some indicator of economic strength, may lead to the

conclusion that growth in the miritary causes a growth in social
development.

If the assumptions of dependency r+ere fu1ly incorporated into the

concept of development' some measure would need be established that
encompasses both levels of exploitation and equity of income.

unfortunately, both concepts are difficult to measure directly.
Income distribution data is in part avairable, but goes unreported in
globaI statistics mostly due to the difficulty in obtaining such

est inates.

Methodologically speaking, there are a nunber

indicaLors which point to the social- development IeveI

The 'Physical Quality of tife index', for example,

expecÈancy, infant mortality and riteracy in equivalent

of available

of a nation.

utilizes 1i fe

proport i ons.
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To ful1y encompass the concept of social development, other factors

can be added to this list. The ability of the population to access

safe and clean ¡vater and the production of agriculture are other

factors often refered to. Nabe (1983) made reference to the number of

physicians per population size, number of teachers per population size

and expenditures on heaLth and education to form a composite index of

social development. Unfortunately the latter two indicators are

somewhat deceiving. Government spending on health and education is,
at least' a part of the cause of the development indicators mentioned

above. They indicate the proportion of spending allocated to other
programs as opposed to the miJ-itary. The greater the military budget,

the less is available for education and health. various budgetary

allocations may have their resultant effects on development, but these

allocations cannot be equated rn'ith development itself. what is at
issue rather, is the interaction betr+een militarization and the

resultant levels of social development, not budgetary aLlocations to
soc ial programs .

The present analysis will utilize the three indicators to measure

social development that have been incorporated previously in the pQLI

index, that is, life expectancy, infant rnortality and Iiteracy. These

three are suitable ways of defining development because they deal

directly r+ith the welL-being of the population and, in turn, relate
directly to the health and educational status of the nation, tying the

operationalization of development to the basic human rights concepts

adopted by the united Nations. Às 1ife expectancy increases, it may

be assumed lhat access to safe water and food, access to adequate
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medical treatment and standard of living itself increases,

particularly for those in the lower income levels who benefit form

this type of development directly. Infant mortality indicates access

to medical care as well. Literacy rates would point to the access to
education, the state of the nation's schooling systems and again, the

standard of living of the general population. It is also assumed that
a stronger educational system allows for nore upwafd rnobility for
those who have access to the education. Thus these three indicators
together truly incorporate the nore recent movement towards defining
development in terrns which represent the social we1l-being of a

nation.

The type of deveropment described above can be easity compared to
the notion of human needs adopted by the ipRA (1g7g). Here they ]ist
factors which relate to the rights of survival of each individual.
Now, it is not necessarily so that the rights to survival equarly

indicate the level of deveropment of a particular nation. The right
of each individual to be satisfied and supplied with the needs of life
is arguablly a moral issue. yet, the existence and quantity of those

factors which combine to form the basic human needs do encompass the

concept of social development. The right to life is a moral argument,

but the existence and quantity of available food, shelter and medical

care may indicate whether the bottom economic rungs of society are

being aptly provided for, a notion consistent with the theoretical
need to use an indicator of social rather than economic development.

The use of a social development indicator would successfully answer

the criticisrns leveled on the earlier modernization theories of
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development as welÌ as those of the quantitative analyses which

considered growth of the economy to be the ultimate determinant of

development. If an increase in GNP results in no increase in social
well-being, or if such increases serve only a maintenance of the

status quo, it will surface when controring for GNp. Às weII, since

growth of GNP and development are so closely related, controling for
GNP r+ill remove the effects that GNP has on the increase in social

development. The present analysis wilr focus on renoving those

economic effects, allowing social factors to be highlighted and come

to the fore. In this wayr än obscured view of development based on

GNP will give way to a cLear portrait of the l_evel of social
well-being.

The Comprehensive Model

The discussion in the last sections can no¡v be integrated to develop

the model for the following analysis. First, the determinants of

militarization are divided into global- and internal influence levels
of spending and arms imports. Next, global and internai
militarization influence development. Development is defined in terms

of social well-being. In this fashion, the diameteric ideologies of

progress and deveLopment which were outlined earlier are integrated

into a path model that will not only decipher the merit of each

theory, but will also ascertain what economic, military and political
factors determine levels of militarization and in the end, have an

effect on social development. This model can novl be visualized by the

simplified path diagram below:
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INTERNAT
ÐETERMII.IANTS

INTERNÀL
MITITÀRI ZÀTI0N=--=\=\.-\.\

1DEVELOPMENT

GtOBAt
DETERMINÀNTS

GLOBÀL
MitITARI ZÀTION

From the diagram above it can be noted that the possibility exists
that those determinants labeled as internal may also affect g1oba1

militarization and vise versa. The domestic production of arms, for
exampre¡ fiây involve importations of miJ.itary inputs, and often are

the result of co-production agreenents, which involve an internationat
association. The existence of war not onLy means a higher proportion

of arms imports but may involve the maintenance of a 1arger military
force than exists in peacefuJ. times. yet, because internal
determinants generally involve decisions or conditions that exist
within the State, while external determinants are those which link the

State to global military associations, the determinants are 1ikeIy to
have the greatest influence on the type of spending which they

para11e1, that is, internal determinants will have a greater influence

on internar militarization and gtobar on gJ.obal miritarization.

Despite each theory's hypothesized result of the individual
militarization measure and its interaction with development, it is
sti]1 difficuLt to imagine that the bênefits of internal spending

result in Lhe increase of development hypothesized by Benoit and other

modernizationists" First of alI, it is questionable whether the

spin-offs from the internar military spending are abundant enough to
offset the costs of maintaining a miritary establishnrent. Jobs
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created by the military sector tend to be highly qualified and capital

intensive in nature whereas the unemployed tend to be unskilled
(palme, 1982). Construction for miJ.itary programs are often conducted

beyond the more populated areas where they would be the greatest

civilian use (naldor, 1978t" À study by Deger, in conjunction with

Sen ( 1983) ' shows that spin-offs in the industrial/manufacturing

econornic sectors are also over exaggerated. New sources of resources

were not discovered and uncovered as the military burden increased.

Hence, with the exception of those nations who have delved into

domestic production of arms for export, a means recently gaining

popularity for balancing payments, Luckham states, "even if we were to

accept at face value the evidence that arms spending promotes growth,

it is difficult to find a sensible explanation for it" (Luckham,

1978;44). To Luckhan, spin-offs cannot offset costs with the

exception of those nations who have delved into domestic production

for export, a means recently gaining popurarity for balancing

payments. (Though this issue of domestic production pops up

frequently, the hypothesized influence varies even among authors

writing from the sane theoretical angle. This issue should prove

ínteresti.ng in the analysis to fo11ow. )

Second, the diffusion of western val-ues through advanced technology

assumes that there is a positive and close relationship existing

between military and civilian sectors of society. Such diffusion then

¡rould not occur where the miJ.itary is either rarely in contact wilh

the general population or where that contact is offensive in nature.

In the same vein, in those instances where the main purpose of the
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military is for internal policing, civil war, etc., a unified sense of

nationhood would not be established by the mere existence of the

military. In fact, much the opposite may take place with the military

serving to divide the nation.

Third, of nine studies which assume growth of the economy indicates

levels of development (Benoit, 1973; Bisv¡as and Ram, 1986; Deger,

1 985; Deger and Smith, 1 983; Faini et. â1. , 1 981 ; Fredriksen and

Looney, 1983; Fredriksen and tooney, 1982; Lim, 1983; Rothschild,

1973), only Benoit's affirms a positive relationship between

militarization and development. Past evidence therefore does not

affirm the hypothesis put forth by the rnodernization side of the model

and it is unclear what the effects of internal militarization on

development will be. indeed, it is difficult to justify a positive

relationship based on the above discussion. Since the existence of

spin-offs from internal spending has been shown to be over

exaggerated, the concentration on growth of the economy does not

incorporate the entire meaning of deveJ-opment, westernization and

diffusion are unlikely to occur in today's developing world and the

evidence shows that a positive correlation between military spending

and growth rarely surfaces, the end result is unlikely to be in favour

of increased internal militarization.

Mary Ka1dor postulates that there may exist a positive association

between military spending and growth but if so, the connection is

spurious owing Lo the effects of dependency. If military spending

leads to economic Arowth in terms of GNP, it also results in increased

dependency. Militarization, to her, tightens integration into the
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globaI matrix and the capitalist world economy, which was hypothesized

by Frank to promote the development of underdevelopment. Dependency

theory, being represented in the present model. by a measure of gtobal

militarization, states that the advanced nations prosper in the

exchange of arms while the periphery is compromised, rnaking

development 'two sides of the same coin'. This situation is ironic

since the developing nations seek and aim to help themselves through

arms imports.

Thus, globaL miliLarization should not be found to promote

development in the upcoming analysis. This negative association is

more easily estabJ.ished than the positive relationship hypothesized to

exist between internal militarization and developnent. First, recent

evidencer sotne of which has been briefly reviewed above, suggests that

military spending may deter from economic arowth, and subsequently

development. In terms of development in a social sense, armaments

provide nothing in the way of the furfillment of human needs. Arms

inputs represents funds and resources leaving a country in exchange

for inputs which lead to no surplus. This diversion of resources is

similar to that proposed by the opportunity costs argument, that is,
arms imports may take away from other more productive uses. According

to a united l¡ations report, "Many of the major problems faced by the

world community, problems of deveropment, economíc inbalance and

inflation, pollution, energy and raw materials, trade relations and

technology, and so forth, are enhanced and exacerbated by the arms

race. Progress in other areas such as health, education, housing and

many more is delayed owing to lack of resources" (united Nations,

1978a;143).
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Since the created model represents a path with the determinants of

militarization seen to effect each form of mititarization, these

globaI and internal exogenous factors will also affect development, at

least indirectly. Global determinants, hypothesized to influence

globar militarization, would then increase development if they also

decrease globar militarization r or have an adverse impact on

development if they serve to increase gLobal militarization. The

results of any determinant of internal militarization are, however,

not as clear since internaL spending is unlikely to cause an increase

in development.

To conclude, i! may be said that the rnodeL hereby presented

improves on previous theoretical and nethodological formulations of

the military - development interaction and debate by first accounting

for two forms of militarization hitherto unrecognized. second, this
model takes the determinants of militarization into consideration and

therefore these factors may also be deemed important in fostering or

hampering the ultimate variable, development.



IV_ METHODOTOGY

The Ànalysis

Now that a comprehensive model has been established for the study of

militarization in developing countries and its subsequent effects on

development, the model can be tested using appropriate procedures.

The following chapter outlines those procedures. The appropriate

analytical techniques used are determined by the particular problem at

hand. In this case, two important factors can be refered to which

determine the appropriate technique. First, the model assumes that an

array of factors or variables affect a particular dependent variable

r,rith that array of factors working together to explain the l-evel of

the dependent variable. For example, in the present model, internal

and global militarization combined with the exogenous variables create

a certain level of development. That leveI of development is

infLuenced by the array of independent variables. second, a cross

sectional approach will be used to test the moder. To exprain, a

number of cases will be defined, with each case being a particular

nation, and the aggregate of nations will be used in unison to test

the model. Hence, the analysis tests a cross section or an aggregate

of cases. Regression analysis is the technique best suited for a

cause and effect model where a number of causes need be simultaneously

considered, that is, the causes are multivariate, and a model that

considers a cross sectional sample or an aggregale of cases

s imultaneously.

- 101 -
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In a cause and effect model, the goa]. is to predict the value of

the effect variable (the dependent variable) from knowledge of the

câuses (the independent variables). Regression is the technique used

in order to make such predictions. À regression line is a straight

line drawn through a scatter diagram which represents the best

possible 'fit,' for making predictions of lhe dependent variable tV]

from the independent variables {x1 ,x2,x3. .. }. So, in simple terms,

the regression equation is based on the attributes of a straight line

where {y=¡+5¡1. {y} can be considered a dependent variable. {y} is
determined by {a}, some intercept, pLus {x}, the independent variable,

multiplied by some coefficient {b}. The straight line, represented by

the equation above, is placed at a point where the amount of error is
maximumly reduced¡ or¡ when a line is dra¡vn through a plot of {x} and

{yi' the sum of the errors above and below the straight line is less

than had the line been placed anywhere erse, (ttrat is, the best

possibLe fit). The beta coefficient {b}, then represents the degree

of association between [xi and {v}. For exampre, in a case where {x}

and {y} are standardized, the closer {b} comes to 1, the more similar

are {x} and {yi and hence the greater the interassociation. If cause

and effect are assumed, a coefficient of '1 means {x} causes {y} in
totality. A coefficient of 0 means the two variables are totally
unrelated. Basically, regression is able to judge the amount of

infl-uence some cause variable [x] has on a dependent variable ty].

To this equation can be added the remaining independent variables

in the model. So, {y=a+b1x1+b2x2.... }, where each {x} represents a

different variable and each {¡} or coefficient of {x} represenLs the
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degree of association between that variabte and the dependent variable

{v}. For the present analysis, {x'1} ¡ut represent the variable

internal militarization and {x2} g1obut militarization. {Ul} or the

beta coefficient of internal militarization indicates the association

between it and development {y}. This coefficient may be positive,

representing a posilive association, or when internal militarization

{x1} increases, development {y} also increases to the degree of the

beta coefficient {b1}, or it may be negative, meaning that an increase

in internal militarization {x'1} causes a decrease in development iVi.
The interpretation can be made for global militarization {x2} and so

on. Thus, regression allows for the simultaneous inspection of a

group of independent variables and their effect on a dependent

variable.

The model constructed for the following analysis considers a number

of factors as being essential to the development of a comprehensive

understanding of the militarization - development interaction. First,

the economic, political and military determinants discussed above each

contribute to militarization. In turn, they may as well contribute to

development both directly and indirectly when mediated through

militarization. In order to completely understand the relationships

that influence the militarization - development interaction, it is

necessary to control for these determinants, not only in order to

speculate on the effects of militarization, but to advance to the

subsequent determinants of development. Second, the model constructed

for lhe present exploration indicates that these determinants can be

labeled as globaÌ or internal. Militarization is also subdivided into
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internal- and 91oba1. These forms of militarization have subsequent

effects on development. Such a formulation involves the indirect

effects of lhe determinants of militarization on development. If, for

example, a particular determinant increases g1oba1 militarization,
which, in turn, decreases development, that determining factor can be

said to indirectly affect development negatively when mediated through

nilitarization. The attributes of such a model lends itself easily to
path analysis, an extension of the above described regression

anaLysis, which alLows for an explanation of the degrees of influence

that the exogenous variables have upon the endogenous militarization

indicators and the dependent variable development.

Path analysis involves severaÌ regression equations, each

representing a different stage in the analysis. The first stage here

will utilize a regression of the determinants of militarization on

both global and internal militarization. In other words, global and

internal militarization are the dependent variables while the

exogenous factors are the independent variables seen to influence

militarization to the degree represented by the beta coefficients of

each variable. Two equations can be written to display this stage of

the analysis:

1 ) Internal militarization = (a+b'1 x1+þ1y2...b9x9)

2) Global militarization = (a+b1 x1+þ2y2...b9x9)

{Ulxl} through {Ugxg} are the beta coefficients and variables of the

nine exogenous factors. This stage will determine which factors

significanlly increase or decrease militarization. The second stage

involves a regression of the two militarization variables on the
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ultimate dependent variable, controlling for the other variables

introduced as determinants of military spending. This equation simply

adds two independent factors to the equations above, those being

internal and global militarization:

3) {Development = (a+b1 x1+b2x2. ..b1 1x1 1 ) }

{Ulxl} through {b11x11} are the beta coefficients and variables of the

11 exogenous factors plus the two militarization variables. In total

then, 3 regression equations are utilized to comprete the path.

(Refer to appendix B for the completed path diagram. ) Now it can be

determined how globa1 and internal militarization influence

deveLopment. The muLtiplication of an exogenous factor's beta

coefficient when regressed against either form of militarization with

the subsequent effect on development indicate to what level a

determinant of militarization affects development indirectly and in

what direction. In this way, global and internal militarization serve

as mediating variables through which the determinants of

militarization affect development. The determinants of militarization

may also significantly affect development directly. path analysis is

therefore able to account for both direct and indirect effects of

independent variables on the dependent variable. The various

regression equations involved in the path analysis will allow for the

construction of a path analysis decomposition table which wilI
adequateJ-y summarize the findings.

The leve1 of significance, measured by a T statistic, indicates the

level at which one can have confidence that the results obtained via

the beta coefficients represents true relationships and are nol the
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result of error" The level of significance is a function of the

degree of association in that the stronger the relationship between

tr¡o variables, the greater the significancer or the more likely it is

that the relationship is genuine or not erroneous due to sampling etc.

Levels of significance are arbitrarily chosen but are usually at a

.01 or.05 level, meaning that the chances of sampling error is 1 or

5%. considering that the present sample is not randomly drawn, the

general level of significance is heuristic and can only be used as a

rule of thumb. This, prus the fact that the present sample is

relatively smaIl, a1lows the level of significance normally utilized
to be arbitrarily increased. The number of cases influences the T

scores because they are calcul-ated using degrees of freedom, a

function of the number of cases in the sample, and since only 92 cases

are involved in the analysis, T scores over.05 1evet of significance

may be a reflection of the small number of cases and not of the

significance of the results. This analysis will therefore consider

results which are significant up to the .12 level of significance.

However, caution is advised when interpreting any resuLts obtained

with levels of significance over .05. It should be noted that no

matter what level of significance is chosen, the researcher can never

be '100% certain that the results found are a true representation of

the population. However, the higher the value of T and the smal_rer

the significance level, the more confident one can be that the

relationship found actuaLly exists.
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The Data Set

The dala set compiled for the present analysis uLilizes data from

developing nations onry since the model developed attempts to
ascertain the effects of militarization in developing countries. The

term 'developing nation' is one of those terms that is, like
militarization, often used but seldom defined. Àlthough a developing

nalion or what constitutes the 'Third World' is generally recognized

as being anything outside the more prosperous nations of the'west'or
the Soviet Bloc countries, this is just a vague interpretation and for

the purpose of data collection some definitive division between

'developed' and'developing' must be made. The Àrms control and

Development Agency (Rcoe), in their report on world Miritarv

Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1986 and Ruth Sivard in her World

Militarv and SociaL Expenditures employ the definition of devel-oping

nation used by the United Hations. According to them, countries which

are 'developed' are the rnembers of NATO, not including Greece and

Turkey, and all I,larsaw pact members except Bul-garia; Àustria, Finland,

Ireland, sweden, switzerland, Àustralia, Japan, New zearand, and south

Àfrica. All other nations are 'developing' (¡Cn¡, 1986;.155).

The classification scheme above obviously relies on the criteria of

the wealth of the nation and the type of economy in prace. The

importance of the wealth of the nation in such a scheme is obvious

since Greece and Turkey, the poorest of the NÀTO nations, are removed

from the rest of the NÀTO group in defining developed countries. The

type of economy is obviously important since, for instance, a1l warsaw

pact nations are aulomatically assigned developed stalus despite the
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wealth of the nation" To the Ï.lor1d Bank, in their World Development

Report of 1986, 'deveJ.oping nations' are those with low leveLs of GNp

that do not belong to the ' I ndustrial Market ' or 'East European

Nonmarket' economies, again basing this classification on wealth and

type of economy. Nations in the industrial Market group are the

members of the 0rganization for Economic Co-operation and Development

and 'East European Nonmarket' economies include: Àlbania, Bulgaria,

Czechoslavakia, Gernan Democratic Republic, Hungary, poland, Romania,

and the ussR. Hence, the world Bank and the united Nations have

similar schemes for dividing developed and developing nations with

only a few differences.

Inherent to these definitions are other notions of what constitutes

a developing, or for that matter 'third world' nation. For example,

nations with low standards of J-iving, Iow rates of literacy, Iarge

ratios of doctors and teachers to the population size etc. can be

considered as developing. The debate over the term 'developing

nation' thus follows closely the debate over indicators of development

discussed in the previous chapter. The fact is that economic arowth,

that is, a rise in national per capita income or gross national

product, and other socioeconomic indicators of growth are related.

Definitions of developing countries may therefore be based on income

or national product or other criteria which outline nations which

generally have 'more' and those with 'less',

'richer' and those that are 'poorer'.

or nations which are

The following analysis selects developing counlries based on the

definition of the i.iorrd Bank, that is, countries with economies that
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are not Industrial Market or Nonnarhet and whose GNP is less than

$7075 us per capita. The Þlorld Bank further divides 'developing'

countries into three categories based on GNp per capita. The 1owest

income group do not exceed a GNP of g400 us per capita, the middle

incone group rises to about $1500 us per capita, and the upper middte

income class extends to just over $7000 us per capita. This

eliminates high income oi1 exporting nations which typically report a

higher GNP per capita than both the upper middle income and the

Industrial Market economy groups. The levels of GNP used to determine

national status are changed each year by the world Bank to reflect

world economic changes. The figures quoted above were those used to

categorize nations in the 1982 reI1d Development Report.

The complete data set includes information on 92 nations which meet

the criteria of a developing nation and for which adequate data is

available. The analysis utilizes data for the year 1982. The nations

in the data set represent all regions of the world with 24 South and

Latin American,3 European, 9 Middle Eastern, 15 Asian and 41 Àfrican

nations. 0f the 92 nations,30 are classified as low income, 40 are

middle income, and an additional 22 are upper middle income.

The mean GNP per capita of the entire sample is 91189 US. Low

income nations have a mean GNP per capita of g231; middle income

nations display a mean of 9918; upper middre income nations have a

mean GNP per capita of $2975. chad has the lowest GNp per capita in

the present sample, ât g'107 while Trinidad and Tobago has the highest

at $7075. A further description of the data set will take place in

the initial stages of the analysis which fol1orqs.
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Sources used for the data compilation include: The United Nations',

Àrrns control and Development Àgency Report, world Militarv
Expenditures and Àrms Transfers 1986 1982; Ruth Sivard's Military and

social Expenditures, 1985; and Kidron and smith's The Ï,iar Atlas,1ggz.

In some instances where 1982 data r¡as missingr âD approximation based

on available data from information of other years was made. Data on

military expenditures and some other financial statistics are obtained

from the Àrms Control and Development Àqency Report, (eCne), for

several reasons. Fi rst , i t reports data on a great number of

developing countries, and, in fact, lists a good number more nations

than the world Bank. second, the ÀcDA reports an approximated value

for any missing data where a good estimate can be made. Third, it is

the most widery used and available report on miritary spending. Art

data is reported in terms of real- dollars.

The Exogenous V¿rriables

The analysis includes nine exogenous variables which will be regressed

against both forms of militarization in the first stage of the

analysis, then against deveropment in the final regression stage. The

following section of the methodological review will operationalize

those nine factors, beginning with the internar determinants.

The wealth of the nation is an important control variable, first as

a determinant of militarization, and secondr âs a control for

miliLarization's effect on development since development and national

wealth are related. Here, the popular operationalization for national

wealth, Gross National Product (cHp) will be utilized. And, for
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consistency, since internal militarization, the effect variable, will
be measured per capita, GNp wirl also be measured per capita. jggz

GNP and population data is obtained from the ACDA report of'1986 where

GNP represents the total output of goods and services produced by

residents of a country and valued at market prices. Hence, GNp is a

measure of production and therefore relates to national income and

wealth. There are generally two common criticisms of GNp. First, GNp

is reported in constant US dollars r+ith an average exchange rate from

local to us currency. sivard states, "there is at present no whorly

adequate basis for converting national currencies ¡+orld-wide into a

common denominator such as us dollars" (sivard, '1985;notes). second,

GNP does not include much productive activity in developing nations

such as activity that takes place in and around the home, or economic

activity that can be defined as 'black market' or activity not

normally accounted for in GNP statistics. However, some type of

across board estimation of wealth must be made in order to make cross

sectional comparisons and GNP is the most adequate measure. The above

mentioned negative points should therefore merely serve as cautionary

notes. Popuration, 'estimates are for mid year' and "made availabre

to the ACDÀ by the us Bureau of the census" (ACDA , 1 9g6;1 5g ) .

Measures of GNP are simply divided by the population to give a totat

GNP per capita. *

The remaining eight variables are dummy variables with only two

categories per variable. The first, the nature of the state, will be

divided into lhose countries with parJ-iamentary regimes versus those

* GNP per capita
error in the ÀCDÀ

for Ghana is estimated from Sivard due to an
report.

obvi ous
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wilh either military, one-party or despotic leadership. The data is

collected from The tiar Àtlas. in parlianenlary regimes, two or more

parties exist and general elections take place in order to decide the

ruling party. The data collected for the forthcoming analysis shows

that military regimes average a military force of 1 10 thousand

soldiers compared to 100 Lhousand in parliarnentary regimes; this

despite the fact that parliamentary regimes also have higher levels of

GNP suggests that parLiamentary regimes spend 1ess on the military
than non-parliamentary regimes as r{as speculated initially by Maizels

and Nissanke. This variable can norv be refered to as the REGIME where

a value of 0 is non-parliamentary (military, despotic, one-party) and

'1 is parliamentary (two or more parties with general elections).

Internal military activity occurs when there is the existence of

civil war, counter insurgency or other similar policing requiring

military assistance. The data is obtained frorn The t{ar Atlas and

defined as follows: "The military function as a civil police force in

a number of circumstances: where large sections of the population are

activery opposed to the government; where the civil police are weak or

demoralized, or suddenly overwhelmed; where the governing classes are

faction-ridden and organized around different branches of the State;

where a country is under military rure or martial law" (Kidron and

Smith' 1983;notes). The present data shows that nations involved in

internal policing, on average, maintain a armed force of 138,000

soldiers as compared to 37,000 for those who have not experienced such

internal activity. Put another way, those nations experiencing civil
war etc., maintain armies at lhe size of 1 soldier per 131 people,
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compared to 1 soldier per 233 people in other nations suggesting that

infrastructural spending used to upkeep the military is higher in

nations where internal policing exists. The frequency of civil war

alone is highlighted by Kende ( 1980), who cites over '100 such

conf licts in a 30 year period af ter the second i,iorld T,tar. This

variable can now be refered to as potIcING, where a value of 1

indicates that internal policing takes place, whire 0 means the

military is not used for these types of duties.

Àrmy orientation can be external, that is, the army is trained and

participates ín external conflict, or internal, meaning that the army

is trained and participates in internal- garrison duties including

political controL, internal war, etc. Data on army orientation is
obtained from The l,tar Àtlas which claims that, "most armies are used

for domestic containment and pressure, not external war" (Kidron and

smith, 1983;map 36). some armies are oriented both internally and

externally, for example, israel, Iran and south Korea. This variable

can be called ORIENTATION where category 0 is for those nations

internally oriented and 1 refers to nations either externally or both

internally and externally oriented.

The final internal determinant to be defined is domestic production

of arms. The data for this variable is obtained from the ÀCDA report

of 1986' and refers simply to those nations who have exported military
equiprnent in 1982. If a nation exported a certain value of military
armamentsr âny va1ue, they are said to be a nation capable of domestic

exporting of arms and given a value of'1 for this variable. The other

nations are eategorized as 0 or they were nol involved in domestic
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export of arns in 1982. The values reported by the ÀcÐA 'cover

merchandise transacLions' . À dummy categorization is ernployed here

for two reasons. First, a two category variable remains consistent

with the other exogenous variabres besides GNp. second, the actual

amount of export could be used, however, since only 15 nations export

arms' and the amount of arns exported varies greatly, the differences

between natïons if measured by an interval variable would be quite

Iarge. Most nations would have values of 0 while other nations would

have values ranging into the tens of millions. Such a variable would

be distortive. The value of export could be recoded so that the

intervals are smaller, but, for the purpose of this analysis, the

importance of this indicator is to judge the influence of maintaining

such an industry. The actuaL size of the industry would be secondary

since the affect of establishing a domestic export in the first place

is the question in focus.

The first of the global determinants, globar alliance, relates to

the political, economic and military relationship between a developing

country and the super power nations. Data is obtained from The l.iar

ÀtIas where countries are defined as western, eastern or nonaligned.

The western aligned states are central to the western military system

or have economic ties with the West and shared political traditions.

Those nations central to the western military system are mainly the

NATO nations. Sharing political traditions may refer to the existence

of parliamentary systems or similar political ideologies. À nation

has economic ties with the west if a majority of their trade is
between them and a western nation. The eastern aligned stales are
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to eastern military-strategic and economic systems ( for

example, I,¡arsaw pact countries), or are states with ties of

convenience to the East. 0n this point, says Kidron and snith, "the

west has greater wealth and economic pulling power as werl as a ]onger

history. consequently, the ussR's allies are less numerous and

relatively less dependable. They are their alJ.egiance nainly to the

fact of geography and narrow, often short-term, political expediency"

(xidron and smith, '1983;notes). Nations reft out of either category

are nonaligned. The AtiGNMENT variable also has two categories where

a value of 1 indicates that a nation is western aligned while 0

indicates eastern or nonalignment.

Data on whether or noL a nation hosts a foreign military base is

obtained from The war ÀtIas. NormaÌly, a nation hosts a foreign

military base when there is a base within the territory of another

state, for example, united states bases are in the philripines, Turkey

and West Germany. West Germany would then be a country which hosts a

foreign military base. According to Kidron and smith, however, there

are two other possj.bilities. First, the base "may be in territory
under the jurisdiction of a third party (for example, the us base in

Diego Garcia, leased from the British) " or, second, "it may be in

territory under jurisdiction of the state which operates it (for

exarnple, the French base in Guadel-oupe)" (nidron and smith,

1983;notes). The vast majority of cases in the present analysis fall
under the initially defined example. À nation receives a value of j

for the variable BASES i f they host a foreign military base,

hypothesized lo increase global mililary involvernent and hence global
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militarization. A nation receives a value of 0 if such is not the

case. Kidron and smith state that, "there are about 3000 foreign

mílitary bases and installations worl-d-wide" (nídron and smith,

1 983;map 1 7) .

The major arms supplier is defined as the nation of origin of the

majority of arms imports going to the developing nation. put another

wâIr a recipient nation receives a certain value of arms transfers.

The producer nation which supplied the highest value of arms transfers

becomes the major arms supplier. The data is obtained from the ACDÀ

report of 1 986 which divides arms transfers received into 1 0

categories: ussR, us, France, uK, I{est Germany, china, Italy, poland,

czechoslavakia, and others. For the variable supptlER, a 1 indicates

that ihe major arms supplier is a western nation, where a 0 indicates

other origins.

The WAR variable indicates whether nations were actualLy fighting a

rvar in 1982r or whether there was an imposing threat of war existing

at thar time. Data on war in 1982 is obtained from The war Atlas.

sivard is another source listing wars in .1982, however, Kidron and

smith list a greater number of nations at war suggesting that their
definition of war is slightly more sensitive. Kidron and Smith admit

that there is a level of judgement used when defining a war situation.

"Even the definition of war is arbitrary. For example, when does

fighting become a war?" (nidron and smith, 1993;notes). Though, aIJ_

Yrars 'involve human suffering'. Kidron and Smith define their view of

war as follows: "war is an open armed conflict in ¡vhich: regular

uniformed forces are engaged, on at least one sidef the fighters and
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the fighting are organized centrally to some extent; and there is some

continuity between armed clashes" (¡tidron and Smith, 1983;map 1 ).

This includes interstate rvars, which are rlars with non neighbouring

statesr DÊighbouring states or border r+ars, and civil wars including

and not including foreign presence.

Countries who were threatened by war are added to the list of those

at war to form the WAR variable. Sivard's list of wars (1985),

provides the data for the threat of war. If a nation become involved

in a rlar in the lwo years immediately following the year under

scrutiny, (became involved in a war in'1983 or 1984), then that nation

is said to have been threatened by war in 1982. In other words,

because they become involved in war after 1982, reporting them not at

þrar in 1982 would be misleading since the threat and consequent

buiLd-up prior to rvar is as large a factor in determining Levels of

militarization as war itself. This additional criteria means that

four nations who were not at war in 1982 are coded as a.1 for the

variable WAR indicating those nations at war or threatened by war.

Those nations not at war and not threatened by war are coded as 0.

Except for the wealth of the nation, the remaining 8 exogenous

variables are treated as dummy variablesr so, the analysis of each

will consider a comparison between the existence of a factor over

another. For example, for the nature of the State, parliamentary

regimes are given a score of 1 while others are given a score of 0.

Therefore, the results of a multivariate analysis indicate how a

parliamentary regime compares to non-parliamentary regimes in ternrs of

internal and globaI militarizalion and development.
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fa11 into eachwhich

VATUE

1

ÀND INTERPRETATION

VÀRiABLE

parliamentary regime
domestic export of arms
internal military activity
external army orientation
western alignment
host to foreign military base
western supplied
existence or threat of war

yes

37 (40.z%',)
15 (16.3%
5s ß9.8%
31 (33.7%
75 (81 .5%
26 Q8.3%
41 (44.60/"
33 ß7.0%

0

no

55
77
37
61
17
66
51

58

(se.8%)
ß3.7%)
Ø0.2%)
G6.3%)
(18.5%)
(71 .7%)
(55.4%)
(63.0%)

The most lopsided variable is domestic export of arms in which only 15

nations, ( 16.3% ot the sample) , exported arms in 1992 whil e 7j

countries, (83.7% of the sample), did not. There is also quite a

difference in the number of western aligned nations (75 or 81.5%) and

those eastern or nonaligned ('17 or 18.s%). The supptlER variable is

the most evenly distributed vrith 41 nations (44.6% of the sample)

being supplied by the west and 51 nations ß5.4% of the sampre) being

supplied by other (eastern or neither) nations. For the remainder of

the variablel the majority of cases have non-parliamentary regimes,

the majority of countries experience internal military activity as

well as have internally oriented armies, only 28.3% of the sampre host

foreign military bases and 33 nations or 37% of the sample experienced

war or the threat of war in 1982.
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The Operationalization of Militarization

The concept of globa1 militarization has been derived from dependency

theory's emphasis on the need to view military relationships in terms

of an international model of interaction. That is, the forces that

affect and are affected by militarization do not exist within a

national vacuun, but rather are the outgrowth of a world system where

internal decisions influence international relationships and globa1

interassociations effect the internal workings of a nation. Gtobal

militarization is, then, that which involves both the nation itself
and its military connection to other nations and therefore represents

globa1 military interactions. Dependency theorists often define this

involvement in terms of the international trade in arms and therefore

it is appropriate to use arms import data to measure the level of

gJ.obaì. militarization.

Because the operationalization of globa1 militarization in the

present analysis seeks to measure the degree of international military

involvement as opposed to other types of international associations, a

definition of gJ-obaI militarization shouLd reflect the proportion of a

nation's internationally associated budget that is allocated for

military purposes. Thus, global militarization will be represented by

the arms import burden, which is catculated as the proportion of arms

imports that make up the total imports of a nation in the particular

year under scrutiny. A greater arms import burden, measured as a

percentage of totaL imports, translates into a deeper international

military connection. This definition of global militarization also

conforms to the dependency notion of militarization since it
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represents resources leaving the nation in return for military goods

as opposed to other imputs which, according to the theory, rnay have a

more beneficial socioeconomic impact on the nation.

Using arms imports as a proxy for global militarization or military

invorvement has several additional benefits. First, the measure is

easily obtainable. Second, calculating the arms import burden allows

separation of military associations from other types of associations,

that is, the developmental effects of irnporting r+eapons can be

separated from the effects of other types of imports. À nation

imports a certain anount of goods, but, the rarger the proportion of

imports dedicated to arms, the greater the global militarization.

Internal militarization represents the modernization view of the

military ¡vhich primariJ-y centers on the institution in an internal

sense, that is, the workings of the military within national borders.

In terms of spending, internal miritarization involves the upkeep of

the establishment and the costs of maintaining military programs etc.

Data on military expenditures do not fu1J.y encompass this form of

militarization since military expenditures normally includes spending

on all military activity, not just that which is internal. But,

considering the above operationalizalíon of global militarization, it
can be assumed that once the global aspect of spending is removed from

the military budget, what remains is spending that is utilized, within

national borders, to maintain the military and its activities other

lhan the portion which is transfered abroad. Internal militarization

will then be measured by the amount of military expenditures reported

minus the amount of arms imports reported. In order to control for
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population size when considering the military budget, (as opposed to

controling for the size of the import budget as r+ith grobal

militarization), the internal militarization variable will be reported

per capita. This figure can be said to represent the infrastructural

military spending of a nation or that which is used to maintain the

military internally. Data on military expenditures, arms imports and

total imports is obtained from the ACDA.

A f inal note should be made on the accuracy of the data,

particularly in regards to those variables which indicate leve1s of

military expenditures and arms imports. it must be assumed, for the

sake of the analysis, that the data set represent accurate depictions

of military spending in the 91 nations. It is possible however, that

some nations report inaccurate figures for one reäson or another,

either borstering or under reporting their spending. Furthermore,

each estimate of spending may take into account different kinds of

activities. There is no doubt that certain military inputs, such as

those for comnunication purposes, have duaL military and civilian
purposes and it is uncertain which of these borderline activities are

included in any nation's report on expenditures. The bottom line is
that the figures used for the analysis represents the best data

availabLe and therefore the results obtained wil-1 be as accurate as is

possible given natural data limitations.

Arms imports, according to the AcDÀ, "represent the international

transfer (under terms of grant, credit, barter or cash) of military

equipment, usually referred to as 'conventional', including weapons of

lvar, parts thereof, arnrnunition, support equipment, and other
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commodities designed for nilitary use" (¡coe, 19g6: 159). The arms

import data contained in the ÀcDA report for any given year are,

"estimates of the value of goods actuaJ.ly detivered during the

reference year" (¡C¡¡, 1986: 158), and hence does not necessariLy

represent payments during that period. This slatistic works well as

an indicator of globaI militarization since the operationalization is

an attempt to ascertain the degree of global interaction taking place

in a given year and not necessarily to directly gauge levels of

spending. Furthermore, globaI militarization being represented as a

ratio of military imports to total imports is a true ratio since total
imports are measured the same r+ay as miritary imports and there is

consistency cross sectionally.

Measurement problems for the internal militarization statistic are

more acute and every possible step must be taken in order to ensure

both consistent data and a large enough sample necessary to produce

adequate results. Àccording to the data source, "miritary expenditure

data are of uneven accuracy and completeness. For example, there are

indications or reasons to believe that the military expenditures

reported by some countries consist mainly or entirely of recurring or

operating expenditures and not all or most capital expenditures,

including arms purchases" (ÀcDA, 1986: 156). In some cases then, the

military expenditure data reported by a nation's defense department is

added to the arms import data to arrive at a total expenditure figure.

À9ain, the ÀCDÀ caution that this technique which attempts to render

lhe dala more accurate may "over or underestimate actual expenditures

in a given year due to the fact that payment for arms may not coincide

in time with deliveries" (eco¿, 1985: 156).
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The use of military expenditure data in the construction of the

internal militarization variable for the present analysis assumes lhat

the arms import data are contained within the report of rnilitary
expenditures. The ACDÀ makes every attempt to ensure this addition

takes place. Then, when arms imports are subtracted from military
expenditures, some positive figure remains, representing internal

military spending. A perusal of the data however, indicates that in a

small number of cases certain errors exist that must be alleviated.

The case of Jordan is one example. Jordan's arms imports for the year

1982 i s reported at 1 bilr ion dorlars whereas the mil i tary

expenditures figure for the same year stands at 786 million do1lars.

The calculation of internal militarization leaves Jordan with a

negative figure, totally misrepresenting the actual situation since

Jordan spends a large proportion of their central government budget on

the military (the eCpe estimates over 3O%), and maintains a military
force of over 70r000. Looking at Jordan's reported military data over

a longer period of time indicates why the problem in calculation of

internal militariza|ion may occur. Between the years 1979 and 1984

Jordan's military expenditures have been relatively stable, between

700 and 800 million doltars per annum. Jordan's arms imports have,

however, risen from 100 million dollars in 1979 to over 1 bilrion
dol-lars in 1981 and back down to about 200 million dollars in 1984.

Apparently, the arms import increases and decreases over time are not

being represented accurately in the military expenditures data. Since

the ACDÀ does not indicate that Jordan is one of those nations for

which arms imports should be added to military expenditures to obtain

an accurate estimate of nilitary spending, the problem of receiving
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arms transfers but not providing payment in the same year must be

occuring. À solution to this problem would be to estimate arms import

payments in any given year by averaging the amount of arms imports

received over a longer period (1979-1985) and assuming that payments

would be equally distributed since military expenditures are

consistent in Jordan over this time frame. This calculation puts

Jordan's average arms import payments at 578 million dolrars per year,

and their internal military spending at 208 million dollars for the

year 1982. Considering the population of Jordan (2.¿ million) tire

figure for internal military spending now falls well above the mean

for developing countries, which makes sense considering that they

maintain a much larger armed forces than most developing nations and

considering the tense situation in the Midd1e East. Similar estimates

are made for the remainder of the nations for which internal miJ.itary

spending was found to be misrepresentational (i.e.

Ecuador, Soma)-ia, Syria and Uganda).

Àfghanistan, Cuba,

To sum, there has yet to surface a data set which represents

military expenditures entirely accurately. The arms import data is

more consistent since arms transfers are easily tracked, while the

accuracy of military expenditures data depends upon the individual

nation. caution must therefore accompany the interpretation of

results, particuLarly considering internal militarization. The best

possible methods for estimation however are being employed so that

results obtained r+i1l be as representational as is possibre given

today's data limitations.
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Creatinq the Dependent Variable

in the previous chapter the definition for development to be used in

Lhe present analysis was established. Three indicators r,¡ere decided

upon which wirr conbine to form the dependent variabre. À social

development dependent variable will be created after a factor analysis

procedure is carried out on the three indicators. Factor analysis is

a statistical technique which uses the shared variance of items in

order to create groupings of items which can be refered to as singre

constructs. These grouping are the factors. For instance, if the

data obtained on two particular items are related or vary similarly,
these two items will share a factor, meaning that both relate to the

measurement or construction of a single construct. Each factor

created is given an eigenvalue, or level of association for the entire

factor. Generally, an eigenvalue of 1.00 or greater suggests that the

factor represents a significant construct. Each item of the factor is
given a factor score, or weight, which indicates the level to which

that item relates to the factor.

The factor analysis will serve several purposes, the most important

being to allow construction of an i.ndex that represents the concept

developnent in terms of the data. This procedure creates a factor

score for each item which indicates the degree to which the item is

related and adds explanatory power to the factor which can be named

social development. This technique of indexing has the advantage of

allowing the data to set the weights of each item methodologically

rather than assigning arbitrary weights. The factor analysis r+iLl

also give an indication as to the relatedness of the individual social

development iLems.
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The lhree items to be factor analyzed are, of course, the three

indicators of development. Data for these indicators is obtained from

sivard's 1985 r.torld Military and social Expenditures. The first
indicator, literacy, is defined as the proportion of the population 15

years of age and order ¡{ho are able to read and write. According to

sivard, "standardized tests for Iiteracy generally focus on basic

skiIls, the abitity to read and write on a lower elementary school

level" (Sivard, 1985;43).

The second item, life expectancy, is the average number of years a

person is expected to live at the time of their birth. says sivard,

"national averages assume that the rates of mortality at each age

which r,¿ere experienced in that year persist in alI future years"

(Sivard, 1985;43).

Fina1ly, the indicator infant mortality is defined as the number of

infant dealhs in a nation per 1000 births. Infant deaths are deaths

under the age of 1.

Àn index from the factor scores is created by first standardizing

each item and multiplying it by the determined factor score.

standardization must take place so that each item is measured on a

similar sca1e. Hence, when nrultipried by the related factor score a

weight is truLy established. I.ihen standardized, each item has a mean

of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. With equal ¡+eights, an index

could then be eslablished simply by the addition of each standardized

item. The addition of each item when weighted via factor scores

creates the social development variable.



V_ RESUTTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Factor Ànalvsis of the Dependent Variable

The dependent variabre development is constructed from three

indicators; literacy, infant mortality and rife expectancy. The mean

literacy rate for the 92 nations in the study is F7.38%. 3g% of the

sample (n=35) report literacy rates of under 50%. Níger, somalia and

Yemen (sanaa) report the lowest rates at 10% or under. slightly over

10% of. the sample indicate literacy rates at over 90% with the highest

being Fiji and the Barbados. Infant mortality rates range from a low

of 11 deaths per 1000 born (singapore) to 205 (efghanistan) with a

mean rate of 91. Finally the life expectancy indicator has a smaller

range than literacy or infant mortality. The mean life expectancy for

the sampre is 56 years. 32 countries (3s% of the sample) report Iife
expectancies of under 50. The lowest (40 and 4'1 years) is reported by

Àfghanistan and Ethiopia. only 14 nations (11% or Lhe sample) report

average life expectancies of over 70 years with the highest (73 and 74

years) beinq Israel and Cuba.

Below is the information

deveLopment:

used to construct the index of social

I TEM MEAN STDDEV FSCORE

Li TERACY
INFANT MORTATITY
tIFE EXPECTÀNCY

57.38
90.92
55.11

27 .00
47 .35

9 .84

.34353
-.34948

.34843

-127-
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The factor analysis of the three items in the development index

resulted in the creation of one factor r,¡ith an eigenvarue of 2.7j.

since an eigenvalue, which is a rneasure of association, of over 1.00

or greater is nornally assumed to create a significant factor, a 2.77

result indicates that the three items are highly associated. The fact

that only one factor rvas created adds to the validity of these items.

In fact, fuIly 92.2% of the variance in the factor is explained. The

factor scores generated show 1ittle variation. Literacy loads with a

score of .34r life expectancy at .35 and infant mortality also at .3s.

These loadings indicate that a fairly good indicator of deveLopment

using these three items is constructed by using equal weighting if
standardization accompanies the index construction. À11 indications

point to the fact that the defined use of the term development being

used is a good and valid indicator.

Since each item is first standardized to have a mean of 0 and a

slandard deviation of 1, a majority of the cases should result in a

score of social development not greater or less than the positive or

negative addition of the three factor scores, (.34 +.35 +.35 = + or

- 1.04). The development j.ndex itself has a mean of 0 and a standard

deviation of 1 since it represents the addition of standardized items.

A nalion which scores 0 would then be considered to have an average

devel-opment score in comparison to the other 91 countries in the

sanple. Àny score greater or less than + or - 1.04 would be

considered an extreme value. For the present sample, about z0% f.aII

both above and below a score of 1.04, leaving 60% of. the nations

between approximately 1 and -1 on the social developmenl scare.
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The three highest scores in terms of development were received by

the Barbados (1.55), Israel (.62) and cuba (1.66). The lowest scores

Ì{ere obtained by The Gambia (-1.73), Burkina Faso (-1.85) and

Afghanistan (-1.89). Although there is a general correlation between

these development scores, reported levers of GNp per capita and

military spending, the indicator constructed points more directly to

leve1s of social development and the weLl-being of the general

population. The three Least developed nations judged by the

development indicator above rate 9th (Burkina Faso), 1 0rh

(efghanistan), and 12th (rne Gambia), lowest in terms of GNp per

capita, and their levels of military expenditures per capita rate bth

(the Gambia), 14th (Burkina Faso), and 62nd (nfghanistan), lowest

among the 92 nation sample. The three most developed nations in terms

of the development indicator rate 2nd (Israel), 4th (Barbados), and

13th (cuba) highest in terms of GNp per capita and 1st (Israel), 6th

(cuba), and 30th (Barbados), in terms of military expenditures per

capi ta .

Àn Initial Ànalysis

The following section is íntended to give an overview of the data set

and some of the associations that may exist. These associations are

explored through bivariate analyses in the tables beIow. I n these

tables, the average scores of the development scale, internal

militarization and globaI militarization are broken dor+n or divided

into groups representing categories of the independent variables. so,

for example, the first tabte charts the average development scores

broken down by the categories of the dummy exogenous variables so that
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score i s provided f or the cases r,¡hich f at1 into each

where a large difference of neans between categories is

there would be an association present and hence this

means gives some initial indication of the effects of the

variables on development and both types of miritarization.

shows the average development scores broken down by the

categories of the exogenous variables excluding GNp which will be

looked at later. The table is read as follows: those nations with

parliamentary regimes score an average of +.59 on the development

scale compared to -.31 for those nations without a parliamentary

regime. Those nations with internal policing score an average of +.05

on the development scale conpared to -.07 for those nations rvithout

internal poricing, etc. Just from these two observations, one can

conclude that there is a much greater connection between REGIME and

development than POLICiNG and development.

Although there are slight variations in all variables when

development means are calculated, only a coupLe of variabl-es show

large enough variations to be deemed significant. The largest

difference of means exisls for the variable REGIME where those nations

classified as parliamentary show a development leve1 of 0.59, compared

to -0.31 for the other category. Domestic production for export and

alignment are the only other two factors which vary. The other

variables all hover around the 0 mark, which is the entire sample

average in both categories of the particular dummy variable. There is

therefore only an indication of several associations existing between

this set of variables and development.
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Table '14 -- Average score on the Development scal- by the nxoçnous
Dummy Variables

PARTIÀMENTÀRY REGIME
EXISTENCE OF INTERNAL POTICING
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNÀI ORIENTÀTION OF MITITARY
EXISTENCE OF FORETGN MITITARY BÀSES
WAR AND THREAT OF WAR

SUPPTIED BY THE WEST
WESTERN ÀLIGNED

I

YES

0. 58
0"05
0. s8
0. 04
0.1'1
0.08
0.05
0. 05

0

NO

-0.31
-0.07
-0.11
-0.02
-0. 04
-0.0s
-0.04
-0.28

Table 1B -- Average score on the Development scare by Income status
(GHn per Capita)

ENTTRE SÀMPIE
TOWER INCOME NÀTiONS
MIDDLE INCOME NATIONS
UPPER-MIDDLE INCOME NATION

Àverage Development Score
0.0

-0.84
+0. '1 

3

+0.91

In order to view the association between development and the final
exogenous variable, GNP, an analysis of means is presented in Table 1B

where GNP has been divided into the three categories of developing

countries defined by the world Bank in which the nations with the

lowest GNP per capita are classified as lower income, then come the

middle income nations and the devel-oping nations with the highest GNp

are classified as the upper-middle income nations.

À strong association between GNP and

this table. Upper-middle income nations

of +.91 while, on the opposite end of the

in lower income nations is -.84. Of

development is apparent from

have a nean development score

scale, the development level

the exogenous variables, it
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appears as if GNP, or the wealth of the nalion, has the greatest

affect on development. The mean development score for the entire

sample is, of course,0 since this is a standardized variable.

Tab1e 2À shows the average scores of internal militarizationr or

more specifically, internal nrilitary spending per capita, controling

for the categories of the dummy exogenous variables. tike the

bivariate analysis of means using the variable development, where

there is a large difference of means between the categories of the

dummy variables, there is an association present. i nternal

militarization appears to be most greatly associated with donestic

production of arms for export. Those countries with such capabiJ.ity

spend $158 per capita on internal militarization compared to just over

$33 per capita in those nations who do not produce arms for export,

verifying the hypothesis that such activity is, indeed, quite

expensive. This result also shows an association between domestic

production of arms for export and internal militarization. Whether

this expense is offset by benefits to socioeconomic arowth is
difficurt to conclude at this time. However, Table 'lÀ showed that

nations who engage in domestic production for export also display

higher levels of development than the others. Nations who export

domest ically produced arms have a level of devel-opment of +. 5g

compared to a Level of -.11 for those nations who do not engage in

such economic activity and therefore, initial evidence points to

domestic production being beneficial to development. Other variables

which appear associated to internal militarization are: the

orientation of the military, where those externally oriented spend, on
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average, $'1 07 per capita on the military internally while Lhose

nations with internally oriented armies only spend an average ot g27;

tqar and threat of ¡.'ar, where those nations who experience such

activity spend 993 compared to only g31 on the military internally for

those not involved; and alignment, where those nations vrho are western

aligned spend 946 compared to g89 for those who are not.

Tabre 2A -- Àverage Internal Militarization ui tne nxogenous
Dummy Var iabl.es

PÀRLIAMENTÀRY REGIME
EXISTENCE OF INTERNÀI POLICING
DOMESTiC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNAL ORIENTATION OF MILITARY
EXISTENCE OF FORE]GN MiLITÀRY BÀSES
WAR AND THREÀT OF WAR

SUPPTIED BY THE WEST
WESTERN ÀLIGNED

1

YES

70.4
69. 3

158.4
107.5
52.3
93. 1

63. 1

45.8

n

NO

42.1
30.9
33.5
26.6
54. 5
30.8
46 .4
89.5

Table 2B -- Àverage Internal
(c¡¡p

l"lilitarization by Income Status
per Capita)

ENTIRE SAMPIE
LOWER INCOME NÀTIONS
MIDDLE INCOME NATIONS
UPPER-MIDDLE INCOME NÀTION

Àverage Internal Militarization
53 .8
6.0

28.9
154.5

Table 28 further divides the average internal militarization 1evel,

this time broken down by GNp according to the }lorld Bank

categorization. Àlso presented is the mean internal militarization

score for the entire sample of. 92 nations. The sample mean for

inlernal miritarization is g54 per capita, however, as can be detected

by the mean when broken down by status, the deviations from the mean
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can be greât, indicating that those nations wilh greater wealth spend

more on their own miliLary internally. Whereas the lowesÈ income

nations average $6.00 per capita on internal militarization, the 22

highest incone nations in the sample average over $,160.00. Israel

maintains the highest level of internal militarization, followed by

Iraq and syria. These three nations are all in the Middre East. The

high leve]s of spending here no doubt exist due to the tensions in

this area of the world and the 91oba1 strategic and political
importance of this are to the super power allies. The lowest leve1s

of internal militarization are reported by Mari, Niger and Nepar, all
at or under $1.00 per capita. Àn initial association between GNp and

internal militarization is apparent; the higher the level of internal

miliLarization the higher the level of GNP or national wealth. This

correlation may be the one that was detected by Benoit, that is, as

militarization increases so does wealth of the nation and therefore

development in terms of growth. The danger here is assuming that the

association represents a causal rel-ationship. Às will be discussed

later on, this association may disappear once proper contrors are

introduced.

Table 3À presents a bivariate analysis of means using grobal

militarization and the dummy exogenous variables. The J.argest

difference of means in terms of globa1 militarization exists between

those nations who are western aligned and those that are not. Western

aligned nations show a ratio of military to non- military imports of

3.8% while non-western aligned nations display a ratio of 18.s%. such

a difference r+ould suggest initially that non-western aligned nations
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either buy more expensive weapons, or do not receive the same support

in terms of military aid, and therefore spend a great deal more on

military imports than other nations. The existence of war or the

threat of war appears as another crucial factor determining leveIs of

global militarization. Those nations at war report arms imports to

toLa1 imporÈs ratios of 12"4% while the other nations received the

lowest ratio on the table, at only 2.7%" Initial indications is that

war is a major factor in determining both types of militarization.
0ther notable delineations occur between countries r+ith parliamentary

and non-parliamentary regimes and nations who house foreign niLitary

bases and those who do not.

The situation with the parliamentary regime variable is interesting

when comparing this table to Table 2À. parliamentary reginres spend

more on the military internally than non-parliamentary regimes (g70 to

$43). yet record lower level-s in terms of gl-obaI militarization (3%

Lo 8.6%). The two types of militarization do not necessarily act in
unison and both represent different phenomenon. The existence of

foreign bases is another, though less salient, exampre of this

occuring. There is no difference in internal militarization depending

upon the existence of a foreign military base, but those nations

hosting bases show a much higher J.evel of 91obal militarization (10.7%

Lo 4.6%).
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Table 3A -- Average GlobaI Militarization by the Exogenous
Dummy Variables

PARTIAMENTÀRY REGIME
EXISTENCE OF INTERNAL POLICING
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNAT ORIENTÀTiON OF MITITARY
EXISTENCE OF FOREIGN MITITÀRY BASES
I^¡ÀR ÀND THREAT 0F WAR

SUPPTIED BY THE WEST
WESTERN ATIGNED

1

YES

3.0
8.1
9.6

10. 't

10,7
12,4
4.4
3.8

0

NO

8.6
3.7
5.7
4.5
4.6
2.7
?o

18.5

Tabre 38 -- Àverage Global Militarization by Income status
(cHe per Capita)

ENTIRE SAMPLE
TOWER INCOME NATIONS
MiDDLE INCOME NÀT]ONS
UPPER_MIDDLE INCOME NATION

Average Global Militarization
6.4
9.0
4.1
7.0

The association between the wealth of the nation (GHe per capita)

and globaI militarization (proportion of imports that are military
oriented) is presented in Table 38. Gtobal miritarization, or the

leveL of g1oba1 military involvement, does not follow the same pattern

as does internar militarization. The sampre mean is 6.4%. The

highest global military involvement is experienced by the 30 nations

classified in the lowest income bracket at over 9%. upper middle

income nations rate second, forlowed by the middle income category.

Both Afghanistan and Syria report levels of over 57% representing the

highest global militarization ratios, 27 countries that did nor

import military goods in 1982 report global militarization levels of

0%. The important fact here is that grobal militarization and
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internal militarization do not associate with economic arowth

similarly. The initiaL indication is then that these tvro types of

militarization are driven by different mechanisns.

A comparison between the tables which shor+ the association between

GNP and levels of development or leve1s of militarization suggest that

there may be a connection between internal militarization and

development. Judging by Tables 1B and 28 only, one might consider

that internal militarization leads to increased deveJ.opment since

higher development is related to higher internal militarization. That

is, both development and internal militarization act the same when

charted against economic growth and therefore one might erroneously

assume that the two factors are causally related with increased

militarization leading to increased development.

This connection is further explored in Table 4 which shows a

bivariate association between internal and gtobal militarization on

the one hand and the development scale on the other. Levels of

milítarization, be it gtoba]. or internal, are divided into three

categories. The highest third internal military spenders (those over

$28.00 per capita) are grouped into the highest category, the next

third (99.00 to $28.00 per capita) are grouped into the middle

category, and the lowest third spenders (under $9.00 per capita) are

grouped into the lowest category. The same is done for g1obal

militarization where the highest importers (over 5%) are grouped into

the highest category, the next third (.5 to 5%) are grouped into the

middle category and the lowest third importers (under ,sÐ are

considered as the lowest eategory.
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Table 4 -- Àverage score on the Development scale by the Level of
internal and Global Militarization

average development score
I nternal Militarization

Highest spenders (n=31
Middle spenders (n=31
towest spenders (n=30

Global Militarization

Highest importers (n=31 )

Middle importers (n=30)
Lowest importers ( n=30 )

+0.57
-0. 0s
-0. 54

-0.17
+0. 13
+0.09

There still appeârs to be no observable connection between global

militarization and development. Mean scores for development move fron

a score of just over 0 in the lowest third and middle third of the

sample to a score of just under 0 in the top third of the importers.

If anything then, the association is srightty negative. Now, unlike

the situation with global militarization, it is obvious from a perusal

of this table that internal militarization and development are

positively related. The lowest internal military spenders have a mean

development score of -.54 while the highest spenders show a score of

+.57. The middle category scores close to zero. Benoit, and the

modernizationists who used GNP or some measure of economic growth as a

dependent variable and military spending as the independent variable

nay have observed just such a connection and hence it is easy to see

why they assumed that militarization causes development. On the other

hand, if GNP itself is controled for, the association between

militarization and development may disappear. That is, GNp may cause
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increased nrilitarization and increased development and therefore the

relationship between militarization and development is spurious owing

to the infruence of GNp. Hence, the dangers of basing results on

bivariate analysis. This table exemplifies the need for a control for
levels of GNP in judging the effects of militarization on development.

The above tables shor,r that there are some bivariate associations

existing in the data set. However, it arso shows the need for a

multivariate technique in order to sort out the various relationships
with proper controls. Though the differences of means show that there
are certain tendencies to spend more on the military in nations with

more income, and in nations which fall into certain categories of the

exogenous variables, important variables such as income are not

controled for and therefore it is

based on the initial findings.

difficult to make any conclusions

considering that GNp appears to be an important factor related to
both development and internal militarization in terns of the bivariate
associations, it may be interesting to view the associa¡ion between

GNP and the dummy exogenous variables. This task is completed in
Table 5A to Table 5H which represents a series of crosstabulations of

income status by each of the dummy exogenous variables which will
ascertain r+hether there is any evidence of

income level and the exogenous factors.

an association between
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Table 5 -- Number of cases by status and the exogenous variables

A) PÀRIiAMENTÀRY
REGIME

YES

NO

TOTÀtS

INCOME STÀTUS
lower
n%
7 (23 "3)

23 (7 6.7 )

3õ-TTõÐ_

middle
n%
18 (4s.0)

22 ( s5.0)

aõ-îìf'ol_

upper-mi ddle
n%
12 (5s.0)

10 (45.0)

ã TTõõ)-

B) INTERNÀI
POLICING

yEs

NO

TOTÀLS

DOMESriEpnonuõño¡r
OF ÀRMS FOR EXPORT

YES

NO

TOTALS

INCOME STATUS
lower
n%
16 (s3.3)

14 (46.7 )

m-ïTõõ'r-

mi ddle
n%
23 (s7.5)

1't (42.s)

¿õ-îTõo )-

upper-middle
n%
16 (72.7 )

6 Q7.3)

ãnooI

c) iNCOME STÀTUS
lower
n%
2 (6.7 )

28 ( 93.3 )

3illoof

middle
n%
6 (1s.0)

34 (8s.0)

mT@-

upper-mi ddle
n%
7 (31.8)

'1 s (68.2)

æfTõof

D) FoREic¡t ¡¡rüT¡nv
BÀSES

YES

NO

TOTALS

INCOME STÀTUS
lowe r
n%
6 (20.0)

24 (80.0)

3õ-rTõdr

middle
n%
12 (30.0)

28 (70.0)

4ol1oó-

upper-middle
n%
I (36.4)

14 (53.6)

Z'TTõ¡T



E) EXTERNAT ÀRMY

ORI ENTATI ON

YES

NO

TOTÀtS

WAR ÀNñ._THRËAT
OF WÀR

YES

NO

TOTATS

lower
n%
11 (36.6)

19 (63.4)

mlrõõ)-

INCOME STATUS
middle
n%
16 (40.0)

24 (60.0)

¿õ-(Tõ-o )-

iNCOME STÀTUS
middle
n%
19 (47.s)

21 (s2.5)

¿õ-Ti!-ol-

upper-middle
n%
7 (31.8)

15 (68.2)

ãl¡õ)-

upper-middle
n%
1 0 (45.0 )

12 (5s.0)

2rlloõi-

upper-middle
n%
18 (81.8)

4 (18.2)

u fi¡õ)-

INCOME STÀTUS
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upper-middle
n%
9 (40.s)

13 (s9.1)

Zã1]Tof

lower
n%
'11 (36.6)

1e (63.4)

3O_TTõõ'[

middle
n%
11 (27 "5)

29 02.5)

aõTTõ-i-

F)

G) SUPPTINN ¡V
THE WEST

YES

NO

TOTÀLS

lower
n%
12 (40.0)

18 (60.0 )

3õlJ o-¡l-

u) wnsrnnil
ÀtTGNED

YES

NO

TOTALS

lower
n%
21 ( 70.0 )

e (30.0 )

3õllT'õr

36 ( 90.0 )

4 (10.0)

mliTõr

iI'ICOME STATUS
middle
n%

Four of the eight variables show a consistent association with

income Level. specificaLly, the percentage of cases that can be

classified as parliamentary (rable sA), having internal policing

activity (tabJ.e 5n), being capable of donestic production for export
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(tab1e 5c), and hosting foreign military bases (table 5n), arl
increase as GNP, or national status as defined by the tlorld Bank,

increases. For instance, 7 of 30 Q3Ð of the lower income nations

are represented by a parliamentary regime. This figure rises to 1g of

40 (45%) in the middle income category and 12 ot 22 (55%) in the

upper-middle income category. parliamentary regimes are therefore

more prevalent as income increases.

The existence of internal policing rises only slightly fronr the

lower income bracket (53.3%) to the middle income category ß7.5%),

but then rises to 72.7% in the upper-middr.e income bracket.

The domestic production for export variable displays a revealing

result. Only 2 or. the 30 (6.7%) lower income nations support such

economic activity. This figure more than doubles to 5 of 40 (1sÐ in
the middle incorne bracket and more than doubles again to 7 of 22

ß1 .8%) in the upper-middle income category. This tabl-e seems to

suggest that domestic production is an activity onLy available to the

upper income nations and hencer âDy benefit that such an industry can

provide can only be accrued by those nations. Now, it may also be

argued that it is the existence of such industries that boosts a

nalions income thus placing the cause and effect in the opposite

direction. But, it is interesting to note that India and pakistan are

the two lower income nations who export arms produced domestically.

These nation, though low in terms of GNp per capita, have a high leve1

of GNP in raw figures, and lherefore available resources must exist to
begin domestic production.
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The existence of foreign military bases is the fourth variable

which varies consistently with income status. The increase here is

f.ron 20% of the lower income nations hosting bases to 30% of. the

middle income and up slightly to 36.4% ot the upper-middle income

category. These tables do not display cause and effect but only

associations, therefore, it is difficult to say r+hether the existence

of a base increases income for sone reason. À]so possible, advanced

nations choose to locate in countries with a higher level of income

because resources and supports may already exist. Because the

deviations from status to status are quite small, income status can

only be a ninor part of the reason a military strength chooses to

locate in a particular developing country. More important are the

geo-political and strategic positioning of the nation as well as the

relationship between the two nations.

The other four variables do not consistently vary with income

status when no other controfs are introduced (Tables 5E to 5H). The

above tables show thal there may be a connection between wealth and

some of the exogenous factors. This simply points to the possibirity

that there is also a connection between these variables and

militarization and development since the analysis of means indicated

that some associations do exist. For instance, since upper-middJ_e

income countries are more likeJ-y to have parliamentary regimes or

produce arms domestically, it ís like1y that there is an association

belween regime or domestic production and development in a positive

direction. But, the need for the simultaneous control of all
variables is the only meLhod that is capable of assuming a cause and

effecl exist.
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Results of the Path Ànalvsis

Table 6 presents the regression results of the equation where the

determinants of militarization are regressed against the two forms of

militarization" The significant results, those that merit attention,
are indicated by stars next to the coefficient. The column on the

left are lhe coefficients when internal militarization is the

dependent variable while the column on the right indicates the

significant determinants of global militarization. Except for the

dummy variable REGIME, the results confirm the hypothesis that the

internal determinants have a greater influence in determining levels

of internal militarization than global militarization and the globaI

determinants have a greater influence on g1obal militarization than

internal militarization. Since significant determinants generally are

found among the internal determinants when regressed against internaL

militarization and global determinants when regressed against gJ.obal

militarization. REGIME, however, is a significant predictor of grobal

militarization but not internal militarization. The reasons for this
anomaly will be speculated on later.

Only three variables are seen to be significant in determining

levers of internal militarization in developing countries. GNp per

capita has the greatest effect with a standardized beta of +.57. The

unstandardized beta coefficient, not reported in this table, shows

that for every $1.00 rise in GNp per capita, there is a g.05 rise in
internal military spending per capita when arl other variables are

controled.
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Domestic production is the second most vital determinant of

internal militarization with a standardized beta of +.18. Compared to

those nations þ¡ithout export capabilities in the military industry,

domestic production adds $76.91 to internal mititarization per person

when all other variables are controled. Domestic industries therefore

require a tremendous amount of resources. From this result it could

be concluded that only those nations with greater resource abundance

can afford to produce $reapons for export purposes. whether this
investnent is in turn beneficial to development ¡+il1 be discussed

later.

Table REGRESSION RESULTS I,¡ITH INTERNÀL AND GLOBÀL MILiTÀRIIATIOH
ÀS THE DEPENDENT VARIÀBIES

STÀNDARDIZED BETÀ
REGRESSED ÀGÀINST

INTERNÀL MILITARI ZÀTION

STANDARDIZED BETA
REGRESSED ÀGÀINST

GtOBAt MILiTÀRIZATIONVÀRiABLE

Internal Determinants

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
GNP PER CAPITA
INTERNAL POLICING
EXTERNÀL ORIENTÀTION
PÀRIIAMENTARY REGIME

Global Determinants

FOREIGN BASES
l^iÀR

I.¡ESTERN SUPPLI ED
WESTERN ATIGNED

.19 **

. $J ***

.02

.13
-.11

-.12
1'7 *

.04
-.01

.05
-n¿
-.01

.13
-.17 *

.21 **

. l$ ***
-n¿
-.32 ***

NOTB -- Leve1s of*** 5jgnificant to** signíficant to* significant to
not significant

Significance indicated by:
of significance
of significance
of significance

the .01 level
the .05 level
the .12 level
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The remainder of rhe internal determinants are relatively
insignificant in influencing levels of internal mititarization.
Internal policing has no effect at all. Regime has a very minor

effect on internal militarization, while an external oriented military
adds a small, but insignificant, amount to the level of internal
militarization.

0f the external determinants, only war or threat of war is a

significant factor with a standardized beta coefficient of .1:.. Those

nations at v¡âr or who are threatened by war spend $s5.2g more per

person on internal militarization than those not at war and not

threatened by such. The significance of this factor is not

surprising. i.iar woutd require a buird up of the establishnrent

incJ-uding al-1 facets of militarization. Since the wÀR variable is not

significant at the .05 level of significance based on the T statistic,
caution should be taken in this interpretation.

The other external determinants are, as might be expected,

statistically insignificant in influenceing levels of internal
militarization. onty the existence of foreign bases (-.lz) can be

considered as havíng even a weak influence. In conclusion, both

econonic internal factors, that is, wealth of the nation and domestic

production, positively affect internal_ militarization and they are

both statistical,ly signif icant.

The variabre REGIME presents an anomaly to the general hypothesis

regarding the determinants of militarization. since having a

parlianrentary government is seen to be an insignificant determinant of
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of internal militarization, yet has a pronounced negative influence
(thougn not significant at the .05 level), on gIobal militarization.
The ratio of military to other imports in parliamentary nations ís g%

lower than in non-parliamentary regimes when all the controls are

considered. This result points to several factors. Maizels and

Nissanke's argument that military governments tend to spend more on

their military is verified. on the other hand, this increased

militarization is apparent only in the degree of involvement in the

globa1 military matrix. Hence, non-parliamentary regimes are more

dependent upon the producer nations than parliamentary nations.

Àccording to dependency theory, this shoul-d result in non-

parliamentary regimes showing lower levels of development when stage

two is considered. Furthermore, the evidence presented here suggests

that the nature of the State has been misplaced and is a global factor

instead of of an internar factor. The type of government in prace is

a condition that influences the reLationship between the State and

other nations rather than influencing the goings on of the state

itself. simply put, whether a nation is parriamentary or not does not

at all influence the amount that they spend on the military internally
and therefore it is not an internal determinant, but it does determine

the percentage of arms that they import and therefore REGIME affects
the military relationships between the nation and other nations.

Maizels and Nissanke's hypothesis then, that the nature of the state

is a national influencing factor is incorrect and REGIME should be

more closely related to ATIGNMENT, suppllER, etc., than the internal

deLerninants.
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The other internal determinants are not significant predictors of

global militarization. Of particular note are the influences of

domestic production for export and GNp per capita, both of which are

high1y insignificant. Arthough domestic production adds to the

internaL militarization requirements, it does not increase the degree

of nilitary invol.vement gJ.obally. Às we11, richer nations with

greater resource availability do not becone more militarized globa1ly.

Externally oriented armies, a factor previously speculated to possibly

affect both types of militarization, moderatelyr yet insignificantly,
increases globar militarization (beta of +.1 3, insignificant at the

.12 level of significance).

Looking at the globat determinants of militarization, only the

suppl ier nat i on i s an insi gni f icant predictor of global

militarization. I{estern alignment has the greatest influence on

globaI miLitarization. Non aligned or eastern aligned nations have a

military - non-military import ratio of over 9% greater than western

aligned nations when all other factors are controled and hence

non-western aligned nations are nore integrated into the world

nrilitary matrix. Again, this would suggest that deveropment is weaker

in these nations. There are other possible explanations for this
result. Because western aLigned nations may receive a large amount of

mil-itary aid, this may bring down the actual amount of spending that

is reported and hence the result found in the regression equation

could be spurious or,¡ing to the ínfluence of miritary aid. Also to be

considered is the interconnectedness between the external

determinants. Looking back at the regime Lypes and suppliers, similar
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relationships exisl between parJ-iamentary regimes and western supplied

nations. Since a higher percentage of parliamentary governments are

western aligned than non-parliamentary governments, one might

speculate that it is a western affiliation which reduces mililary
spending. Upon further examination, an interesting facLor surfaces.

0f the 9 lower income countries who are non-weslern aligned, 5 are at

vrar in 1982 according to Kidron and smith, (afghanistan, Burma,

Ethiopia, Mozambique and Tanzania ) , and an additional 2 were

threatened by war, (india and Sri Lanka). 2 of the 4 middle income

nations, (cuba and Nicaragua) are at war, and similarly are 3 of the 4

upper incone nations which are non-western aligned, (Iran, Iraq and

syria). In addítion, a majority of this group is represented by a

one-party governmental system. since war tends to dramatically

increase levels of spending, it would appear as if the reason behind

the higher levels of spending of non-western aligned or non-western

supp).ied nations is not the'westerness'of their affiliations, but

rather the fact that these nations are at lrar more often. Indeed,

while 37% of. the totar sample is at ¡var, or r+as threatened by war in

1982, over 70% of the non-$¡estern aligned countries experience war

activity or are threatened by it. Hence, non-western supplied nations

tend to be non-parliamentary regimes more often, are non-western

aligned more often, are at r+ar more often and therefore spend more on

military inputs.

The interconnection between these and all other variables can be

summarized by the correlation coefficienls found in appendix c. In

terms of the present discussion, the coefficient between war and
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alignment is -'33, meaning that non-western aligned nations tend to be

at ¡uar more often. war is then positively related to internal

spending with a coefficient of .21. since regime and alignment are

arso significantly correJ.ated, that is, parliamentary regimes are

western aligned more often, with a correlation coefficient of .16, the

relationship can be illuslrated as follows:

non-parliamentary<--->non-western aligned<--->at war<--->higher spending

Interestingly, being supplied by a ¡+estern nation does not fit into

the same schena mentioned above. Although the correlation matrices

provided in appendix C reveal that the western supplied nations are

likely also western aligned, (correlation coefficient of .43),

supplier does not relate to the variables vrar or regime in any

significant way. Supply does, however, positively correlate with

domestic production, meaning that countries who set up arms industries

do so, to a great extent, in conjunction with v¡estern suppriers

(correlation coefficient of .20).

Several additional explanations of the causal association between

arignment and gJ.obar militarization exist. First, western aligned

nations rnay tend to receive miJ.itary aid and assistance if they are

geo-strategically located and hence this decrease in global military
involvement may not be truLy representative. More 1ike1y, the

nonaligned nations, not being militarily connected to any super power,

may need to increase their arms imports to protect themselves from

rnilitarily aided nationsr or in order to protect their nonaligned

status. Whatever explanation is put forth it must be weighed against
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the possibility thal the smalt number of cases of nonaligned and

eastern arigned nations bias the sample. If Iran, Iraq and syria are

removed from the sample, these being three of the highest military
spenders in the Third world, the mean spending of non-western aligned

nations decreases dramatically.

I{ar and threat of war has, as expected and as arluded to above, a

tremendous effect on global militarization, increasing gLobal military
involvement by 6.5%. Now, the effect of war and threat of v¡ar on

globa1 militarization is somewhat greater than its influence on

internal militarization as rvas hypothesized. Hence, even though war

requires a larger military establishment, it requires 91oba1 military
involvement to a greater extent. The analyses by Lotz (1970), Deger

(1985) and Maizels and Nissanke (1981 ) which showed similar results,
are verified, but here the infruence on the two defined types of

militarization is added.

The existence of a foreign mititary base also increases grobaJ.

militarization by 5.3%, (standardized beta coefficient of +.21).

Recall, this factor r+as said to have a minor negative effect on

internal militarization. Thus, when a foreign military base exists,
it is possibLe that a natíon need not spend as much on their own

military. some of the functions of the military may be undertaken by

the foreign establishment. However, the involvement in the globaI

military matrix is heightened as r^ras expected.

Bolh models discussed above, (internal and globa1 militarization as

the dependent variable), show R-squares of over 40%. In other words,
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more than 40% of the variation in militarization can be explained by

the determinants of nilitarization" This figure point to a generally

acceptable level of variance. In addition, boÈh models are themselves

highly significant in terms of the F value.

In conclusion, the assumptions and hypotheses discussed in earlier
chapters have been generally verified. The internal determinants of

militarization have a greater influence on internal militarization,
while the globa1 determinants are much more 1ike1y to influence globa1

militarization. The one exception is the influence of the nature of

the state, which might be considered a gl.obal determinant of

militarization. The onLy factor which significant).y determines both

forms of miLitarization is war and the threat of war, however, its
influence on global militarization is greater. Besides war and threat

of war, the existence of domestic production for export and GNp per

capita (wearth of the nation ) , are good predictors of internal

militarization. Global militarization is determined by the regime in

place' rlar or threat of war, the existence of foreign rnilitary bases

and globar alignment. so, globa1 militarization is determined by aII
three types of factors, political, economic and military, where

internal militarization is more a function of the internal economic

factors. Previous research which claimed war and threat of war is a

prime motivater of increased militarization is verified, but a number

of other factors have now been added.

An interesting comparison can noll be made with the results of the

first regression equation and the brief bivariate discussion above.

Table 2À provided evidence that internal militarization varies with
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the existence of internar policing, external orientation and the type

of regime. However, based on the results provided in Tabì.e 6, the

differences found do not mean thal a cause and effect relationship

exists. That is, arthough internal policing and high leveIs of

internal militarization are related, (rabre 2A), the existence of

internal policing does not increase militarization directLy (raUte g).

In fact, with a standardized beta coeffitient of .02, internal
policing does not influence internal mi.litarization, (or global

militarization for that matter), at al1. À clue to the reason for the

initial bivariate association can be found back on Table 58 which

indicates that internal policing varies with income status. This

table showed that the wealthier the nation, the greater the occurance

of internal poJ.icing or, the richer the nation is the greater the

civil discontent that is accompanied by military involvement. It is

therefore possible to conclude that discontent increases with wealth

and the initial association found between internal policing and

militarization on Table 2A is spurious owing to the wealth of the

nation when once controled, removes the influence of poticing. In

other words , arthough there i s an assoc iat ion between internal
policing and militarization, internal policing occurs in wealthier

nations more often and therefore when wealth is controi.ed for the

association between internal policing and militarization disappears.

The result of the pOlicING variable 1eads to two important

conclusions. First, since internal policing does not increase

internal spendingr or globar imporLs of arms, civil war and counter

insurgency programs are a cheap form of military aclivity. I,lar is,
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however, significant, suggesting that it is much more costly to fight
a war than it is to police your own nation. The importance of

defining the various types of military activity when talking aboul lhe

determinants of spending is apparent judging by this resuLt. second,

the fact that internal policing occurs more frequently in wealthier

nations suggests that policing may take place in order to protect the

status quo where the status quo is either weaLthy and thus powerful,

or when the opposition is affluent enough to put up a fight.
Dependency theory would support the former sol-ution, although this
particular data set itself does not ansv¡er the question.

External orientation and type of regime are trvo other variables

that suggests a relationship in the bivariate anal-ysis (rable 2e), but

are insignificant causes of internal militarization in the case of

regime type, and both internal and global militarization in the case

of orientation (tabte e). Regime and militarization is once again a

spurious relationship owing to the effect of GNP as can be detected in

Table 5. That is' once GNP is controled for, the association between

these factors and militarization becomes insignificant. As for

external orientation, the amount of change in spending and change in

arms imports based on an army orientation is simply not enough to

grant it a significant factor. Hence, âD army requires a certain

amount of maintenance and sophistication regardless of orientation.

Furthermore, it was suggested earlier that because GNP and domestic

export are the most important determinanbs, internal militarization is
more a function of economics than anything else while globa1

militarization is a function of all three types of factors, that is,
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poritical, economic and military. since gIobal militarization
involves more than one nation it makes sense that its level is

determined by a broad range of factors. According to dependency

theory globa1 militarization involves geo-political and military
strategic as well as economic factors and hence political and military
factors aid in determining its 1eveI. I^¡ith internal militarization,
the high beta of GNP means that the wealthier nations spend more on

the military, have larger military establishments etc. There is some

truth to the argument that the size of the military depends upon

available resources and budget constraints of the central government.

Despite this result, GNp has virtually no influence on globa).

nilitarization. Richer nations thus can afford a larger military
establishment but it does not mean that the establishment is more

sophisticated in terms of weaponsr or is more connected to the

advanced producer nations when it comes to arms imports.

Domestic production for export is the other variable significant in

its influence on internal militarization. Tr+o conclusions can be nade

from this result. First, domestic production requires that the

operation includes training, resources, etc., that are connected to

miJ.itary spending internally. plus, the 'chain of inputs' refered to

by Eide (1976) , that includes the importation of supplementary

equipment, foreign experts etc., do take place in terms of internal

militarization, but that chain does not include the importation of

arms specifically.

It is the gLobal militarization variable which is created out of

the argument of the dependency theory. Hence, those significant
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deLerminants, besides influencing militarization, also theoretically

influence the level of dependency. It is easy to make this connection

with a couple of the significant variables. For example, the

existence of a foreign military base means that there is also a

strategic and political connection between the host nation and the

nation whose base is located on developing nation soil. This

connection increases globaI military involvement as is shown in the

regression results, but also increases dependency on this more

powerful guest. conversely, having a parliamentary regime decreases

dependency on the more advanced and stronger nations. The one-party

states and military regimes have more to gain by a dependent

association since such activity necessítates a chain of dependency

where the leaders and status quo in the developing country would take

advantage of and expropriate wealth form those be1ow. Development

should then decrease in non-parliamentary and foreign military base

hosting nations.

Table 7 shows the results obtained when regressing aI1 the

variables in the analysis against the composite index of development.

Again, the starred coefficients are significant and merit attention.
These are the variables which influence deveJ.opment directly. Three

of the exogenous factors result in significant influences on

development. These factors were all initiatry under the category

internal determinants and hence the factors which are seen as globa]

have less influence on development (except for the variable REGIME

which might be considered to be a globa1 determinant based on the

above discussion).
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Table 7 -- REGRESSION RESULTS

VARiÀBtE

WITH SOCIÀt DEVETOPMENT ÀS THE DEPENDENT
VARIÀBtE

STANDARDIZED BETÀ

Type of militarization

GLOBAT MItiTÀRIZATION
TNTERNÀL MI tITÀRi ZÀTION

Internal Determinants

DOMESTIC PRODUCTiON
GNP PER CÀPITA
INTERNÀI POTICING
EXTERNÀL ORIENTÀT]ON
PÀRLIAMENTARY REGiME

GlobaL Determinants

FOREIGN BASES
I.¡ÀR

WESTERN SUPPLIED
ÞJESTERN ALIGNED

- "22 **
-.10

.14 *

.55 ***

.07

.03

. lg ***

.06

.15
_ 1.1

.04

NOTE
***
**

+

-- Levels of Signi
significant to ihe
significant to the
significant to the
not significant

fícance indicated
.01 level of signi
.05 l-evel of signi
.'12 level of signi

by:
I Canc e
I Canc e
r canc e

0f the exogenous factors, GNP per capita has the greatest influence

on development , showing a standardized beta coef f ic ient of +. 55.

Nations with greater resource abundance in terms of GNp therefore have

the abili.ty to impì-ement programs which deveJ.op the social base of a

nation. The nature of the State as well is a significant predictor of

development with partiamentary regimes showing a greater level of

development.
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It appears as if parliamentary regimes, represented by a government

which must directly answer to the needs of lhe generaL population if
they hope to be reelected, are more concerned about the basic needs of

the population and hence mechanisns to increase social development,

than one-party, despotic or military regimes. Another explanalion of

the posiLive association between regime and development could lie with

western support and aid going to parliamentary regimes bolstering

levels of developnrent. In any case, parriamentary regimes have a

better record in terms of social development judging by this resurt.

The debate over the effect of domestic capacity for export is
settled using this eguation. Domestic production has a positive

infruence on development as r+as argued even by a number of dependency

writers. The benefits accrued through the trade in arms can be felt
even by the developing countries. À couple of points should be made

however regarding the interpretation of this result. First, the

result is not significant at the .0s revel of significance. The

effect of domestic production is thus minor compared to the other

factors which have nore significant r values. Now, The first
requirement in starting an arms export industry is wealth since it is

a costly endeavour. Hence, Lhe nations which maintain domestic

production facilities are, in a sense, the dominant nations of the

developing world in a financial sense. Table 5C showed that of the 15

nations which export military goods in the present sampJ.e, almost

one-half of them (7) are upper middle income nations. 6 betong to the

middle income category and only 2 are lower income nations. put

another way, while only 2 of. the 30 lowest incone nations export
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22 highest income nations are involved

in such economic activity ß2%) " Considering this, the coefficient of

.14 is not as tremendous as the other significant factors influencing

development. The effect of GNp per capita (.ss) is much greater. In

conclusíon, it may be said that domestic exportation has a minor

positive effect on development, but this positive influence is still
only available to those nations r+ho have already reached a somewhat

higher level of development.

0f pivotal importance in this analysis is the regression results of

internal and global militarization on development. Here the outcome

verifies the hypothesis developed earlier. Global militarization acts

negatively on development with a standardized beta coefficient of

-.22. The dependency angre of the militarization argument gains

support by this result, that is, the greater the grobal military
involvement, the less the ability to develop. I nternal

militarization, on the other hand, results in no positive nor negative

effect on development. The modernization argument is not verified by

this result. The effect of increased internal militarization is nit.
Development is then not i.nfluenced by the size, strength or function

of the military within national borders in any means when all the

other influencing factors are considered. The initial association

found in Tab1e 1 is spurious when proper controls are implemented.

To sum' social development as defined by the indicators used in

this analysis, significantly increases directly in nations where the

nature of the state is parriamentary, in nations which maintain a

military domestic production industry for export, and as GNp per
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capita increases. Development, however, decreases significantly as

global military involvement increases or, more specifically, the

importation of rnilitary inputs has a direct negative influence on

societal growth.

The total variance explained in this modeL is s3% based on

R-square. A result of this nature points to a strong modeL.

PÀTH ANÀIYSiS DECOMPOSITiON

Di RECT
EFFECT

DEPENDENT VÀRI ABLE=DEVETOPMENT

INDIRECT
EFFECT

TOTAT
EFFECTVÀRIÀBLE

Type of Militarization

GtOBÀt MTLITARIZATION
INTERNÀL MILITÀRI ZÀTION

Internal Determinants

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
GNP PER CÀP]TÀ
INTERNÀL POLICiNG
EXTERNÀL ORIENTATION
PARLIÀMENTARY REGiME

GlobaL Deternrinants

FOREIGN BÀSES
WAR

WESTERN SUPPtiED
WESTERN ÀtIGNED

-.22
0

-.22
0

.14

.55
0

0
atr

.14

.55
U

0

.31

-. 05
.06

U

.07

0

0

0

0

.06

0

U

U

0

-.05
-. 06

0

.0'Ì

The path analysis decomposition, seen in Tabre B, is useful in
summarizing the results obtained in the two regression equations in

terms of the effect on development. The direct effects indicates the

influence of the independent var iables on development di rectly.
Indirect effects are calculated by multiplying the direct effect on

globaI militarization by -.22, which is the direct effect of g]obal
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militarization on developmenL. The indirect effects are then the

factors thal influence development onJ.y when mediated through global

militarization. Since internal militarization has an insignificant

influence on social development, it is not used at all in calculating

Lhe toLal effect. À11 insignificanl effects are given a varue of 0,

or no influence.

The direct effects have been reviewed above. Four variables have

indirect effects on development. Parliamentary regimes and western

aligned nations have positive indirect effects on development when

mediated through globa1 militarization. conversely, war and the

threat of þrar, and the existence of foreign military bases, have

indirect negative effects.

These indirect effects influence the net effects on development.

0f the eleven factors considered as possible influences on

development, the orientation of the military, the existence of

internal policing, the supplier nation and the 1evel of internal-

militarization have no effect. Four factors influence development

positively when aIl variables are considered simultaneousry; they are,

GNP per capita, the nature of the state, the existence of domestic

production for export and globaI arignment. Hence, the positive

influences come from both the internal and globa1 exogenous factors.

Negative effects, however, are all globarly related. The exi.stence of

foreign military bases and war or the Lhreat of rvar have a net

negative effect on development and, of course, global militarization

itself has a significant negative effect on development. Involvement

in the global military matrix is hence detrimental to developmen!.



Vi_ À FINÀI DISCUSS]ON ON THE IMPÀCT OF ÀRMS

Six Conclusions

Stated belor+ are a number of important conclusions that have been

derived from the above analysis plus a brief discussion that

accompanies each.

1- The level of a nation's internal militarization, or spending per

capita on the military within national borders, Iargely depends upon

their economic status where the higher the status in terms of wealth,

the more they spend on the upkeep of the military internally.

This is not necessariì.y a deterrent to developmen! since internal

militarization has no influence on social development in eilher

direction. But, the wealth of the nation does promote social

development directly. Thus, wealthier nations can afford to increase

spending both on the military and on social programs which lead to

enhanced levels of societal growth. The wealthier nalions can al-so

afford to begin weapons production for export which adds to
development slightly. Such activity increases internal military
spending needed to build the infrastructure capable of handling such

industry, train personnel, import supprementary equipment, etc., and

hence, onry the already richer nations, or those with avairable

resources, can afford such a luxury, the outcome being positive. This

is not to say lhat spending on other programs besides those militarily
oriented would not increase development even further.

-162-
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it is

easy to see that if the determinants of militarization are not

accounled for, and proper control-s not instituted, militarization can

be seen to increase GNP as was concluded by Benoit. The above

theoretical development and analysis has shown that this result is a

misconception of the entire problem. Leve1s of military spending per

capita are the result of GNP per capita, infrastructurally anyway, and

development occurs as GNP per capita rises but not as militarization

i nc rea ses .

2- The modernization argument, which hypothesized that the training
provided by the military, the diffusion of western values via the

miritary, the building of the infrastructure by the miritary, the

sense of economic security that accompanies a strong military
establishment, the sense of nation building that a strong military
establishment promotes, etc., serves to provoke development has been

shown to be a false representation of the impact of miLitary spending.

The analysis has demonstrated that the costs of maintaining the

military and any of those benefits mentioned above which were supposed

by Benoit et al. to exist, outweigh each other. perhaps in certain

nations the benefits outweigh the costs and vise versa depending upon

specific conditions. Across a large set of nations, the effects are

nonexistant. I,¡ith internal military spending having no inftuence on

development, the determinants of this type of militarization do not

affect development indirectly.
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where then does the modernization theory err? Àccording to some

critics, the modernization perspective was devised in the 1960's to

serve the purpose of justifying the build-up of militaries in the

Third World which rvas encouraged by American military strategists and

poJ.icy makers in order to prolect American strategic interests abroad.

Initially it may have erred in that it was created sorely to serve a

specific purpose. But, as the review of the literature mentioned,

several more recent articles have appeared supporting the theory. In

addition, researchers who hypothesize that the military benefils

society in some way will not go away. For instance, although they do

not propose that it is the case in all nations, Fredriksen and Looney

(1983, 1982) claim in most developing countries the military promotes

econonic growth. with the trenendousJ.y high costs of producing arms

and of research and development of more sophisticated arms, that is,
with the hígh cost of the arms race, coupled with the pressure to sell
$,eapons abroad in order to cover these costs, it is possible that a

revitalization of the modernization theory serves a neÍr justifying

purpose; not to protect Àmerican interests abroad, but to protecL

Àmerican interests at home by maintaining their position in the arrns

race.

The above argumeni cannot answer to one fact - the present analysis

has shown that military spending and arms imports are presently

highest in nations not aligned to western countries. Hence, although

it is possible that some justification of the gLobal arms business is

manifest in modernization, the theory must be criticized at a more

basic level as well, that is, the assumpt.ions of modernization can no1.¡
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solely responsible for its

militarization does not promote

not promote development but most

3- War and the threat of

militarization, being the only

and gJ.obaI militarization.
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sho$¡n that the State itself cannot be

ot+n development. More imporÈantly,

westernization, or westernizalion does

likeIy both.

¡var have

det e rmi nan t

tremendous effect on

increase both internal

a

to

The hostile and threatened environment that exists in many third
world countries accounts for a large portion of the high 1evels of

arms imports and spending per capita. where Benoit supposed that high

levels of militarization support a secure environment, it is more

likely that it supports a proliferation of the third world arms race.

As the number of conflicts increaser so too does militarization. If
arms build ups are to cease in these nations, they must do so in ress

threatening environments.

4- Global military involvement is determined by a combination of

politícaJ-, economic and miritary factorsf the nature of the state and

globaJ, alignment being political factors and the existence of a

foreign military base and war being the economic and military factors.

Dependency theory claimed that a developing nation has very little
say as to its course of action militarily which is determined in the

advanced countries. In part, the analysis conducted above agrees

since the factors which determine arms imports are largely global

determinants and therefore are those factors which connect a nation to

the globaI military matrix and hence the supplier nation, usually
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being a developed country. War is a clear example of this connection.

Most r+ars are fought in developing countries; many are fought with the

developed nations' interests involved. There is thus some truth to
the notion that the cold war between the USÀ and the USSR is fought in

the back yards of the Third world. stiLl, dependency assumes that

arms imports are autonomous or self deciding since the military
destiny of a third worrd nation depends upon an oulside power. This

analysis sho¡+s that this notion is incorrect since a number of factors

directly influence arms imports.

5- The dependency theory notion that arms imports and global

military involvemenL hampers development has been verified.

The most important regression result of the above analysis is a

-.22 standardized beta coefficient between gLobal militarization and

social development. According to dependency, the importation of arms

draws a nation into the world wide division of labour where the

developing world is exploited to the benefit of the core. Indeed,

development, in terms of the social well-being of a nation decreases

as a result of arms imports. The above analysis has not verified

whether the transfer of arms results in a reciprocaJ. association in

the countries of origin. That is, do the sacrifices of the Third

World result in benefits to the advanced nations who produce the arms?

The analysis does however, hint that this might be the case since the

exportation of domesticatly produced arms increases developnent in the

developing countries. Furthernore, alrhough the analysis did not

directly test for it, there is evidence that the importation of arms

has real costs for the Third l,rorld when compared to other government
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funded projects since grobal mililarization is measured as a

proportion of arms imports to total imports. Hence, the opportunity

costs argument gains some support. in any case, as developing

countries become more involved in global militarization, the 1ower

becomes their rate of deveJ.opment and with the definition of

development employed in the present analysis, the sacrifices will
mostly be fert by the poorest; those who have the least access to the

most basic of human needs.

since globaL militarization deters sociar deveJ.opment, the

determinants of globaI militarization have subsequent indirect

influences as weIl. Two of those factors, r.lar and the threat of ¡+ar

and the existence of a foreign military base, fit nicely into the

dependency argument. The existence of a foreign military base on

developing country soil means that the developing country is all.owing

some type of economic, political and military encroachment into their
environment. As countries become more involved with the advanced

world and as ties strengthen, dependency and exploitation increase

resulting in a decrease in the development of the social well-being of

a nation. War has a similar relationship to social development since

it too involves a nation more thoroughly into a world system favouring

the already advanced. (There are additional, obvious, explanations of

the negative infruence r+ar has on development, some of which may l_ead

into moral issues as r+e11. It is enough for norl to emphasize the

indirect result found in the analysis. )

6- Internal and global militarization are two different phenomena,

infJ.uenced by different factors, affecting development in different
I.¡ays.
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Part of the confusion and inconsistencies in past literature and

research could be because the existence of different types of

militarization r¡ere never recognized. But, when we speak of the

negative effects of militarization, it is arms inrports which we should

be refering to. Internal miritary spending does not matter, that is,

it may operale äs any other type of government spending. Its effect

may vary between nations depending upon various things, like the

particular programs supported, but the importation of arms matters

greatly. Àrms imports serves to ut ilize resources that could

otherwise be used for social development. instead, countries with a

hígh proportion of arms imports to total imports become involved in

the world military matrix, fueling the arms race, while in the end,

hampering their ovrn development.

f FinaI Word: implications of the present Ànalvsis

The initiar implications of the present analysis are apparent. The

direct impairment to development brought about by increased

militarization in terms of arms imports further enhances the United

Nations viewpoint that military spending is a direct detriment to

development and that the two must be dealt r.¡ith sinurtaneously. In

other words, development in the full sense cannot take prace unless

developing nations reduce their involvement in the globaI military

matrix. This analysis has shown that in terms of the social

well-being of a nation, that is, social development, miJ.itary imports

reduces growth. This implies that development cannot occur unless the

arms trade in lhe developing world is reduced.
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It is impossible to ask the nations of the world to lay down their

arms completely, dismantle their military and begin to redirect

resources into more useful projects. First of arl, the problems is

not as simple as a guns - butter trade-off as was shown in the

analysis. Many factors come into play which must be taken note of.

The regression results showed that internal militarization does not

necessarily affect society negatively (although that is not to say

that these resources could not also be put to better use). second,

nations of the world must maintain some sort of protection white the

world continues to exist in its present state. Àsking a nation to

drop its defenses and be vulnerable to any attack is ludicrous at the

moment given the tense environment that presently exists in much of

the developing wor1d. There are immediate other choices to be made

from within each state. Since it is global militarization that

primarily prevents devel-opment, nations could begin by loosening their
global military ties. sirnpry put, the lower the portion of the import

budget devoted to military goods, the lower the adverse effects on

development. Thus, the more inward reliant the mititary, the better

the chances for socioeconomic growth. Ànd, the present analysis has

also suggested some of the determinants of global militarization which

can be concentrated on in order to reduce globa1 miJ-itary invoLvement.

Most important is the existence of war since it affects militarization

so strongly, increases third worrd tension, and in the end costs

lives. There is no doubt that the developing worId, which has served

as the r'¡orld's baltleground since World War I I , must move towards more

peaceful states in order to reduce tension, therefore militarization,
and therefore be able to concentrate on progress aimed at increasing

development.
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The present analysis has shown the irony in a world where war and

violence are commonplace yet deveì.opment is difficult to achieve, The

analysis of the dependent variabte displayed low titeracy and Iife
expectancies in some countries that maintain high levels of globa] as

well as internal militarization. Since such militarization hinders

development, the only possible solution to the development problem

would be to concentrate efforts on decreasing military buird-ups

globalIy. Benoit once noted that the security that is felt under a

strong miJ.itary establishment leads to growth since investors trust

such security. However, a strong military establishment in one nation

also leads to tensions in another, causing a third world arms race.

when this tension leads to increased spending on military inputs, the

net result is negative. If, however, the security alluded to by

Benoit, can be achieved through peace and demilitarization as opposed

to militarizaLíon the benefits would be felt both economically and in

terms of the social well-being of the nation.

Ruth sivard has said that, "in a worrd of murti-birlion-dollar

corporations, the military sectors as buyer, employer and producer has

become the biggest of them all" (Sivard, 1986;23). Producers of

armaments, the leaders in the weapons industry, rely on 100 some

developing natíons to support their billion dollar ventures. yet, the

conseguences of the military industry's full expansion into the

developing world are devastating both in a moral sense, increasing

tensions and the likelihood of war, and in a developmental sense,

reducing the social well-being of the nation. The global connections

involved in Lhe miLitary - development interaction suggest that it is
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rather than militarization, that could

progress world wide.
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move towards demilitarization

create the impetus for societal



APPENDIX

À) À Further Ànalvsis

The resurts obtained in the analysis above utilizes a particul_ar

definition of development that has been constructed by way of a

theoretical argumenl. I n order to hypothesize on the

generalizeability of the findings, the same variabres r+ere also

regressed against some other dependent variables that, arguablly,

could also represent sone form of development. These four additional

dependent variables are represented below. They are: tota l
government expenditures on heatth, total exports, the average food

production index, and the percentage of the population with access to

safe water. The first two of these indicators gives some indication

of economic development. Þjhile total exports indicates the health of

trade in a developing country, totar spending in the health sector may

indicate the state of the central government budget as well as comment

on the opportunity costs argument that spending in the miJ-itary sector

takes away from spending in other areas such as health. The average

food index, indicating whether food production has been on the

increase or decrease in the years prior to the year of note, give some

indication of both the heaLth of the agricultural sector and access to

food for lowest proportion of the population, while the percent of the

population with access to safe water is an indicator of social

welJ-being since it is the bottom sectors of the population that would
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have their access to safe water blocked. This latter indicator is
therefore also concerned with the health of the lower income people in

a developing country.

The following results are provided in order to shor+ that a) various

definitions of development can and are used in an analysis regarding

socioeconomic arowth, and b) any definition used should provide

consistent results with what was obtained above. This does not,

however, lay any doubt on the operationalization of development used

for the above analysis which is stirl the most appropriate.

STANDARDIZED BETÄ COEFFJCIENTS OF INTERNAL AND GLOBAL
MiLiTÀRiZATION WITH VÀRIOUS DEPENDENT VARIABLES

DEPENÐENT VARIABLES

INTERNÀI MILITARI ZÀTION

GLOBAL MILITARTZATION

1

-. lb

-.13

2

16

18

3

-.10

4

.03

.08

*****KEY TO DEPENDENT VÀRIABIES
1- Total Health Expenditures
2- Total Exports
3- Àverage Food production Index
4- Percent of the population with Àccess to safe water

*** !¿l¿ obtained form the ACDÀ, Sivard and the World Development Report

The above table shows the st

types of militarization used in the analysis regressed against these

four dependent variables. The other controls used in the analysis are

also used in this case" In general, the results show a consistency

with what was initially obtained. Global militarization has an

adverse influence on each indicator of development. The results of

internal militarization shows LhaL the analysis above may have indeed
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under emphasized the negative influences since the first two

regression equations above yielded quite negative results. Except for

total health expenditures, the globa1 militarization has a greater

negat ive ef fect on the indicators of development than internal

militarization, as was the case in the initial analysis. Grobal

militarization is shown to not only affect social development, but it
reduces health and total exports as well as negatively effects a

nation's abiliiy to produce agricultural goods. The result of

internal militarization when health expenditures is used as ä

dependent variable lends support to the opportunity costs argument by

stating that spending on the military internally does take away from

spending in health, even though the spending on the military may not

in itself reduce sociat development.

The contrast between the two types of militarization also show a

consistency with what was found in the initial analysis. The effects

of internal militarization are weak when the more socially related

variables are considered, but stronger when the economic indicators of

health expendi tures and total exports are considered. Global

militarízaLíon turns out to be a hinderance to development across the

board of indicators. Àlthough the comparisons made above are rather

crude and simplestic, they do suggest that the model created for the

above analysis may be generalizeable across a broad range of

def initions of development.
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¡) rne Complete Path Analvsis Diaqram

INTERNÀt DETERMINANTS

Orientation

Internal Policing

Domestic Producti

GNP Per Capita

Regime

GIOBÀL DETERMINÀNTS

Foreign Base

Wa

Suppl i e

AI i gnmen

INTERNÀL
MitTTÀRI ZÀTiON

DEVELOPMENT

r./)

MI Li TÀRI ZÀTI ON

.Jr
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9) correlation coefficients between Variables in the Ànalvsis

following tables are included in the present section:

correration coefficients between the Internal Determinants
correlation coefficients between the Internal and Global
Determi nan ts
correration coefficients between the Internal Determinants
and Militarization and Development
correration coefficients between the Globa1 Determinants
correlation coefficients between the Global Determinants
and Militarization and Development
correlation coeff icients between Militarization and Ðevelopment

I-

I) correlation coefficients between the internal Determinants

GNP

1 .00

Ã

DOMESTI C

PRODUCTiON

. lJ***

1 .00

ORT ENT

.13*

.19**

1.00

À

POtI CE

-. 04

. '19**

REGIME

.34***

.12

- .07

- .14*

1 .00

GNP

DOMESTI C

PRODUCTION

ORI ENTÀTION

POri cE

REGIME

Á

Ã

x

x

Ã

.02

1 .00

À

NOTE
* *:t
**
*

-- Leve1s of Signi
significant to the
significant to the
signi f icant to the
not significant

icance indicated by:f.

01 level of significance
05 level of signi ficance
12 level of significance
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II) correlation coefficients between the internal and GIobal
Determinants

I.lÀR

SUPPTIER

ÀtiGN

BÀSES

GNP

-. 03

.08

.07

.08

ORi ENT

.07

"01

-. 1 g**

.06

PotI cE

.40***

-.07

-.'10

-.03

REGIME

.02

.'1'1

.'16*

-.02

DOMESTiC
PRODUCTION

.09

.20**

-,02

.25***

NOTE -- Leve1s of Significance indicated by:
*:k* 5ignificant to the.01 level of significance** significant to the.05 level of significance* significant to the .12 level of significance

not significant

III ) correlation coefficients between the Internal Determinants
and Militarization and Developrnent

GNP DOMESTIC ORIENT
PRODUCTION

POLICE REGIME

iNTERNAL
MI LI TARI ZÀTI ON

GLOBÀL
MI Li TÀRI ZATI ON

DEVELOPMENT

.57***

_no

.62x**

. Jl***

.'13*

. /$***

.27 ***

.23***

.03

1?*

1Q**

.06

.10

.24***

.48***

NOTE -- Levels of Signi*** signi f icant to the** significant to the* significant to the
not signi ficant

ficance indicated by:
.01 level of significance
.05 level of significance
.12 leve1 of significance
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IV) correlation coefficients between the Global Determinants

I,¡ÀR

SUPPTJ ER

ÀtiGNMENT

BÀSES

wÀR

1 .00

Y

SUPPTI ER

-. 0'1

1 .00

ATIGNMENT

-.33***

.43***

1 .00

x

BASES

.02

1'l *

-. 01

'1 .00

x

X

.¡f

x

NOTE -- Leve1s of Signi*** 5igni.ficant to lhe
ficance indicated by:
.01 leve1 of significance
.05 level of significance
.12 level of significance

i* significant to the* significant to the
not significant

V) Correlation Coeff icients between
and Militarization and

the Globa] Determinants
Development

iNTERNAL
Mi LI TÀRI ZATI ON

GTOBAL
MI LI TÀRI ZATI ON

DEVELOPMENT

I,iÀR

.21* *

.4 1 ***

.06

SUPPTI ER

.06

-. 1 5't

.04

ATIGNMENT

-.12

-.49***

. 14*

BÀSES

-. 01

.24*x*

.07

NOTE
***
**
*

-- LeveÌs of
significant to
signi ficant to
significant to

Signif icance indicated by:
the.01 Ìevel of significance
the.05 level of significance
the .12 level of signif i.cance

not significant
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vI ) Correlation Coefficients between Militarization and Development

INTERNÀL
MITITARI ZATION

GTOBAL
MI LI TARI ZÀTI ON

DEVETOPMENT

iNTERNAL
MI LI TÀRI ZÀ?1 ON

1 .00

X

GtOBÀt
MI tI TÀRI ZATi ON

.1 7**

1.00

Ã

DEVETOPMENT

. l$***

-.23**:t

1.00

NOTE -- Levels of Signi*** significant to the** significant to the* significant to the
not significant

ficance indicated by:
.01 level of significance
.05 level of significance
.12 level of significance
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q) rne Tabl e s Used in the Ànalvsis

Average Score on the Development Scale by the Exogenous
Dummy Variables

Table 1A --

PARLIÀMENTARY REGIME
EXISTENCE OF INTERNÀL POTICING
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNAL ORiENTÀTiON OF' MILITARY
EXISTENCE OF FOREIGN MITITÀRY BASES
I^¡ÀR AND THREAT OF I.IAR

SUPPTIED BY THE WEST
Ï^¡ESTERN ÀL]GNED

1

YES
0

NO

0. 58
0.05
0. s8
0. 04
0.11
0. 08
0.05
0. 05

-0.31
-0.07
-0.11
-0.02
-0. 04
-0.05
-0.04
-0.28

Table 1B -- Average score on the Development scale by Income status
(Cnn per Capita)

ENTIRE SAMPLE
LOWER INCOME NATIONS
MiDDtE INCOME NATIONS
UPPER-MIDDLE iNCOME NATION

Average Development Score

0.0
-0.84
+0.13
+0.91
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Table 2A -- Average Internal Militarization by
Dummy Variables

the Exogenous

PARLiAMENTARY REGIME
EXISTENCE OF INTERNAL POIICTNG
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNAT ORIENTATION OF MILITÀRY
EXISTENCE OF FOREIGN MILITARY BASES
WAR AND THREAT OF WAR

SUPPLIED BY THE WEST
I^¡ESTERN ÀtiGNED

I

YES

70.4
69. 3

158.4
107.5
52.3
93. 1

63. 1

45.8

0

NO

42.7
30. 9
?2 tr

26.6
q¿q

30.8
46.4
89.5

Tab1e 28 -- Average Internal Militarization by Income status
(cne per capira)

ENTIRE SÀMPLE
TOWER INCOME NATIONS
MIDDLE INCOME NAT]ONS
UPPER_MIDDIE INCOME NATiON

Average Internal Militarization

53.8
6.0

28.9
164.5
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Table 3A -- Àverage Global Militarization
Dummy Variables

by the Exogenous

0

NO

1

YES

PÀRLTAMENTÀRY REGiME
EXiSTENCE OF INTERNÀL POTTCING
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT
EXTERNÀL ORIENTATION OF MILITÀRY
EXISTENCE OF FOREIGN MILITARY BÀSES
WAR AND THREÀT OF T,TÀR

SUPPTIED BY THE WEST
WESTERN AtiGNED

3.0
8.1
9.6

'10.1

10 .7
12.4
4.4
3.8

8.6
J. /
5,7
4.5
4.6
)1
70

18. 5

Table 38 -- Àverage Globa1 Militarization by Income Status
(cne per capita)

Average Global Militarization

ENTIRE SAMPTE
IOÌ.¡ER INCOME NATiONS
MIDDËE INCOME NATIONS
UPPER-MiDDLE iNCOME NÀTION

6.4
9.0
4.1
7.0
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Table 4 -- Average score on the Development scale by the Level of
Interna] and Global Militarization

average development score

I nternal Mi 1i tarization

Highest spenders (n=3'1 )
Middle spenders (n=31 )

Lowest spenders ( n=30 )

GlobaI Militarization

Highest importers (n=31 )
Middle importers (n=30)
Lowest importers (n=30)

+0. 57
-0.05
-0. 54

-0.17
+0. '1 

3

+0.09
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Tab1e 5 -- Number of cases by status and the exogenous variables

¡) PÀmIAüENTÀRY
REGIME

YES

NO

TOTÀLS

INCOME STATUS
lower
n%
7 (23.3'')

23 06.7)

3¡lrTõl-

mi ddle
n%
'r8 (4s.0 )

22 (ss.0)

4dTîõ¡I-

upper-ni ddle
n%
12 ( 55.0 )

10 (4s.0)

m
B) INTERNAL

POtI CI NG

YES

NO

TOTATS

DOMESTiFpnOnuCrloH
OF ARMS FOR EXPORT

YES

NO

TOTATS

INCOME STÀTUS
lower
n%
16 ( s3.3 )

14 (46.7)

3õllTof

middle
n%
23 ( s7.5 )

17 (42.5)

4dTTõ0I_

upper-middle
n%
16 02.7\

6 (27 .3)

rriõd-
c) INCOME STATUS

lower
n%
2 (6.7)

28 (93.3)

3dll¡-of

middle
n%
5 (15.0)

34 (85.0)

Aî-TTooI-

upper-middle
n%
7 (31.8)

1 5 (68.2 )

re
D ) FoREI cN r',rI t i t¡nv

BASES

YES

NO

TOTÀtS

INCOME STÀTUS
Lower
n%
6 (20.0)

24 (80. 0 )

Ð-TTol-

middle
n%
12 ( 30.0 )

28 (70.0)

40 I l ool-

upper-mi ddle
n%
I (36.4)

14 (63.6)

urTõdr
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E)

Table 5 (Continued)

EXTERNÀL ARMY

ORIENTÀTION

YES

NO

TOTALS

INCOME STATUS
lowe r
n%
1'r (35.6)

1 9 (63.4 )

lo--iTõõl-

middle
n%
11 Q7 .5)

2e 02.5)

4 O,TTõõI_

upper-middle
n%
9 (40.9 )

13 (s9.1)

re
F ) t.¡AR ¡Ho rHññr

OF WÀR

YES

NO

TOTALS

INCOME STÀTUS
lower
n%
11 ( 36.6 )

1 9 (63.4 )

3õ-Tml-

middle
n%
16 (40.0)

24 ( 60.0 )

4d-fiTof

upper-nriddle
n%
7 (31.8)

15 (68.2)

Zt_-(Tõo'I-

G) SUPPT]ED_
THE WEST

YES

NO

TOTATS

WESTERÑ-_
ÀLi GNED

YES

NO

TOTÀLS

BY INCOME STÀTUS

H)

lower
n%
12 (40.0)

'18 (60. 0 )

5õ-.(lTol-

middle
n%
19 (47.s)

21 ( 52.5)

[õltT'õr

upper-middle
n%
10 (45.0)

12 ( s5.0 )

TW

upper-middle
n%
18 (81.8)

4 (18.2)

TTõõI_

INCOME STATUS
mi ddle
n%

lowe r
n%
21 (70. 0 )

e (30.0)

3ilm¡r

36 (90.0)

4 (10.0)

4õ'lrõ'õr
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Table 6 -- REcREsstoN RESUtrs t¿ITH INTERNAL ÀND ctoBÀL MTIITARIzÀTIoN
ÀS THE DEPENDENT VÀRiÀBLES

VARIABTE

Internal Determinants

DOMESTJC PRODUCTION
GNP PER CAPITA
INTERNAL POLICING
EXTERNÀL ORTENTÀTTON
PÀRLIÀMENTÀRY REGIME

GlobaI Determinants

FORETGN BASES
i,lÀR
WESTERN SUPPLIED
i,TESTERN ALIGNED

STANDARDIZED BETA
REGRESSED ÀGÀINST

IN?ERNÀL MILI TÀRI ZAT]ON

STÀNDÀRDIZED BETA
REGRESSED ÀGÀINST

GLOBAL MitITÀRIZATION

.19 **

.57 ***

.02

.13
-.11

1a-. t¿
1'7 *
na.

-.07

.06
-. 04
-. 01

. '13

-.17 *

.21 **

.28 ***
-. 04
-. 32 ***

NOTE -- Levels of Significance indicated by::k** 5ignificant to the.01 level of significance** significant to the.05 level of significance* significant to the .12 level of significance
not significant



Table 7 -- REGRESSION RESUTTS WITH SOCIÀL DEVETOPMENT
VÀRIÀBtE

187

ÀS THE ÐEPENDENT

VÀRIÀBtE

Type of militarization

GLOBAT MILiTARIZATION
INTERNAT MILITÀRI ZÀTION

I nbernal Determinants

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
GNP PER CÀPITA
INTERNAL POLICiNG
EXTERNAL ORIENTATION
PARLIAMENTÀRY REGIME

Global Ðeterminants

FOREIGN BASES
ï^iAR

WESTERN SUPPLIED
WESTERN ÀLIGNED

STÀNDARDIZED BETÀ

-.22 x*
-.10

.14 *

. $$ ***

.07

.03

. lg ***

.06

.15
_ 11

.04

NOTE -- Leve1s of Significance indicated by:*** 5ig¡ificant to the.01 level of significance** significant to the.05 level of significance* significant to the .12 level of significance
not significant
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TABTE 8 -- PÀTH ANÀtYSIS DECOMPOSi Ti ON ( ¡npeHnnnT vÀRI ÀBLE=DEVEIopMENT )

VARIÀBtE

Type of t'lilitarization

GtOBÀt MITITARTZÀTION
iNTERNAL MILITART ZATION

I nternal Determinants

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
GNP PER CÀPiTÀ
iNTERNÀL POTICING
EXTERNÀL ORIENTÀTTON
PÀRLIÀMENTARY REGiME

Global Determinants

FOREIGN BASES
I,iAR

WESTERN SUPPLIED
WESTERN ALIGNED

DIRECT
EFFECT

INDI RECT
EFFECT

TOlÀL
EFFECT

-))
0

-)1
0

.14

.55
0

0

"14
.55

0

0

.31

n

0

0

0

.06

0

0

0

0

-.05
-. 06

0

.07

-.05
.06

0

.07
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E) À tist of Nations in the Ànalvsis

The following are the 92 nations that are used for the anarysis:

Àfghanistan, Algeria, Agentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Benin, Bolivia,

Botswana, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Burma, Burundi, camaroon, central

Àfrican Republic, Chad, Chilie, Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba,

Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia,

Fiji, Gabon, The Gambia, Ghana, Guatarnala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica,

Jordon, Kenya, south Korea, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar,

Malawi, Malaysia, Ma1i, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco,

Mozambigue, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, pakistan, panama, paupau

New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, The phillipines, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierre

Leone, singapore, somalia, south Àfrica, sri Lanka, sudan, swaziland,

Syria, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,

Uganda, Uruguay, Venezuala, yemen (eden), yemen (Sanaa), Zaire,

Zambia, Zimbabwe.
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f) Glossary of Terms

Al i qnmen t

Countries can be classified as either western, eastern or nonaligned
depending upon the political, military and economic system. The
western aligned states are central to thã western military system¡ or
have economic ties with the west and shared political traãitions.'The
easLern aligned states are central to eastern military-strategic and
economic systems or are states with ties of conveniencã to the East.
For the analysis, countries are divided into those which are western
aligned and the others.

Beta Coefficient

The degree of association between two variables can be determined by acoefficient. It is sirnply a statistical result which comments on lhestrength and direction of a relationship. A coefficient can bepositive or negative, which indicates the ãirection. The strength of
the relationship is determined by the magnitude of the coeffiõient,
the closer a standardized coefficient i.s to one, the stronger the
association between two variables. Furthermore, ttte stronger theassociation, the more 1ikely it is to be significant, tirát is,
represent a finding that could not have been obtained randomly.

Deve 1 opmen t

Generally refers to a process whereby countries improve their statusin a number of recognized areas. Íhese areas of improvement oftenrelate to the standard of living of the nation in geneial. The most
common indicator of deveropment is GNp since it póints to a general
level of national wealth. Butr âD argument could be made ior anyfactor which indicates a standard of living. The variable deveJ.opmentin the analysis utilizes data on life expeðtancy, infant mortarity andliteracy to indicate a level of developmónt

Domestic Production

The exportation of domestically
armaments were exported in 1982,
production capabilities.

produced arms. if any value of
a nation is said to have domestic

Dummv Variable

A variable with only two categories.



Exoqenous Factor

A variable which theoretically influences
itself autonomous or is not influenced by
analysis, all nine determinants of mili
exogenous faclors.
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another variable but is
other factors. in the
tarization are seen as

Fac tor Ana lvs i s

À statistical technique which uses the shared variance of items or
variables ín order to create groupings of items or variables thatstatistically have a lot in common. These groupings are calledfactors. Although there are several usages of iactór ãnalysis, the
analysis above uses this technique in order to construct a-dependent
variables representing development.

Foreiqn Bases

Normally, a nation hosts a foreign military base when ther is a base
within the territory of another state.

Global Determinant

À factor whích theoretically infLuences 1eve1s of global
militarization because it is a poJ-itical, economic or nrilitary factor
that is influenced by the association between two or more ñations.r!ç four g1obal determinants ín the analysis are rvar, supplier,
alignment and foreign bases.

Globa1 Militarization

Theoretically represents the degree of global military interaction or
the degree to r+hich a nation is associated Lo other nations in terms
of militarization. For use in the analysis, globaI militarization is
calculated by the amount of military imports divided by total imports
multiplied by 100. Global militarization is therefore the percent oftotal irnports devoted to the miLitary.

GlfP (Gross National Product)

The total output of
country and valued at

goods and services produced
market prices.

by residents of a

Income Status

À nation's income status depends
Developing countries can be classified
or upper-middle income depending upon
categories represent income stalus.

upon thei r level of income.
as lower income, middle income
their GNP per capita. These
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Infant Mortalitv

The number of infant deaths in a nation per 1000 births. Infant
deaths are deaths under the age of 1. This is one of the three items
used to create an index of development in the analysis.

Internal Determinant

A factor which theoretically inftuences Levels of internalmilitarization because it is a political, economic or military facLorthat is influenced by conditions or decisions existing witirin the
State itself. The five internal determinants in the anaiysis are the
wealth of the nation, the nature of the state, internál policing,
orientation and domestic production.

Internal Militarization

Theoretically represents the degree of ínfrastructural militarization
or the amount of resources put towards the military within national
borders. For use in the analysis, calculated by military expenditures
minus military imports divided by the population size.

Internal Policinq

Internal military activity that occurs when there is the existence ofcivil war, counter insurgency, or other similar policing requiringmilitary assistance.

Level of Siqnificance

See Significance.

Life Expectancy

The average number of years a person is expected to live at the timeof their birLh. It is one of the three items used to create an indexof development in the anaLysis.

Literacv

The proportion of a population 15 years
to read and write. It is one of the
index of development in the anaJ.ysis.

of age and older who are able
three items used to create an
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Lowest Income NaLions

The least developed of the developing nations in terns of GNp per
capita. Àccording to the World Bank (1982) the lowest income group'do
not exceed a GNP of 9400 u"s. per capita. There are 30 natións lrom
this group in the analysis.

Midd]e Income Nations

Developing countries whose level of income is above the lowest income
nation but less !þq! the upper-middle income nations. According to
the world Bank (1982) the middle income group do not exceed a GNp of
about $1500 u.s. per capita but arways exceed a GNp of g400 u.s. per
capita. There are 40 nations from this group in the analysis.

Militarization

Can refer to an entire range of military related phenomena from the
size of the armed forces to the influence of the military in civilianlife. in the present anarysis, miliLarization refers more
specifically to arms imports and military spending.

Nature of the State

The type of government in place in a nation be it parliamentary, oneparty, military or despotic. In the analysis, the nature of the stateis indicated by the variable regime.

0rientation

Army orientation can be external, that is, the army is trained andparticipates in external conflict, or internal, meanlng that the armyis trained and -participates in internal garrison duIies includingpolitical control, internar war, etc. For use in the ana)-ysis]
externally oriented nations are considered against internally oriented
armies.

Path Analvsis

A staListical technique involving a series of regression equations.
Path analysis is only utilized when a model includes a series of cause
and effect relationships where all or some of the effect variables in
the first regression equation are also cause variables in subsequent
equalions. The model itself would then resembre a path. For example,

x1

where variabre x2 is both influenced by x'l and infruences x3.



Policinq

See Internal Policing

Req ime

For use in the analysis, a country is led by either
a nonparliamentary government which indicates theplace. In parliamentary regimes, two or more
general elections take place in order to decide the
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a parliamentary or
type of regime in
parties exist and
ruling party.

Reqression Analvsis

À statisLical technique used to
significance of multivariate cause and
96 for a further explanation.

establish the magnitude and
effect relationships. See page

Siqni ficance

À leveL of significance, determined by a T value, gives an indication
as to how confident a researcher can be that a relationship actually
exists without random error. Hence, if a coefficient is significantlit is accepted. This T value is a function of the level of
association in that the larger the coefficient or stronger the
relationship, the nore confident one can be that the result is genuine
and acceptable.

Supp1 i e r

A major arms supplier is the
imports going to the country

nation of origin of the majority of arms
of destination.

Underdevelopment

A country can theoretically be said to be underdeveloped when it
generally falls r+ell below its potential in terms of the fãctors which
indicate a level of development. However, there is no set definitionof underdevelopment in the literature since the term is theoretical
and some authors use the term for any developing country. The term
rvas initiated by the dependency school - whlch statãs that the
underdevelopment of a nation is a state brought about by exploitation
of the developed world. This exploitation advances the 'coie' to theand further hinders development in the 'periphery'. Hence,
'development and underdevelopment are t¡vo sides oi tirã sañe coin'.



Upper-middle Income

The most developed
capita. Àccording
group exceeds a GNP
over $7000 U.S. per
the analysis.

War

Generally, the wealth
Spec i f ica1ly, for the

Wether a conflict can be classified as a r,rar is a matter of judgement.
Generally, "rvar is an open armed conflict in which: regular-unlformed
lgtg"l are engaged, on at least one side; the fighters and thefighting are organized centrally to some extent; and there is some
continuity between armed clashes" (Kidron and smith, 1993;map 1). For
the analysis, countries which are threatened by war are included in
the war variable. To be classified as threatened by war a nation
would be at !,ar one or two years after the time of the data. so, all
data comes from 1982 and a country at war in 1983 or 1984 wouid be
said to be threatened by war in 1982.

Wealth of the Natíon

19s

Nations

of the developing nations in terms of GNp per
to the World Bank (1982) tne upper-middle incóme
of about $1500 U.S. per capita and extends to just
capita. There are 22 nations from this grouþ in

of a nation refers to national wealth or incone.
analysis, it refers to GNp per capita.
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